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 1. MEETING FORMAT NOTICE 

  
 
This meeting will be conducted in a hybrid in-person / online format. The Board will 
be present in-person in the Council Chambers and members of the public are 
welcome to attend in-person as well. Members of the public also have the choice to 
view and participate in the meeting online via Zoom. 

 

To attend the meeting in-person: 

Come to Sandy City Hall (lower parking lot entrance). 

39250 Pioneer Blvd., Sandy, OR 97055 

  

To attend the meeting online via Zoom: 

Please use this link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82829877089 

Or by phone: (253) 215-8782; Meeting ID: 828 2987 7089 

  

Please also note the new public comment signup process below. 

 

 2. CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION - 6 PM 

   
 

 2.1. Special Service Contract Program 2021-23  
Special Service Contract Program 2021-23 - Pdf 

4 - 39 

 

 3. CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING - 7 PM 

   

 

 4. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

   

 

 5. ROLL CALL 

   

 

 6. CHANGES TO THE AGENDA 

   

 

 7. PUBLIC COMMENT 

  
 
Please note: there will be an opportunity later on the agenda to testify on the Parks 
Master Plan update and the Olson Street Annexation. 
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The Council welcomes your comments on other topics at this time. 

  

If you are attending the meeting in-person 

Please submit your comment signup form to the City Recorder before the regular 
meeting begins at 7:00 p.m. Forms are available on the table next to the Council 
Chambers door. 

 

If you are attending the meeting via Zoom 

Please complete the online comment signup webform by 3:00 p.m. on the day of the 
meeting. 

  

The Mayor will call on each person when it is their turn to speak for up to three 
minutes. 

 

 8. RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS PUBLIC COMMENTS 

   

 

 9. PRESENTATION 

   
 

 9.1. Oath of Office 

Police Sergeant Samuel Craven  
Sergeant Oath - Craven 

40 

 

 10. CONSENT AGENDA 

   
 

 10.1. City Council Minutes  
City Council - 07 Sep 2021 - Minutes - Pdf 

41 - 47 

 
 10.2. Renewal of Intergovernmental Agreement between Clackamas County and Sandy 

Transit  
Intergovernmental Agreement - Pdf 

48 - 60 

 
 10.3. Resolution 2021-27 

Support for TA Grant Application for Comp Plan Update  
Resolution 2021-27 - Pdf 

61 - 64 

 

 11. ORDINANCES 

   
 

 11.1. PUBLIC HEARING: Legislative Land Use 

Parks and Trails Master Plan (21-035 CPA) 

Ordinance 2021-26  
21-035 CPA Parks and Trails Master Plan - Pdf 

Staff Presentation Slides 

65 - 246 

 
 11.2. PUBLIC HEARING: Quasi-Judicial Land Use 

37685 Olson Street Annexation (21-027 ANN) 

Ordinance 2021-25  

247 - 304 
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21-027 ANN_ 37685 Olson Street Annexation - Pdf 

Staff Presentation Slides 

 

 12. OLD BUSINESS 

   
 

 12.1. Consent of Assignment of Hoodview Disposal Franchise 

Resolution 2021-28  
Consent of Assignment of Hoodview Disposal Franchise - Pdf 

305 - 310 

 

 13. NEW BUSINESS 

   
 

 13.1. Covered Structures - General Fund Program Authorization and Guidelines Approval  
Covered Structures - General Fund Program Authorization and Guidelines Approval - 
Pdf 

311 - 316 

 

 14. REPORT FROM THE CITY MANAGER 

   

 

 15. COMMITTEE /COUNCIL REPORTS 

   

 

 16. STAFF UPDATES 

   
 

 16.1. Monthly Reports   

 

 17. ADJOURN 
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: September 20, 2021 

From David Snider, Economic Development Manager 

SUBJECT: Special Service Contract Program 2021-23 
 
BACKGROUND: 
The Special Service Contract Program (SSCP) is a City grant program for non-profit 
organizations that started during the 2015-2017 biennium.  At the time, Sandy non-
profits had been regularly requesting funding from the City for various service programs 
they were operating within city limits.  Council was concerned that the individual 
requests were starting to become burdensome due to the amount of time they took up 
during City Council meetings, and asked city manager Seth Atkinson to create a new 
structure for regular funding that did not require Council review and approval for each 
individual program request -- in other words, to "formalize" these funding requests 
through a grant program. 
  
While the SSCP has served its purpose fairly well through the last three biennia, both 
the City Council and the community have changed quite a bit in the last six years, and 
there may be opportunities to refine and streamline the program.  Additionally, this 
meeting is an opportunity for the Council to receive summary information on the 
applications that have been received for the 2021-23 iteration.  
  
DECISIONS FOR COUNCIL: 

1. Whether to accept staff's proposed administration amendments 
2. Whether to establish a Council subcommittee to review applications and make 

funding recommendations 
  
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AMENDMENTS: 
  
Proposed Amendment #1 -- Application Review Process 

• Role of the Review Panel: Every two years, the City advertises the application 
period of the program at the beginning of a new biennium, and written 
applications are made available online.  Completed SSCP applications include a 
clear description of the service provided to the community and the Council goal 
or community need that it addresses.  They also include the amount of funding 
being requested, projected service budgets and a description of how the 
proposed program could be scaled down if it was only partially funded.  While the 
program currently receives $60,000 in biennial funding, it typically receives more 
than $60,000 in funding requests per biennium, so the review panel is often 
required to funding prioritization decisions. 
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• Composition of the Review Panel: In the past, these applications have been 
reviewed by a seven member review panel consisting of 2 elected officials, 3 
staff members and 2 citizens at-large.  The review panel approves applications 
and determines funding levels for all approved services.  This panel has 
traditionally been staffed via direct invitation from the Economic Development 
Manager.  With the majority of members being elected officials or at-large 
citizens, the EDM spends a fair amount of time searching for new members to fill 
out this committee every biennium.  This review process is inefficient and in need 
of reform. 

  
Staff recommendation: Staff recognizes that the previous process was developed 
without much input from the City Council, and also recognizes the City Council's desire 
to have more direct control over and responsibility for grant programs like this one.  For 
efficiency's sake, we believe that the best method to evaluate applications and set 
funding levels for this program going forward while maintaining Council control and 
direction would be for the Mayor to create a subcommittee of three city councilors and a 
staff liaison to evaluate applications and make funding recommendations to the full 
Council. 
  
  
Proposed Amendment #2 -- Performance Measure Data 

• Current practice: Current program practices involve staff independently 
determining which metrics to gather data on, and reaching out to each recipient 
to gather information.  This involves staff making educated guesses as to what 
information the Council might find useful.  We have traditionally provided this 
data to the Council in the form of a report like the one attached below entitled 
"SSCP 19-21 - Performance measure report", which is the performance data 
report for this program for the 2019-2021 biennium.  Determining, soliciting, and 
compiling this information into a master report and presenting it to Council may 
not be the best use of staff time. 

  
Staff recommendation: If a subcommittee is formed to review applications for this grant 
program as recommended above, staff suggests that the review body make a 
recommendation on the specific performance metrics they would like to see for each 
recipient.  Staff also suggests that a more effective way of reporting this performance 
measure data would be for the grant recipients to communicate it directly to the Council.  
This could be accomplished either in a short annual report from each grant recipient, or 
in a brief presentation at a City Council meeting where each grant recipient could take 
five minutes to report out their data. 
  
  
2021-23 GRANT APPLICATIONS: 
  
The 2021-2023 SSCP application period closed on August 20th.  We advertised the 
program to the community in a news item on the City of Sandy website and on the 
official City of Sandy Facebook page, and also reached out to all four traditional non-
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profit organizations directly through the Ec Dev office.  We have received applications 
from all four non-profit organizations already established in the program, and did not 
receive any applications from new applicants to the program.  The Sandy Area 
Chamber of Commerce submitted two program applications, and the other three non-
profits each submitted one each.   
  
To familiarize the Council with pending applications received, listed below are SSCP 
project summaries for the 2021-2023 biennium and the amount requested for the 
biennium.  The applications are also included as attachments to this report for your 
convenience. 
  

1. AntFarm Youth Services -- CommunityConnect Program ($6,000):  AntFarm 
has traditionally used their SSCP funding to expand the outreach of their 
CommunityConnect program.  CommunityConnect is a program that creates 
opportunities for the most vulnerable senior citizens to "age in place" by providing 
home management assistance free of charge.  Assistance with things like cutting 
and stacking firewood, mowing lawns, weeding, cleaning gutters, etc. is offered 
through a youth volunteer and adult team.  Youth also benefit from this program 
by learning responsibility and work skills.  This request represents about 8% of 
this program's total cost. 

2. Sandy Community Action Center -- Food box distribution; increase community 
outreach ($20,000):  The Action Center has traditionally used their SSCP 
allocation for the dual purposes of increasing outreach for their services 
(particularly in the local Spanish-speaking community) and for increasing food 
box distribution.   

3. Sandy Historical Museum -- Student interns ($14,555.52):  Since the 2017-
2019 biennium, the Sandy Historical Museum has been using their SSCP 
allocation to hire part-time student interns to help staff the museum and visitor's 
center.  This expenditure has provided a dual public benefit for the community by 
a) providing part-time employment opportunities to local youth, and b) to get local 
youth engaged in local history and the tourism industry by working with visitors to 
our community.  These internships have also provided some diversity to museum 
staff who have traditionally been senior citizen volunteers, and the organization is 
hoping that one or two of these interns may develop into future employees. 

4. Sandy Area Chamber of Commerce -- two project proposals; these are both 
new proposals.  The SSCP allocation for the Chamber in the last biennium was 
to create and distribute "welcome" packets for new Sandy residents comprised of 
information and offers from local area businesses.  This project has run its 
course and is considered complete. 

o Continuing the Sandy Business Resource Center ($20,000): This project 
proposal is to continue the work of the Sandy Business Resource Center 
through the end of this biennium.  The BRC network, funded by 
Clackamas County, created seven business resource centers throughout 
the county tasked with helping businesses navigate the numerous federal, 
state and local pandemic assistance programs available and connect with 
resources like free PPE and technical assistance.  The BRCs provide 
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technical and financial resource assistance, individualized answers to 
business questions, referrals to organizations and resources, pre-paid 
access to business consultants, access to translators and free PPE, and 
other assistance.  This program is no longer funded by Clackamas 
County. 

o SACC Community Jobs Board ($9,528): This project proposal is to create 
a jobs board for local employers.  Finding quality employees is the number 
one priority for the local business community, as the pandemic has 
negatively affected the availability of labor.  This project would create a 
community jobs board page on the SACC website where local businesses 
can post open positions needing to be filled. 

 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
The Special Service Contract Program has been allocated $60,000 in the current 
Economic Development section of the general fund budget.  The actions proposed here 
do not require any additional funding to implement other than a small outlay of staff 
time. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends the following: 

• Council approval of the program administration changes outlined in the staff 
report 

• Initial summary-level Council review 2021-23 grant applications 
• Establishment by the Mayor of a subcommittee to evaluate applications and 

make funding recommendations to the full Council  
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 
2019-2021 SSCP final report 

• SSCP 19-21 - Performance measure report 
2021-2023 SSCP applications 

• SSCP 21-23 app - Museum 
• SSCP 21-23 app - SCAC 
• SSCP 21-23 app - AntFarm Youth Services 
• SSCP 21-23 app - SACC BRC 
• SSCP 21-23 app - jobs board 
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Special Service Contract Program 

2019-2021 Biennium – Performance measure report 

 

The Special Service Contract Program provides regular City funding for local non-profit organizations 
that provide services to the citizens of Sandy.  The following information was collected from the four 
non-profit organizations that the City of Sandy provides funding for through the Special Service Contract 
Program as a condition of funding approval for the 2019-2021 biennium. 

The SSCP application review panel is currently comprised of two city councilors, three staff members 
and two at-large members of the public.  The panel last met to review applications for the 2019-2021 
biennium here at City Hall on July 26th, 2019.  It consisted of the following people:   

• Council: Mayor Stan Pulliam, Councilor Carl Exner 
• Staff:  Jordan Wheeler, Emily Meharg, Carol Cohen 
• Citizens:  Lois Coleman, Kathleen Walker  

 

AntFarm Youth Services, Inc.                                                                  
Community Connects Program  
Biennial funding awarded: $10,000                                                                       

     2020-2021 2019-2020 

# of unduplicated visits:   301 201 

Total # of visits:    439 392 

Volunteers/volunteer hours:     

 # of total volunteers:   91 82 

 # of volunteer hours:   2,616 2,033 

# of youth volunteers:   91 65 

Community Connects donations:  $6,059  $25,882 
 

AntFarm Youth Services currently uses their SSCP fund allocation to enhance their Community Connects 
Program.  The Community Connects Program teaches youth work ethic and builds skill sets by 
connecting youth volunteers with community members (particularly elders and the disabled) that 
require assistance with property upkeep.  Volunteers perform tasks like mowing lawns, stacking 
firewood, weeding and cleaning gutters at no charge to the community member. 

According to AntFarm’s executive director, the need for this program over the last biennium has been 
enormous, particularly during the pandemic period of the last 18 months.  “It was particularly valuable 
during COVID-19 as the seniors were amongst the most vulnerable and definitely were isolated.  
However, this program had a huge impact on the youth as well as the seniors during the pandemic as 
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the youth needed to be outside and working to deal with the social isolation and the distance learning 
that they were doing.” 

“I appreciate that the City of Sandy has the awareness and intention of supporting our vulnerable elders.  
Community Connect is a great way to help these folks out.  Thank you.”

-- Two Foxes Singing (a.k.a. Nunpa), AFYS Executive Director 

 
 

 

Sandy Community Action Center 
Increase monthly food boxes 
Biennial funding awarded: $20,000                                                                       

   
2020-2021 2019-2020 

Avg monthly food boxes: 
  

136 221 

Service outreach efforts: 
  

see below see below 

Service coordination efforts: 
  

see below see below 
 

The Sandy Community Action Center currently uses their SSCP fund allocation to enhance the 
distribution of monthly food boxes to families dealing with food insecurity.  The numbers show a 
significant decrease in the number of food boxes distributed in the current fiscal year, which seems 
counterintuitive as we are in an immense time of need due to COVID-19.  Kirsten Pitzer, Executive 
Director of the Action Center, explains that this is due to governments at the local, state and federal 
level all stepping up their game by providing additional support in the form of: 

• Additional funds enhancement to unemployment insurance 
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• Additional food stamp benefits 
• Free meal distribution by local school districts 
• Wildfire-related funds for food distributed by Clackamas County  
• The Oregon Food Bank distributed free food via food boxes in most communities 

With the federal unemployment enhancement, utility assistance and the eviction moratorium ending, 
these numbers are expected to climb back to their previous levels before the end of 2021.  Staff at the 
SCAC believes the overall level of need in the community has probably increased slightly with the 
volatility in the economy and job markets, so this assistance is as important as it ever was. 

Regarding service outreach, the Action Center made several changes to their processes to help feed 
people during this pandemic.  Because pandemic response prohibited public access to the interior of 
their building, a self-serve area was constructed to provide meals to the homeless in front of their 
building, and a drive-thru system was implemented behind the building for food box distribution.  
Spanish language outreach continues, including surveying their Spanish-speaking clients regarding 
culturally specific foods to carry.  The SCAC also worked with Neighborhood Missions and the Hoodland 
Senior Center to supply dry goods to the Villages. 

The Action Center also improved their coordination with other local non-profit organizations to improve 
services in Sandy and the surrounding area.  The SCAC joined with several non-profit agencies to 
coordinate food distribution during the last fiscal year, including: 

• Working with Sandy Helping Hands to fill stockings for local moms for Xmas. 
• Sandy Ministerial Agency to coordinate Thanksgiving boxes. 
• “Sandy Shower Team” organizing efforts to find a site and funding for a mobile shower in Sandy. 
• Working with Suburban Auto Group on their peanut butter drive. 
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Sandy Historical Museum 
Paid youth interns 
Biennial funding awarded: $13,150 
 

           2021          2020 

Orisis Angel         14.5 

Alejandra Ortega           86 

Corbin Fitzpatrick         150         233 

Chloe Gettman           36         117 

Zander Ortega                                66          30 
    

Total youth intern hours         252         480.5 

 

The Sandy Historical Museum uses their SSCP funding allocation to hire several youth interns to work in 
the front lobby/gift shop of the Museum.  This is a unique opportunity that allows the City of Sandy to 
not only help the Museum with providing badly needed additional labor (the rest of their workforce 
except for their Executive Director is volunteer), but also provides part-time local jobs and opportunities 
to build work skills for several Sandy kids, all while potentially building a workforce to create the next 
generation of Sandy historians.  As you can see from the tables above, the City of Sandy funded over 480 
hours of youth internship work in the 2020 calendar year and 252 hours in the first quarter of 2021.*  
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Visitor count numbers: 

 

Traditionally, the Museum has also provided us with the numbers of visitors that they have received 
annually through the Visitor’s Center as part of their report.  As you can see, the number of people 
visiting the Historical Museum during the last two calendar years have been decimated by the pandemic 
and include a long period in 2020 and early 2021 where the museum was closed to the public.  The 
numbers for 2021 shown above only reflect visitors for the 1st quarter thus far. 

 

 

* - These numbers are for the period from 1/1/21 to 3/31/21 – results from the second quarter of the fiscal year 
were not available at the time these records were requested. 

 

Sandy Area Chamber of Commerce 
The Welcome Home Bag 
Biennial funding awarded: $4,150  

The Sandy Area Chamber of Commerce uses their SSCP fund allocation to provide welcome packets to 
new Sandy residents.  The “SACC Welcome Home Bag” is a reusable shopping bag adorned with a 
custom “Welcome Home” logo.  It is filled with promotional items including brochures, maps, calendars, 
coupons to local businesses, pens, coffee mugs, truffles, and more from local area businesses. 

2021 2020 2019

Visitor Count - Sandy 13 60 768
Visitor Count - OR outside of Sandy 21 90 3,030
Visitor Count - US outside of OR 35 110 1,003
Visitor Count - Intl 0 6 153
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This program was originally scheduled to be distributed regularly once a month to those turning on new 
water accounts with the City of Sandy.  However, pandemic rules prohibited delivering these bags to 
residents in-person, so the Chamber held off on deliveries during the 2nd half of 2020 and recreated their 
approach.   

Chamber Director Khrys Jones says that “in the winter of 2020/2021, we created a postcard to mail to 
new residents.  The card directs the recipient to go online and complete a form on our website to 
request a bag, and how they would like to receive it.”  The form is on a Chamber web page that also has 
important numbers and resources for people just moving into the area, volunteer opportunities and 
links to the Sandy Visitor’s Center.  However, the SACC has also been hosting the Sandy Business 
Resource Center, one of six such centers in Clackamas County, whose purpose is to help local businesses 
navigate the myriad of government assistance programs that are now available to businesses 
attempting to survive this pandemic.  This function is critical for local businesses and has consumed 
100% of the Chamber’s resources over the last 12 months.  

Now, a year later, the Chamber is ready to distribute the Welcome Home bags.  They have also 
increased the number of participating businesses from 29 to 33 and updated the contents of the bags 
with new materials from these businesses.  153 postcards, representing people that moved to Sandy 
from 1/1 to 6/31 of this year, were sent out on July 5th.  Pictures of the postcard and a Welcome Home 
Bag and its contents are shown below. 
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Description of Proposed Program:

Funding and Progosed Budget:

Cnnrinl Cnnlirn rnnfrnrf D ram 7?7'I_7?72 Ripnniurn

Sandy Historical Society, Inc. would like to apply, once again, for participation in the
City of Sandy’s SSCP for the 2021-2023 bienniums. In the SSCP (2017-2019), the
City's goal was to promote the creation of youth programs and encourage the growth

of tourism. The Sandy Historical Society currently operates the Sandy Visitor's Center

thanks to a previous grant from the City of Sandy. We would like to continue to

partner with the city by offering an ongoing Tourism/Historical local youth internship.

This internship promotes job skills and work experience for the selected youth of

Sandy. It also provides a positive image and education to visitor and tourists.

We have welcomed 13 youth interns into our program since it started in 2017 and

continue to train three at this time. The goals and details of the existing program can

be found in Appendix A (page 2).

Need for the SSCP:

The volume of visitors/tourists seeking information about what Sandy has to offer has
steadily increased to the point that the weekend staff needs to be two people. The

youth interns have provided the assistance needed on weekends especially since our

visitor growth has been increasing We closed on March 16, 2020 due to the COVID

pandemic and didn’t reopen our gift shop and visitor center until June 30, 2020 with

reduction from being open 7 days a week to Tuesdays through Saturdays, 10 am to 4

pm. We reopened the museum on May 1, 2021. Our 2020 visitor count was severely

reduced due to COVID and state mandated closure but over the years it has steadily

increased.

The Sandy Historical Society, Inc. and Museum is asking the City of Sandy to provide

funds in the amount of $14,555.52 (see attached Appendix C (page 7) for part—time

youth intern positions that total 10 hours per week. The minimum wage rate for the

City of Sandy per the State of Oregon is $12.75 hr. starting July 01, 2021 and will

increase to $13.25 on July 1, 2022.
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Summagy of Existing Program

The museum will fund $19,962.98 by providing knowledgeable staff supervision and

training of the youth interns throughout the program (Appendix C (page 7).

Partnership between the City of Sandy and the Sandy Historical Museum bring this

proposed program cost to $ $34,518.50 for two years. The extrinsic value to the

community will be much greater.

The museum fiscal competence is reflected in the 2020 financial statements attached

for review on Appendix F (page 10) **(will be delivered by August 26, delay due to

COVID exposure by our bookkeeper.) The Sandy Historical Society, Inc. has been a

50l(C)3 tax exempt organization since 197], Employer ID number 93—603l823 (see

attached letter of proof Appendix E (page 9).

An active core operational group of 7-12 people operate the Visitor Center 5-7 days a

week. We are continually answering questions from visitors for places to visit, where to

find restaurants, gas and other local services and products. We have a TV monitor in

the lobby that advertises local businesses. Our focus includes sharing the history of

the Sandy area and its businesses and services. Promoting Sandy is our goal, and we

continue to need the help of the Youth Intern Program to serve the visitors.

The Sandy Museum can accomplish a Sandy city council goal, meet community needs

and provide a public benefit to all visitors. The interns in the program will gain

valuable job skills and experience with working with the public, computer and sales

skills as well as acquire knowledge of Sandy’s pioneer history and the preservation of

artifacts.

The Sandy Museum does not have a dedicated source of income and depends on

fundraisers, memberships, gift shop sales and donations. Without the funds provided

by the SSCP for the Youth Intern program, the museum might have to reduce their

hours as many volunteers do not prefer to work on weekends. Volunteers typically

help with projects, archiving, exhibits and fundraisers which our Youth Interns will also

assist with.

Appendix A:

To meet the Sandy City Councils’ goals of ongoing youth programs and opportunities,

the Sandy Museum would create part—time youth positions: one of Saturdays 10 am—4
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pm (6 hours) and the second on Sundays 12 noon—4 pm (4 hours). The youth interns

will be mentored by knowledgeable museum staff in such job skills as: greeting and

assisting visitors in the Sandy Visitors’ center, assisting with retail sales in the gift

shop, archiving artifacts, computer skills for accessioning historic objects and
ephemera and conducting historical tours of the museum. Currently we are open

Tuesdays through Saturdays due to the uncertainty of the COVID pandemic. We are

planning to open again on Sundays when we have an additional staff member for

Sundays and Mondays.

The Youth Interns will be required to work weekends that the museum is open. On

snow days or days of inclement weather when the museum does close, the interns will

be notified by the responsible staff member who makes the closure decision.

Youth applicant criteria:

0 16-19 years of age.

Currently enrolled at one of the Oregon Trail Schools, plus demonstrated regular

attendance and punctuality.

Demonstrates ability to effectively communicate and work as part of a team with

a variety of personalities.

Interested in history and learning newjob skills.

Has ability to take direction and follow through with tasks efficiently.

Has some basic familiarity with computers.

0 Will respond to visitor questions in a concise and enthusiastic manner.

Has ability to commit to the entire term of employment of 6-12 months.

Physical requirements would require periods of standing, frequent walking indoors,

repeated bending, crouching, stooping, stretching, or reaching; ability to lift objects up

to 20 pounds occasionally.

Intern Application Process: Youths interested in these positions would submit a letter
describing:

1. What year of school and school attending.

2. Why you would like museum experience.

3. What job skills you are particularly eager to learn.
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Tourism—Historica| Intern Program Summarv

4. How you hope this internship will help you toward gaining skills for a future

career.

They are to include two letters of recommendation, one from a teacher and one from

an unrelated adult.

Appendix B:

Article written April 21, 2019 by volunteer David Nelson

What do the City of Sandy and the Sandy Historical Society have in common? High

School Interns! If you happen to spend some time touring the museum on a weekend,
you will have an opportunity to meet one of the three interns as they happily take on

whatever task assigned by their Student Intern Coordinator, Cathy Crownover.

The two—year grant, which must be renewed in 2019, provides funding for the
student interns to work weekends, learning about all things historical. But, as the
older volunteers have discovered, these energetic interns came with great ideas and

never—ending stamina.

“We have gained a lot of these kids,” Crownover said. “Thy always seem to have
ideas that will make our work easier or more streamlined. |t’s amazing to work with
them. I can give them a boring repetitive job and they eitherjust whiz through it or

have an idea of how to do it better. I love working with them.”

So far, six students have participated in the internship program with three
currently working.

“The generous funding from the City of Sandy has been a godsend for us and for

the students," said Ann Marie Amstad, Museum Director and Volunteer Coordinator.
“From the beginning, as a direct result of the intern’s help, we’ve not only seen our

workload decrease, we’ve seen the students gain confidence as they interact with
volunteers and visitors.

“We requested a two—year grant for three students working at minimum wage.

The funding expires June 2019. We are hoping to renew the funding because we’ve

seen direct results of positive change in the intern’s lives and ours. This experience

has truly been a win/win.
According to Yolanda Sanchez, 18, who is on her second year at the museum, ‘‘

Iwas expecting the job to be sitting at a desk but it's not really because I get to interact

with people one on one. |’ve helped people who've come from across the country
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(some used to live here) find information about their family histories. I think that's
really neat.”

“Working with older people gives me a different perspective. In school you’re

surrounded by people your own age and when you work here, you’re surrounded by

people with different perspectives than you and I really like that. Working here has
helped me understand older people because they tell me stories of how things were

when they were my age. I like it here.”

Another beneficiary of Yolanda’s internship at the museum is 16 year old,
Alejandra Ortega, a fellow student at Sandy High School. “Last year, my friend,

Yolanda, told me that the museum had an internship position available, and I have
been considering looking for ajob (my first). Last summer I came to the museum to

look around and decided I wanted to be involved so I volunteered at the Annual Tree

Lighting children's craft activity and thought it was fun. That was the day I brought my

completed application to Ann Marie.”

‘‘Inthe beginning I thought the work would be routine but it’s not like that at all.

You get to do different things and meet lots of people. You learn about the lives of

people here and they become like family. It’s a very relaxed work environment.”
“| feel like |’m able to help by doing the books (cutting and pasting newspaper

articles into binders) which allow other volunteers to do their specialties rather than

working on this routine job. Sometimes I help with inventory for the same reason. As

long as the city grant is in place, I hope to work here until the end of my senior year in

2020.”
The newest intern is Liz Angel, 16, whose first day was April 13, 2019. ‘‘Icame

in after school and got the application, filled it out and they accepted me. Today is my

first day. I will be working Saturdays and some Sundays. They told me I would be
working at the front desk and helping with computers. I like being around older
people. My mom used to work at a retirement home, and I got to help. I help my aunt

with community service at our church a lot. I need a job and I want to experience

working at the museum.”

This grant would directly benefit both high school students and the Sandy

Historical Society Museum which will continue to prove a worthwhile taxpayer expense

if renewed this year.

Appendix C Museum Youth Internship Program Budget

Appendix D description for Front desk workers (updated)
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Appendix E 501 (c)3 Tax Exempt Status

Appendix F Sandy Historical Society, Inc. 2020 Financial Statements (copy coming

next week due to COVID)
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Sandv storical Museum Job Description

Front desk workers:

* Use of Point of Sale cash register

* Use telephone system including answering calls, taking messages, transferring calls

* Operate copier machine and fax machine

* Develop a museum Visitor greeting using the three main focuses:
1) Barlow road section of the Oregon Trail
2) Historic families, schools and businesses
3) 100 years of logging

AND upstairs exhibit hall focuses
1) family living
2) library and resource center

* Become acquainted with visitor center brochures, bus routes, and other free materials.
Become acquainted with the bus tickets, snow park and forest passes sold here and the
photography services offered.

* Assist visitors and customers by answering questions

* Learn computer skills to get emails,google information,etc

* Restock supplies in office and bathrooms

* Assist in moping and cleaning the lobby and gift shop area

* Assist pricing gift shop items

* Restock shelves and brochures in visitor center

* Organize and clean desk areas, cupboards and drawers

* Assist in archiving books for the library

* Assist in writing and producing the Buckboard Tales quarterly newsletter (January,

April, July & October)
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’IR Deparun
lulu-n?l

Treasury
Sorvlccgm S ent of the

Revenue

3576

In reply refer to: 0248574161
CINCINNATI OH 45999-0038 Sep. 05, 2012 LTR 147C 0

93-6031823 000000 00
00002455

BODC: TE

SANDY HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC
PO BOX 652
SANDY OR 97055-0652

Employer Identification Number: 93-6051823

Dear Taxpayer:

Thank you for your inquiry of Aug. 24, 2012.

Your Employer Identification Number (EIN) is 93-6031823. Please keep

this letter in your permanent records. Enter your name and EIN on all
federal business tax returns and on related correspondence.

If you need forms, schedules, or publications, you can obtain them by

visiting the IRS web site at www.irs.gov or by calling toll free at
1-800—TAX-FORM (1—800—829-3676).

Sincerely yours,

Z‘3*4<.ez»2.ar?zz:-22'...
Richard McKee, Department Manager

Accounts Management Operations
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Special Service Contract Program Application
2021-2023 Biennium

Please provide a clear description of how you propose to accomplish one of the City Council goals, meet a

community need, or provide a public benefit. Proposed services or programs must work with existing city
programs and services.

Ifawarded a Special Service Contract from the City of Sandy, the Sandy Community Action Center will further our
efforts to broaden our client base and increase the community's awareness of our mission and services. We truly
help to join in the local efforts to see our community rebound from the trauma and stress of the last year, and
return to being a thriving, vibrant area. In the last year, our Board has grown in size and in varying amounts of
past experience.We have a good balance of seasoned Board members and fresh faces at the table. Our volunteer
numbers have been on the road to recovery since the impacts of Covid. The community is becoming more and
more knowledgeable about the mission of the Center and how they can help us achieve it, largely due to social
media campaigns. Our desire is to broaden these relationships and fine-tune how we serve under-represented
populations.

The Sandy Community Action Center has been providing the City of Sandy a public benefit since 1961

(incorporated in 1970). We are a hunger relief agency that serves the residents of the Oregon Trail School District,
with most of those living in Sandy. Our menu of services at the Action Center consists of a self-shop pantry where
people can visit every 30 days, a weekly meal site, energy assistance, senior food boxes, our daily Lunch Box for

our homeless population, our Free Food Market open distribution, Thanksgiving boxes, and a thrift store that
raises money to support these services. Our clients consist of low income individuals and families, many of whom
are working families. In addition, we serve seniors, single parents, migrant farm workers, many Hispanic families,
and the homeless population. Households who qualify for monthly food boxes also receive a clothing card based
on the number of people in their home. With our partnerships and communication with other local agencies such
as AntFarm, the Senior Center, and Sandy's Helping Hands, we are able to provide information on a network of

services to address many needs. Because of this safety net in the City of Sandy, residents enjoy a much better
quality of life.

The Center currently has around 32 active volunteers; we also have 3 part-time employees, and are looking to add
an additional staff member in the new year. We also provide community service opportunities to both adults and
juveniles. The Center has reflected a myriad of faces from the community, from all walks of life. Whether a person
enters our building as a client of the food pantry or a customer in the thrift store, it is highly likely that they will
see others there like themselves, making our Center a more inviting and comfortable place.
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In the last year, our Board, Center Director and a non-profit consultant have worked together to clarify the

mission of the Center in the light of equity and diversity. This has helped bring a new focus to our programs and

future endeavors. The self-shop style of our pantry is well-respected by partners like the Oregon Food Bank

because it allows clients the dignity of deciding for themselves what items best suit their household tastes. Having

the luxury of freezers and coolers allows us to provide meat, dairy, and fresh produce to our clients. Allthese

things working together have increased the level of food security in our community.

Weathering the effects of both Covid and fire danger have left our community in a trauma-response weary state.

The Center is endeavoring to reengage with former volunteers, reach out to vulnerable populations, and provide

information and education when possible. Through our participation with the Sandy Social Services Task Force, we

hope to secure data that willdevelop a renewed efficiency and efficacy to our programs.

Describe how much financial assistance you will require to fund your proposed service or program along with a

financial plan that demonstrates managerial and fiscal competence.

The Sandy Community Action Center is requesting $10,000 annually for the next two years ($20,000 total) to help

fund our service to the Sandy community.

Attached is the Board Approved budget for FY2021 — 2022. This demonstrates our "managerial and fiscal

competence,” as well as proof submitted with our previous grant application. We have a written fundraising plan

developed, and with fresh energy on our Board, have been able to utilize their positions in various components of

our community to bring a new vitalization to fundraising efforts. As always, the staff of the Center look for ways to

reduce, reuse, and recycle in ways that help save resources.

Please attach a simple budget for how you plan to use the money requested from this program

Please refer to attached budget while reviewing our explanation. Following is a line item description of how the

money from the Special Services Contract, willbe used to purchase items and services. Line item:

1. Our outreach to the Community includes staffing booths and distributing information through local resource

fairs, parent meetings, events like Compassion Sandy, invitations to speak at churches, civic groups, etc.

2. Food box supplies willcover two areas: 1.) increased ordering through the Oregon Food Bank (which is

delivered weekly, and includes both shelf stable and cooler items); and 2.) supplemental items such as produce

and milk, which we order from Grocery Outlet at a reduced bulk rate.

3. Lunch Box supplies includes items that are "ready to eat” and willsupply the client for the day, as well as supply

paper good likes paper towels, plastic ware, etc.

4. The marketing materials for both our English- and Spanish-speaking clients willcover printing and copying

expenses of materials intended to educate clients about available services, hours, additional local resources, etc.

5. One of our goals this year is to help our community members rebound from the traumas of this last 12 months.

This line item willfund our efforts to meet with all the wonderful civic agencies in our community. The Director

willbe able to enhance on-going partnerships, scout out potential partnership opportunities, and investigate ways
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our organization can further meet the need of hunger in our community. It will also help cover the cost of printed
marketing materials for both members of those organizations, and those that they reach out to in the community

6. As stated by the City of Sandy goals, programs must work in cooperation with other existing programs within
the city. The City of Sandy Senior and Community Center is often the first contact for those in need and directs
them to us. We work extensively with Ant Farm, Sandy Senior Center/Community Center, Sandy Helping Hands,
Sandy High School, Clackamas County Community Corrections, and many, many others to provide services to their
clients. These services can include everything from food boxes and energy help, to providing opportunities for
community service and work experience. Developing, maintaining, and overseeing these relationships and clients
takes time, and this line item helps supplement the wages of the Volunteer Coordinator who fulfills this role.

We guarantee that it would not be used for one-time events, scholarship-type activities, or the purchase of
equipment. In kind contributions consist of donated food, countless volunteer hours in food distribution, time

from the Board of Directors’ to guide policy and direction, and other grants and donations that we receive from
Oregon Food Bank, Clackamas County, and individual donors. Ifmore specific, detailed information is necessary,

we are happy to provide it.

Please describe the demonstrated need for the program or activity in the City of Sandy.

With collaboration with the local businesses, the Ant Farm, the Senior Center, the Oregon Trail School District,
Oregon'Food Bank, and many others in our community, we can accomplish many things. The participation of new

Board members who hail from under-represented populations helps bring a new perspective to our policy-making

and client-centered services. As we reach out to the community through social media campaigns, we are getting

more and more responses from individuals who were completely unaware of our services. Some of these
individuals are in need of our program, while others are excited to partner with service delivery.

The last year has proven, like no other time, that food insecurity has a presence in Sandy. When the shut-downs
left us with no other choice but to close our building, we converted to drive-through system in order to continue
to serveour clients and served a minimum of 30 families at each distribution. We also temporarily suspended the
"once every 30 days" visit policy. We also supported the efforts of Sandy Helping Hands to provide food during
fire evacuations.

We have a partnership with Oregon Food Bankthat allows us to purchase food at a discount and ”shop the dock”
for the cost of transporting our van to the food bank. We willcontinue to build our relationship with them in
order to benefit from the many programs they offer, including support in volunteer training and education.

These methods willhelp us not only accomplish our goals, but to continually work at learning how to meet them
more efficiently.

When Covid necessitated the closing of our building, a dedicated volunteer undertook the task of continuing to

stock our Lunch Box program. This individual set up an outdoor grab-and-go food station which she not only kept
stocked with food, but also monitored cooling systems to keep food safe. When the building re-opened, we got to

finally meet face-to-face the many homeless people that we had been serving. The Lunch Box served an average

of 101 meals per month this last fiscal year, and with a recent influx of new faces, we expect that average to rise.
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As news of this growth travels, we are constantly learning about other programs interested in partnering with us

to address the need of food security. We are excited about exploring new and innovative ways the need is being

addressed.

is your organization capable of providing the proposed program or service in a scaled down form if your request

is not fully funded?

As a seasoned non-profit, the Action Center has proven itself able to pivot in a nimble fashion regarding funding,

or the lackthereof; our programs soldier on. As we reformulated our approach to several activities last year, we

found that our community was more than willing to step forward and help with funds; besides individual donors,

we also had churches, businesses, and clubs help out. In light of this, I feel confident that the mission of the

Center ison solid funding ground.

Please attach a determination letter indicating your 501c3 status.

Please see attached Determination Letter (Tax ID# 23-7088799)
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Two Foxes Singing Executive Director

Special Service Contract Program Application

2021-2023 Biennium

Name of Organization: AntFarm

Contact Name/Title:

Mailing Address: 39140 Proctor Boulevard. Sandv. Oregon 97055

Title of Project: Communitvconnect

Is this a Non-Profit Organization? 1e_s

Non-Profit Federal Tax-Exempt ID Number: 93-1326167

l _ . .
A

V _, _

Signature:_‘’
3 “ ’ 3

’ s:)"'O. Date: August 20, 2021

The City Council of the City of Sandy has established this Special Service Contract Program (SSCP)to empower

non-profit organizations to provide services in Sandy without creating a new city program.

1. Please provide a clear description of how you propose to accomplish one of the City Council goals, meet

a community need, or provide a public benefit.

Interestingly, in review of the City Council goals, I believe that AntFarm could offer a great service in the
use of YouthCore, our youth employment program. We currently work with the Wetlands Conservancy

and public lands doing a lot of invasive species removal and projects to benefit wetlands and clean water.

This work is definitely an interest to our youth employment program.

For this proposal, however, it seems important to request funds for the continuation of
Communityconnect. In the review of the proposal from two years ago, the narrative is no different. The
program seems to be timeless in its benefit to youth and senior citizens in our community. The need from
both populations remains and, in fact the need continues to grow.

Communityconnect is a program creates opportunities for the most vulnerable senior citizens in Sandy
Oregon to age in place by providing home management assistance free of charge. Assistance is offered
through a youth and adult team that provides hard work, stories, and supportive hands to those in need.
The youth learn valuable community service and work skillswhile the adults provide mentorship and
leadership in both work and community relations. This program has been built from the ground up and

Contact Phone: (971) 275-2893

nunna@antfarm
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has operated with volunteers since its inception. The community and several city departments have
responded to this work with incredible gratitude and senior citizen referrals are steady. This grant will

continue to support maintaining our capacity in community networking and tools to ensure a sustainable
and long-lasting program.

This programworks because of community relations and partnerships. Our community has truly come

together and supported this program. The Sandy Police, the Sandy Community Center, Sandy Fire,

churches, schools, and local citizens are frequently alerting AntFarm to potential senior citizen needs. We

receive calls daily from community members and also have several walk-in requests each month. Sandy

has grown to depend on our ability to help in many difficult situations. Frequently city of Sandy code

violations and issues are avoided by a phone call to AntFarm.

2. Describe how much financial assistance you will require to fund your proposed service or program along

with a financial plan that demonstrates managerial and fiscal competence.

The 2021 CommunityConnect budget is $72,400. We have committed funds for Communityconnect from:

Meria Foundation-$2,000, Randall Charitable Trust - $10,000, Pappas foundation - $1,000, AntFarm Cans &

Bottles Recycling Program-$20,000, and AntFarm Sustaining the Season monthly pledges-$18,000. We

have grants pending from NW Farm Credit for $5,000 and Clackamas County for $10,000. This proposal is

for $6,000 from the city of Sandy to complete our funding for this program.

AntFarm opened in 2010 in Sandy with a budget of $67,000. In the second year of operations the budget

increased to $112,000. Now, years later we are operating a budget of over $1,000,000 with twelve strong

programs and over 100 youth employed during the summer months. During Covid-19 we are operating a

$10,000,000 budget in Covid Relief funds. We have demonstrated a strong management and

administrative team quite capable of operating these dynamic programs and budgets.

3. Please attach a simple budget for how you plan to use the money requested from this program.

INCOME

Private Donations $ 18,000.00
Business Donations $ 9,400.00

Grants and Foundations $ 45,000.00

TOTAL $ 72,400.00
EXPENSES

CommunityConnect Lead: 1200 hours@$20hour $ 24,000.00

Communityconnect Scheduler - 520hours@$20hour $ 10,400.00
Fringe Benefits & Taxes $ 9,650.00
Office Supplies $ 850.00
Advertising: signage, web, social media, brochures $ 600.00
Rent S 4,500.00
Utilities $ 800.00
Travel: Gas for CommunityConnect trips $ 3,000.00

Vehicle Maintenance $ 500.00
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nage

ity ndy nefit:

Waste Ma ment: removal of refuse 1,000.00
Maintenance: Tools and vehicles S 2,100.00
Equipment: wood splitter, chainsaws, wheelbarrows, tools, gloves, etc. S 4,000.00
Youth supplies: hats, t-shirts, boots S 1,000.00
Insurance: Workers comp, vehicle, liability, general $ 5,000.00
Administration- fundraising, grants, payroll etc $ 5,000.00

TOTAL $ 72,400.00

4. How does your proposed program or service accomplish the goal you have identified?

C of Sa Public Be Communityconnect creates opportunities for senior citizens to age in place
by providing home management assistance free of charge. Simple tasks such as cutting and stacking

firewood, maintaining fences and buildings, and mowing lawns are frequently too difficult for seniors to

complete. With limited financial resources, the ability to pay for these services is also compromised.
These situations often result in larger issues such as receiving city code infractions, greater financial
burdens, and inevitably the inability to remain independent in their home.

With an assigned AntFarm staff to triage calls and walk-ins, we schedule seniors to receive a team of

support one to two days a week. The team consists of several youth and an adult. They meet at the

AntFarm Outdoor Building, review the job list, and prepare for the day. Youth learn about job assignment

as they select tools and load required tools and machinery into the AntFarm trailer. There is a pre-work
meetingwhere youth circle up and identify goals and learn of the importance of service. When the pre-

work meeting and loading equipment is complete, the youth and supervisor go to the senior citizen's
home to assist with the task. As a part of teaching work skills,the youth practice positive customer service

in meeting with the senior citizen, sharing about the work, and thanking them for the opportunity to help
them with their project. At the end of each day, AntFarm Communityconnect team typically completes
three jobs. The team returns to the AntFarm Outdoor Building, cleans up tools, and has a post-work

meeting to discuss goal accomplishment and youth experience. At this point, we have been in several
hundred homes helping out.

Youth benefit tremendously from this program. The experience offers responsibility in both work skills
and social support of community members. Youth often reflect how Communityconnect was a positive

influence in understanding how to support someone. We see youth frequently return to help due to the
positive feelings they experience in helping senior citizens. Senior citizens also benefit tremendously from
this program as they not only receive important physical help but also receive social and important social

servicesupport.

Our goals are to assist and protect seniors while providing at-risk youth with workforce development skills
and opportunities to develop meaningful relationships with individuals in the community. The
strategy/methodology is that an adult team leader and at-risk youth volunteers go to the home of a senior
in need. Outcomes are expanding the program by helping more identified in-need; seeing the seniors’
needs provided for, and the youth engaged and ready to move forward with new social and work skills.
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Seniors Citizens

Measurable outcomes:

1. Decrease risk of legal action, eviction, and accidents and increase the ability for vulnerable senior
citizens to remain in their homes.

2. Provide Communityconnect weekly throughout the calendar year to assist and help and increased
number of senior citizens and high-risk youth.

3. Strengthen local agency and service provider collaboration in supporting the most vulnerable through
active partnerships.

In 2012 Ted and Peggy Wilson shared of their experience with Communityconnect. It seems that this
statement continues to clearly identify the message of Communityconnect. As local senior citizens, they
stated, ”AntFarm is a helping hand to our community. It's a place to grow, learn and to teach; a place to
earn self-respect that comes fromlearning more about yourself and what you can really do to make a

differencein the world. It is bringing the young and old together to learn fromeach other, to help us grow
together,not apart. They are an asset to our community by bringing together the people in our community
who need help in some way.” This statement continues to be quite true!

Please describe the need for this proposed program or service in the City of Sandy.

The city of Sandy is growing. Our aging population is also growing. We have observed referrals for this
program increasing in the last few years. Increasingly the finances do not cover the costs for our aging

population.To offer valuable support and service to keep our seniors in their homes is essential for a
healthy and happy community. Helping our young people find joy in service is also a very important aspect

we want to teach. And, to provide the support necessary to maintain lawns, driveways,

and seniors’ homes limiting code infractions and providing a beautiful environment in our city is important.

Communityconnect has proven successful in these endeavors.

Due to Sandy's location, seniors and youth often experience difficulty accessing services and support.

Communityconnect has become a hub for communication between city, schools, service, and civic groups

who identify seniors in need. Since the inception of Communityconnect we have documented 34,269

service hours valued at $871,460 of in-kind volunteer service. We have served over 1,300 seniors in who
were at risk of eviction, legal action or accidents. Over 1,000 youth volunteers and adults worked together

for this outcome.

The demographics of our senior citizens and youth are as follows:

: Chris Harrison performed an Occupational Therapy research project in 2015 on the

Communityconnect seniors. Here are results indicating senior vulnerability:

40% report difficultly accessing some areas of their homes
68% live alone increasing safety risk

56% have fallen in the past year

0 64% have difficulty functioning at home

96% have chronic health problems
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Youth: Oregon Trail School District performance measures reported by the Department of Education in

2014

Total enrollment — 1302 students

Economically disadvantaged - 31%

Free/reducedlunch — 49%

o Disability — 11%

« Languages spoken — 12

State performance — below state average

Career and college readiness — 69.3% versus 81.4% state average

Graduation rate - 67% versus 79% state average

6. Is your organization capable of providing the proposed program or service in a scaled down form if your

request is not fully funded?

AntFarm is committed to this program and has offered it without funding or with limited funding for

several years. Unfortunately, we cannot meet the capacity needs as referrals are many when we operate

without staff.

7. Please attach a copy of the determination letter indicating your 501(c)3 status or alternate paperwork

showing you are registered as a tax-exempt organization.
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0ne‘T|meExgenditures

On Going Exgendltures

Projected Revenue In-kind Donation

2019-2021 Special Service Contract Program

Sandy Area Chamber of Commerce

Budget - Year One
Economic Employment Growth/Community Job Board September 2021 -

website Design/Programming Building Webpage/ Programing

Advertising Sandy Post - newspaper ads

Designing of Ad/Poster/Flier

Printing Poster/Fliers
Subtotal One Time Expenditures

Website Maintenance/Hosting/Upkeep

Advertising Facebook - ad boosts

Sandy Cinema - ads

Supplies Supplies

Labor SACCStaff

Contingency

Subtotal On Going Expenditures

Revenue

Revenue Job Board Posting Set—UpFee

Job Board Posting Ad Charge

Subtotal Revenue

Total Expenditures

Total Projected Revenue

June 2022

One Time Cost

$500.00

$250.00

$150.00

$900.00

Annual Cost

$500.00

$150.00

$0.00

$3,088.00

$1,000.00

$4,738.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

$5,638.00

$0.00

$5,638.00

In-kind Donation

$300.00

$300.00

In-kind Donation

$700.00

$0.00

$700.00

$0.00

$1,000.00
$0.00

Notes

Will Need to have a Page Built in the Chamber Website. Designed and
Programmed to Allow Businesses to Securely Submit Job Postings and Pay
For Postings When Applicable.

One InitialAdTo LaunchJob Board

Up To Four Hours of Design and Programing Donated at $75 Per Hour

Posters to be Hung Around Town and Fliersto Pass to Make People Aware of
Job Board

$50 per Month

1 Boost Per Month

Sandy Area Chamber of Commerce receives 1 Free Ad Per Month

20 hours/monthfor 10 Months = 200 hours @ $15.44/hour = $3088

To Be Used for Program Expansion IfNot Used September 2021 -June 2022

No Set Up Fee for Chamber Members and Non Members.

No Ad Charge for Chamber Members and Non Members.
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  POLICE SERGEANT'S 
OATH OF OFFICE 

STATE OF OREGON 
COUNTY OF CLACKAMAS 
CITY OF SANDY   

I, Samuel Craven, do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the United States, 
and the Constitution of the State of Oregon, and the Laws therefore, and I will faithfully, 
honestly, and impartially discharge the duties of Police Sergeant during my continuance therein, 
to the best of my ability, so help me God. 

(SERGEANT) 

Subscribed and sworn to and before me this 20th day of September, 2021. 

Mayor Stan Pulliam Chief Ernie Roberts 
Sandy, Oregon  Sandy Police Department 
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MINUTES 

City Council Meeting 

Tuesday, September 7, 2021 6:00 PM 

 

 

COUNCIL PRESENT: Stan Pulliam, Mayor; Jeremy Pietzold, Council President; Richard Sheldon, Councilor; 
Kathleen Walker, Councilor; Carl Exner, Councilor; and Don Hokanson, Councilor 

 

COUNCIL ABSENT: Laurie Smallwood, Councilor 

 

STAFF PRESENT: Jordan Wheeler, City Manager; Jeff Aprati, City Recorder; Tyler Deems, Deputy City 
Manager / Finance Director; David Snider, Economic Development Manager; Mike 
Walker, Public Works Director; David Doughman, City Attorney; and Greg Brewster, 
IT/SandyNet Director 

 

MEDIA PRESENT: Sandy Post 
 

1. CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION - 6 PM   
 1.1. American Rescue Plan Act Funding Priorities 

 
Staff Report - 0467 
 
The City Manager and Deputy City Manager summarized the staff report, 
which was included in the agenda packet.  The Council discussed how to use 
American Rescue Plan Act funds, exploring the following issues: 

• Possible relief for frontline workers 

• Previous use of CARES Act funds 

• Possibility of mortgage/rent assistance 

• Possibility of utility rate assistance for multifamily housing 
o Status of past due utility accounts 

• Possible incentives to reduce fats, oils, and grease in the wastewater 
system 

• The importance of developing fresh water supply plans 

• The importance of equity in any business relief program 

• Possible SandyNet expansion to underserved areas within city limits 
o The need to develop a new SandyNet master plan 

• Possible stormwater system investment 

• Opportunities to address homelessness 
o Concern about ongoing capacity to maintain new social services 

• The possibility of creating a loan to one of the City's enterprise funds 
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City Council  

September 7, 2021 

 

• Concern about jeopardizing possible future funding opportunities 

• The advantages of directing funds in a flexible manner 

• The importance of City economic development staff proactively 
gathering input on relief strategy strategies from local businesses 

  

The consensus of the Council was to prioritize the following uses of ARPA 
funds.  Staff will further develop programs and bring items for Council 
approval as applicable. 

• Incentives for installing traps and interceptors in food establishments 
to prevent fat, oil, and grease from entering the wastewater system 

• Creation of 'shovel-ready' project plans for fresh water and wastewater 
system enhancement 

• Business recovery assistance program(s), with focus on addressing the 
current labor shortage; accountability and transparency is essential 

• Expansion of SandyNet to underserved areas within city limits 

• Reimbursement of the Urban Renewal Fund for covered structure 
expenses   

 

2. CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING - 7:30 PM  
 

3. Pledge of Allegiance  
 

4. Roll Call  
 

5. Changes to the Agenda 

Councilor Walker moved to remove "SandyNet Business IGA with Clackamas 
Broadband eXchange" from the agenda.  The motion was not seconded. 

 

 

6. Public Comment 

None 

 

 

7. Response to Previous Public Comments  
 

8. Consent Agenda   
 8.1. City Council Minutes - August 16, 2021 

 
Moved by Carl Exner, seconded by Don Hokanson 
 
Approve the consent agenda. 
 

CARRIED. 6-0 
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City Council  

September 7, 2021 

 

Ayes: Stan Pulliam, Jeremy Pietzold, Richard Sheldon, 
Kathleen Walker, Carl Exner, and Don Hokanson 

 
Absent: Laurie Smallwood 

 

 

9. New Business   
 9.1. Request for Assignment of Hoodview Disposal Franchise 

 
Staff Report - 0469 
 
The City Manager summarized the staff report, which was included in the 
agenda packet.  Ray Kahut and Jason Hudson provided remarks summarizing 
the request. 

  

Council discussion ensued on the following topics: 

• The importance of a community cleanup day as was previously 
conducted 

• The possibility of recycling styrofoam 

• Which other Clackamas County cities are served by Waste Connections 

• Whether Hoodview branding would be retained 

• Whether waste containers would need to be changed 

• Whether the franchise agreement's renewal term should remain 

• The potential consequences of Council disapproval 

• The importance of advertising the cleanup program 

• The possibility of future rate increases 

  

The City Manager indicated staff would review the Council's input and return 
with a formal proposal for the Council's consideration at its next meeting.  

 

 
 9.2. Fund Exchange Agreement 

Hwy 26 - Ten Eyck to Vista Loop Pedestrian Improvements Project 
 
Staff Report - 0472 
 
The City Manager and Public Works Director summarized the staff report, 
which was included in the agenda packet. 

  

The Council asked questions about the following topics: 

• The location of proposed retaining walls 

• Retaining wall design relative to existing driveways 

• Project schedule 

• Relative elevations of sidewalks and Hwy 26 
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City Council  

September 7, 2021 

 

Moved by Richard Sheldon, seconded by Carl Exner 
 
"Authorize City staff to enter into a Fund Exchange agreement with ODOT for 
$685,200 to cover the City's share of the Hwy 26 - Ten Eyck to Vista Loop 
Pedestrian Improvement project, and direct staff to return to Council after 
bids are open if the lowest responsive bid exceeds $2,577,251." 
 

CARRIED. 6-0 

Ayes: Stan Pulliam, Jeremy Pietzold, Richard Sheldon, 
Kathleen Walker, Carl Exner, and Don Hokanson 

 
Absent: Laurie Smallwood 

  
 9.3. Guaranteed Maximum Price Proposal for Package 2 

Existing Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvements 
 
Staff Report - 0470 
 
The Public Works Director summarized the staff report, which was included in 
the agenda packet. 
 
Moved by Carl Exner, seconded by Don Hokanson 
 
"Accept the Guaranteed Maximum Price Proposal from Slayden Construction 
for work package #2 improvements at the existing wastewater treatment 
plant in the amount of $1,477,235." 
 

CARRIED. 6-0 

Ayes: Stan Pulliam, Jeremy Pietzold, Richard Sheldon, 
Kathleen Walker, Carl Exner, and Don Hokanson  

Absent: Laurie Smallwood 
 

 

 
 9.4. SandyNet Business IGA with Clackamas Broadband eXchange 

 
Staff Report - 0466 
 
The City Manager and IT/SandyNet Director summarized the staff report, 
which was included in the agenda packet. 

  

Council discussion about the proposed agreement ensued, covering the 
following topics: 

• Whether a comprehensive business case / business plan has been 
developed for the proposal 

o Why are we doing it? 
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City Council  

September 7, 2021 

 

o How does it align with our goals? 
o What are the benefits to the City? 
o What is the anticipated return on investment? 
o Has a risk analysis been performed? 
o What is the timeline to accomplish the expansion? 
o What is the marketing plan? 

• Concern about becoming the ISP for outlying areas in the county 

• Whether the City would have the ability to refuse a request for service 

• The need to clearly understand the cost and impact of our obligations 
under the agreement 

• Concern about potential impacts on service for Sandy residents 

• Possible additional staff needed 

• The need for a dedicated work session to study the issue 

• Questions about the mission of SandyNet 

• The need for an update to the SandyNet master plan 

• The need for a rate analysis 

• Advantages of paying down debt faster with additional revenue 

• Economies of scale possible with additional staffing 

• Making SandyNet self-sustaining is a Council goal 

• The rationale of the SandyNet Advisory Board in recommending this 
action: bringing in additional revenue from outside the community to 
pay down debt faster and improve service capacity 

• The need to understand the number of new customers expected, and 
the additional staffing required 

• The need for a strategy / plan for growth 

  

Staff stated that the costs of each installation are anticipated to be recovered 
in 4-5 months, and that it would indeed be possible to refuse a request for 
new service. 

  

The consensus of the Council was to table the issue for the time being to allow 
staff to further study the concept and develop a more detailed business 
expansion proposal.  

 

10. Report from the City Manager 

• Staff will prepare a work session on the Special Service Contract Program; the 
Council can consider applications and possible administrative changes to the 
program. 

• Regarding the proposal to pursue acquisition of presidential statues, staff 
learned that Portland's Regional Arts & Culture Council is in the midst of a 
policy review process that will affect plans for the statues, and that if they 
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City Council  

September 7, 2021 

 

were ever considered for sale, a substantial evaluation process would need to 
be completed before any transaction could take place. 

• The League of Oregon Cities annual conference has been cancelled.  The 
consensus of the Council was that the Mayor would serve as the City's 
representative with regard to voting at the virtual business meeting 

• Staff are pursuing the option of a fireworks event on Halloween weekend 
 

11. Committee /Council Reports 

Councilor Hokanson 

• Importance of rigor and transparency in staff reports 

• A work session on Community Campus options could be useful soon 

  

Councilor Exner 

• Options for the aquatic center are being explored 

• Bee City efforts continue - important input was gathered from local students 

• The Arts Advisory Board should restart as soon as feasible 

• The idea of installing sail cloths at Centennial Plaza should be explored 

  

Councilor Walker 

• Upcoming Corn Cross mountain bike race 

• Upcoming Parks and Recreation Director interviews 

• Importance of following up on the recently cleared homeless encampment 

• Comprehensive Plan update proposal review underway 

• Note of school related traffic on Bluff Rd 

  

Councilor Sheldon 

• Invitation for everyone to attend Chamber of Commerce events 

• Acknowledgement that many municipalities have begun incorporating mental 
health and social services into their strategies for addressing homelessness; 
combining both services and accountability 

  

Council President Pietzold 

• Possibility of visiting/researching pool facilities in Central Oregon  

• Possible non-compliance issue regarding new paint at the corner of University 
and Hwy 26 

• Successful Hood to Coast relay 

• School is back in session 

• Urgency of moving forward on 362nd / Bell project 

• Possibility of adjusting city limits, regarding the recent Hwy 211 jurisdiction 
transfer 
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City Council  

September 7, 2021 

 

Mayor Pulliam 

• Importance of pedestrian safety with students returning to school 

• Concern related to homelessness vis a vis covered structures 

• Possibility of creating a standing agenda item related to homelessness 

• Successful 110th anniversary celebration 

 
 

12. Staff updates  
 
 12.1. Monthly Reports   

 

13. Adjourn  

 

  

_______________________ 

Mayor, Stan Pulliam 

 

 

_______________________ 

City Recorder, Jeff Aprati 
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: September 20, 2021 

From Andi Howell, Transit Director 

SUBJECT: 
Intergovernmental Agreement Between Clackamas County and 
Sandy Transit 

 
BACKGROUND: 
This Agreement, which has been renewed annually based on need and approved 
budgets, provides the basis for a cooperative working relationship for the purpose of 
providing administrative support to the County’s Mt. Hood Express (“MHX”) transit 
service in partnership with the City’s SAM transit service to increase operational 
efficiencies, collaboration and cost effective management of both services.   
  
The bulk of the funds paid to SAM under the Agreement are generated through an 
employee support program and facility fees.  The employee support program fees are 
based on estimates of City staff time spent on behalf of the Mt Hood Express service, 
such as fare media tracking, contractor oversight, customer service and policy 
compliance.  The facility fee is for use of the Operations Center for staff and 
administrative space, bus parking and use of the washbay. 
  
At times, it is more efficient for SAM to make bulk purchases on behalf of both systems, 
such as shop supplies. The Agreement allows for reimbursements to SAM by the 
County when these types of purchases are made.  Additionally, this agreement allows 
for the temporary use of SAM vehicles by the County if necessary. 
  
The City of Sandy and Clackamas County have collaborated very well for many years, 
creating a seamless travel experience for passengers in our region.   
 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
Total maximum compensation is $81,450.  Clackamas County has agreed to pay Sandy 
Transit $13,916 for administrative support of the Mount Hood Express Transit service 
and $24,034 for staff space, program materials and bus parking.  All other 
compensation items are reimbursement items.   
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Authorize the City Manager to sign the Intergovernmental Agreement between 
Clackamas County and Sandy Transit, with a possible total of $81,450 in compensation 
to Sandy Transit. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
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"I move to authorize the City Manager to sign the Intergovernmental Agreement 
between Clackamas County and Sandy Transit as presented." 
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 

• IGA between Clackamas County and Sandy Transit 
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN 

CLACKAMAS COUNTY, OREGON 

AND 

CITY OF SANDY, OREGON 
 

1. Purpose. This agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into between Clackamas County 

(“COUNTY”) and City of Sandy (“CITY”) for the cooperation of units of local 

government under the authority of ORS 190.010. This Agreement provides the basis for a 

cooperative working relationship for the purpose of providing administrative support to the 

COUNTY’s Mt. Hood Express (“MHX”) transit service in partnership with the CITY’s 

SAM transit service to increase operational efficiencies, collaboration and cost effective 

management of both services. 
 
2. Scope of Work and Cooperation. 

 

2.1. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, CITY agrees to provide the following support 

functions for the MHX.   
 

2.1.1. Partner with the County to oversee the coordination of the Sandy/Mount Hood 

Express semiannual rider surveys as required by grants and compile results for 

analysis. 

2.1.2.  Work with the County on mutually agreeable policy and program development. 

2.1.3.  Work with County for operational issues requiring County input. 

2.1.4.  Assist with planning and coordination of events. 

2.1.5. Assist with finding meeting space for the Mt Hood Transportation Alliance, 

including booking the Sandy Operations Center if needed and arrangement of 

meeting space and accommodations. 

2.1.6. Update the MHX website, post notices to DoubleMap and respond to information 

requests. 

2.1.7. Interact with public, including sending information requests that dispatch can’t 

answer to county staff and handling on-site complaints if necessary. 

2.1.8. Post notices and display schedules at the Sandy Operation Center and other 

locations upon request 

2.1.9.  General office and clerical duties as needed. 

2.1.10. Continue oversight, maintenance and updates to the DoubleMap system app and 

equipment on the MHX service, including posting notices as needed. 

2.1.11. Provide space for office staff, program materials, parking space for riders, 

parking of buses, vehicle equipment and shop supplies. 

2.1.12. Provide a vehicle for use by the Mt Hood Express in emergencies when existing 

Clackamas County owned vehicles are out of service. 

2.1.13. Act as on-sight liaison on behalf of the County with the shared operations 

contractor (MV Transportation) by Contractor, providing immediate 

communication for the contractor and their employees of policy and contractor 

functions. 

2.1.14. Other tasks and projects as needed. 
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2.2. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, COUNTY agrees to provide the following: 

 

2.2.1. Provide ongoing fiscal support to the Mt Hood Express, as set forth in Section 3 of 

this Agreement. Changes in funding requiring changes in service levels will be 

communicated to CITY when notification is received from the funder, and the 

parties will negotiate in good faith to address those changes. 

2.2.2.  Complete and submit required reports to funders in a timely manner. 

2.2.3. Participate in ongoing planning and coordination efforts, including participation 

in the Mt Hood Transportation Alliance. 

2.2.4.  Reimburse CITY for shop supplies and maintenance purchased by CITY 

2.2.5.  Pay a vehicle use fee of $50 per day for the back-up bus if needed. 

2.2.6. COUNTY will be responsible for all costs associated with accidents, including 

insurance deductibles, repairs not covered by insurance and towing for CITY-

owned MHX back up bus for incidents occurring during its use for MHX routes. 

2.2.7.  Provide administrative and operational support as needed. 

 

3. Compensation and Record Keeping. 

 

3.1. Compensation. COUNTY shall compensate the CITY for satisfactorily performing the                          

services beginning July 1, 2021 and identified in Section 2 in the amounts set forth in 

Exhibit B: Budget, attached hereto and incorporated by this reference herein. Total 

maximum compensation under this Agreement shall not exceed $81,450. Any 

continuation or extension of this Agreement after the end of the fiscal period in which it 

is written is contingent on a new appropriation for each succeeding fiscal period 

sufficient to continue to make payments under this Agreement, as determined by the 

COUNTY in its sole administrative discretion. 

3.2. Method of Payment. To receive payment, CITY shall submit invoices and 

accompanying progress reports as required in Exhibit A: Reporting Requirements, 

attached hereto and incorporated by this reference herein. 

3.3. Withholding of Contract Payments. Notwithstanding any other payment provision of 

this Agreement, should CITY fail to submit required reports when due, or submit reports 

which appear patently inaccurate or inadequate on their face, or fail to perform or 

document the performance of contracted services, COUNTY may immediately withhold 

payments hereunder. The COUNTY may continue to withhold payment until CITY 

submits required reports, performs required services, or establishes to COUNTY's 

satisfaction that such failure arose out of causes beyond the control, and without the 

fault or negligence, of CITY. 

3.4. Record and Fiscal Control System. All payroll and financial records pertaining in whole 

or in part to this Agreement shall be clearly identified and readily accessible. Such 

records and documents should be retained for a period of three (3) years after receipt of 

final payment under this Agreement and all other pending matters are closed. 

3.5. Access to Records. COUNTY, the State of Oregon and the federal government and their 

duly authorized representatives shall have access to the books, documents, papers, and 

records of CITY that are directly pertinent to this Agreement for the purpose of making 

audits, examinations, excerpts, and transcripts. Likewise, CITY, the State of Oregon and  
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the federal government and their duly authorized representatives shall have access to the 

books, documents, papers, and records of COUNTY that are directly pertinent to this 

Agreement for the purpose of making audits, examinations, excerpts, and transcripts. 
 

4. Manner of Performance. 

 

4.1. Compliance with Applicable Laws and Regulations, and Special Federal Requirements. 

CITY and COUNTY shall comply with all federal laws and regulations, Oregon laws 

and regulations, local ordinances and rules applicable to this Agreement, including, but 

not limited to, all applicable federal and Oregon civil rights and rehabilitation statutes, 

rules and regulations, and as listed in Exhibits C, D and E attached and incorporated 

into this Agreement. 
 

4.2. Precedence. When a requirement is listed both in the Agreement and in an Exhibit to it, 

the requirement in the Exhibit shall take precedence. 
 

4.3. Subcontracts. CITY shall not enter into any subcontracts for any of the work scheduled 

under this Agreement without obtaining prior written approval from COUNTY. 
 
5. General Provisions. 

 

5.1. Contact. All routine correspondence and communication regarding this Agreement, as 

well as requests for written acknowledgment, shall be directed to the following 

representatives: 
 

For COUNTY: Teresa Christopherson, 2051 Kaen Rd, Oregon City, OR 97045 

(teresachr@clackamas.us) (503-650-5718) 
    

For CITY: Andi Howell, Transit Director, City of Sandy, 16610 Champion Way, 

Sandy, OR 97055 (ahowell@ci.sandy.or.us) (503-489-0925) 

 

Either party may change the contact or its associated information by giving prior 

written notice to the other party. 
 

Each party shall give the other party immediate written notice of any action or suit filed 

or any claim made against that party that may result in litigation in any way related to this 

Agreement. 
 

5.2. Indemnification. Subject to the limitations of liability for public bodies set forth in the 

Oregon Tort Claims Act, ORS 30.260 to 30.300, and the Oregon Constitution, each 

party agrees to hold harmless, defend, and indemnify each other against all claims, 

demands, actions and suits of any kind or nature for personal injury, death, or damage to 

property arising out of this Agreement where the loss or claim is attributable to the 

negligent acts or omissions of the indemnitor or the indemnitor’s officers, 

commissioners, councilors, employees, agents, subcontractors, or anyone over which 

the party has a right to control. Each party shall give the other party immediate written 
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notice of any action or suit filed or any claim made against that party that may result 

in litigation in any way related to this Agreement. 
 

5.3. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is found to be unconstitutional, illegal 

or otherwise unenforceable by a court or authority of competent jurisdiction, this 

Agreement nevertheless shall remain in full force and effect and the offending provision 

shall be stricken. The court or other authorized body finding such provision 

unconstitutional, illegal or unenforceable shall construe this Agreement without such 

provision, to give effect to the intentions of the parties to the maximum extent possible. 
 

5.4. Modifications . Any modification or change to the terms of this Agreement shall be 

effective only when reduced to writing and approved by the governing bodies of both 

parties. Any modification or change, including any additional agreement providing 

descriptions of tasks, standards of performance or costs, shall be in writing, shall refer 

specifically to this Agreement and shall be valid only when approved by the governing 

bodies of both parties. 
 

5.5. Integration. This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties 

concerning its subject matter. 
 

5.6. Third-Party Beneficiaries. The CITY and COUNTY are the only parties to this 

Agreement and are the only parties entitled to enforce its terms. 
 

5.7. Applicable Law. The laws of the State of Oregon govern this Agreement without respect 

to conflict of laws principles. Any litigation between the parties arising out of or related 

to this Agreement will be conducted exclusively in the Circuit Court for the State of 

Oregon, Clackamas County. The parties accept the personal jurisdiction of this court. 
 

5.8. Dispute Resolution. 

 

5.8.1. Subject to mutually agreed upon extensions of time in writing, failure or 

unreasonable delay by any party to substantially perform any material provision of 

this Agreement shall constitute default. In the event of an alleged default or breach 

of any term or condition of this Agreement, the party alleging such default or breach 

shall give the other party not less than 30 days written notice specifying the nature 

of the alleged default and the manner in which the default may be cured 

satisfactorily. During this 30-day period, the party shall not be considered in default 

for purposes of termination or instituting legal proceedings. 

5.8.2. The parties shall negotiate in good faith to resolve any dispute arising under this 

Agreement. Should any dispute arise between the parties concerning this 

Agreement that cannot be resolved by mutual agreement, the parties may mutually 

agree to mediate the dispute prior to a party commencing litigation. The mediation 

shall take place in Clackamas County, Oregon. The parties will equally bear the 

mediator’s fees and costs.  
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5.9. Term and Termination. 

 

5.9.1. Term. This Agreement is effective upon signature of both parties and will 

terminate on June 30, 2022, unless the parties agree in writing to extend the 

Agreement. 

5.9.2. Termination For Convenience. Either party may terminate this Agreement by 

providing at least 30 days prior written notice to the other party. 

5.9.3. Termination For Cause. Either party may immediately terminate this Agreement 

if that party complied with Section 5.8.1 of this Agreement and the other party did 

not cure its default within the time provided by Section 5.8.1. 

5.9.4. Termination for Lack of Appropriation. Either party may terminate this Agreement 

in the event that party fails to receive expenditure authority, including but not 

limited to receipt of state or federal funds, sufficient to allow the party, in the 

exercise of its reasonable administrative discretion, to continue to make payments 

for performance of this Agreement, or if federal or state laws, regulations or 

guidelines are modified or interpreted in such a way that either party is prohibited 

from paying for such work from the planned funding source. 
 

 

5.10. Effective Date. This Agreement will only become effective upon approval by the 

governing bodies of COUNTY and CITY. 

5.11. Necessary Acts. Each party shall execute and deliver to the others all such further 

instruments and documents as may be reasonably necessary to carry out this Agreement 

including, but not limited to, any additional requirements imposed by state or federal 

funding sources. 

5.12. Debt Limitation. This Agreement is expressly subject to the limitations of the Oregon 

Constitution and Oregon Tort Claims Act, and is contingent upon appropriation of 

funds. Any provisions herein that conflict with the above referenced laws are deemed 

inoperative to that extent. 
 
 
 
 

 

[SIGNATURES ON FOLLOWING PAGE] 
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CITY OF SANDY CLACKAMAS COUNTY 

Stan Pulliam, Mayor 
Signing on behalf of the Board    

   Commissioner: Tootie Smith, Chair 

   Commissioner: Sonya Fischer 

   Commissioner: Mark Shull 

Signing on Behalf of the Mayor & Council 

Commissioner: Paul Savas 

Commissioner: Martha Schrader 

_________________________  _______________________  

Jordan Wheeler, City Manager  Tootie Smith, Chair  

_____________   ____________   

Date  Date  
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EXHIBIT A 
 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
 

 

Reporting: 
 

CITY shall submit on a quarterly basis a narrative summary of the work performed on behalf 

of the Mt Hood Express, including progress on any planning or special projects. 
 
 

Invoicing 
 

CITY, through designated staff, shall submit to COUNTY a monthly invoice for project 

management services, bus rental, reimbursement of shop supplies, and preventative 

maintenance and repair costs. Any bus rental fees will include a summary of rental use. 

Preventative maintenance and shop supply cost reimbursement requests will require 

documentation sufficiently detailed to allow for reimbursement from the applicable funding 

source, as determined by the COUNTY in its sole administrative discretion. 
 
 

 

Invoices and required reports may be submitted electronically via e-mail as an attachment and 

shall be received by COUNTY on or before the 15th of each quarter following the billing period. 
 

E-mail address: teresachr@clackamas.us 
 
 

 

COUNTY shall make payment to CITY within 30 days of receipt of each invoice submitted. 
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 EXHIBIT B 

 BUDGET 

$13,916 Staff support for MHX project 
$24,034 Space for staff, program materials, and bus parking 
$1,500 Vehicle rental 
$2,000 Shop supplies, misc. equipment, COVID Supplies or program expenses 
$5,000 Reimbursement of preventative maintenance and repair paid by City 

$35,000 ITS equipment and/or service fees 
 
 
 

 

Total maximum compensation under this contract shall not exceed $81,450 
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EXHIBIT C 
 

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

 

1. CITY certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that neither it nor any of its principals: 
 

(a) Are presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or 

voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any federal department or CITY; 
 

(b) Have within a three-year period preceding this agreement been convicted of or had a civil 

judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense in connection 

with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction 

or contract under a public transaction; violation of federal or state antitrust statutes or 

commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records, 

making false statements, or receiving stolen property; 
 

(c) Are presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 

(federal, state or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph 1(b) of 

this certification; and 
 

(d) Have within a three-year period preceding this agreement had one or more public 

transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default. 
 

Where the CITY is unable to certify to any of the statements in this certification, such CITY 

shall attach an explanation to this proposal. 
 
2. In case of suspected fraud by applicants, employees, or vendors, CITY shall cooperate with 

all appropriate investigative agencies, and shall assist in recovering invalid payments. 
 
3. CITY shall protect the confidentiality of all information concerning applicants for and recipients of 

services funded by this agreement and shall not release or disclose any such information except 

as directly connected with the administration of the particular Clackamas County program(s) or as 

authorized in writing by the applicant or recipient. All records and files shall be appropriately 

secured to prevent access by unauthorized persons. 
 

CITY shall ensure that all officers, employees, and agents are aware of and comply with this 

confidentiality requirement. 
 
4. CITY shall ensure that no person or group of persons shall, on the ground of age, race, color, 

national origin, primary language, sex, religion, handicap, political affiliation or belief, be excluded 

from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any 

program or activity funded in whole or in part by funds delegated under this agreement. 
 
5. CITY will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352) and in accordance 

with Title VI of that Act, no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or 

national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise 

subjected to discrimination under any program or activity covered by this contract. 
 
6. CITY will comply with Executive Order 11246, entitled "Equal Employment Opportunity," as 

amended by Executive Order 11375, and as supplemented in Department of Labor Regulations 

(41 CFR Part 60). 
 
7. CITY will establish safeguards to prohibit employees and volunteers from using their positions for 

a purpose that is or gives the appearance of being motivated by a desire for private gain for 

themselves or others, particularly those with whom they have family, business, or other ties. 
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8. CITY certifies, to the extent required by federal law, that it will provide a drug-free workplace by: 
 

(a) Publishing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution, 

dispensation, possession, or use of a controlled substance is prohibited in CITY's workplace and 

specifying the actions that will be taken against employees for violation of such prohibition. 
 

(b) Establishing a drug-free awareness program to inform employees about: 
 

(1) The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace; 
 

(2) CITY's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace; 
 

(3) Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs; and 
 

(4) The penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations. 
 

(c) Making it a requirement that each employee to be engaged in the performance of this 

contract be given a copy of the statement required by subsection (a) above. 
 

(d) Notifying the employee in the statement required by subsection (a) that as a condition 

of employment on such contract, the employee will: 
 

(1) Abide by the terms of the statement; and 
 

(2) Notify the employer of any criminal drug statute conviction for a violation occurring in 

the workplace no later than five days after such conviction. 
 

(e) Notifying the County within 10 days after receiving notice under subsection (d)(2) from 

an employee or otherwise receiving actual notice of such conviction. 
 

(f) Imposing a sanction on, or requiring the satisfactory participation in a drug abuse assistance 

or rehabilitation program by, any employee who is so convicted, as required by Section 5154 

of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988. 
 

(g) Making a good faith effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace 

through implementation of subsections (a) through (f). 
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Exhibit D: ODOT 5311 Contract 

Exhibit E: FTA assurances 
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: September 20, 2021 

From Shelley Denison, Associate Planner 

SUBJECT: Resolution 2021-27 
 
BACKGROUND: 
The BN 2021-23 budget allocated $250,000 for "expenses related to contractual 
services for updating the Comprehensive Plan and other minor contracts."  To 
supplement this amount, staff are working to identify grant funding opportunities.  One 
such grant is the Technical Assistance Grant awarded by Oregon's Department of Land 
Conservation and Development. In addition to other application materials, the 
application process for this grant requires a resolution from City Council expressing 
formal support for pursuing this funding. 
  
The condition for accepting this money from DLCD is to include in the comprehensive 
plan work outreach and engagement strategies that intentionally and meaningfully 
include populations that have traditionally not been included in the planning process. 
This condition has already been made a priority by staff in our public engagement 
strategy. 
  
For your reference, please see the attachments to this report: a cover memo from 
DLCD explaining what the TA grant can be used for as well as a copy of Resolution 
2021-27. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends adoption of the resolution. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
"I move to adopt Resolution 2021-27." 
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 
Attachment 1: 2021-2023 TA Grant memo 
Attachment 2: Resolution 2021-27 
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Department of Land Conservation and Development 
635 Capitol Street NE, Suite 150 

Salem, Oregon 97301-2540 
Phone: 503-373-0050 

Fax: 503-378-5518 
www.oregon.gov/LCD 

 

         
 

DATE: August 6, 2021 
 
TO:  Oregon cities, counties, and regional governments 
  Oregon Tribes 

Oregon councils of government 
 
FROM: Jim Rue, Director 

Gordon Howard, Community Services Division Manager 
 
SUBJECT: 2021-2023 Technical Assistance Grants  
 
The Department of Land Conservation and Development is pleased to offer grant awards for land 
use planning projects in Oregon communities during the 2021-2023 biennium. If your 
community or organization is considering a planning project that is eligible for Technical 
Assistance grant funding, please complete and submit an application. The form and instructions 
are available at https://www.oregon.gov/lcd/CPU/Pages/Community-Grants.aspx. If you 
experience difficulty accessing the materials, please contact Gordon Howard, Community 
Services Division Manager at 503-856-6935 or DLCD.GFGrant@dlcd.oregon.gov.  
 
Please contact the DLCD regional representative for your region or community for guidance 
prior to submitting the application. You can find a current list of regional representatives at 
https://www.oregon.gov/lcd/CPU/Pages/Regional-Representatives.aspx. 
 
Technical assistance grant applications are due no later than October 1, 2021. The grant 
awards will be determined through a competitive process based on program priorities contained 
in the Grants Allocation Plan approved by the Land Conservation and Development Commission 
and evaluation criteria explained in the application packet. 
 
This memo addresses Technical Assistance grants only. Other grants from the department’s 
general fund (e.g., Periodic Review, Planning Assistance, and Columbia River Gorge grants) are 
offered separately. NOTE: 
 

1. For the 2021-2023 biennium, the department has grant funds available for 
implementation of HB 2001 and HB 2003, adopted by the 2019 Legislature. These bills 
involve provision of needed housing in Oregon’s cities and counties. Those grant funds 
are available for a more limited scope of housing projects. If your proposal qualifies for 
one of these sources of grant funding, DLCD staff will contact you to provide 
information and discuss the matter. 
 

2. Also, for the 2021-2023 biennium, the department is reserving a set amount of technical 
assistance grant funds for implementation of SB 2, also adopted by the 2019 Legislature. 
This bill provides additional economic development opportunities within ten eastern 
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Technical Assistance Grants 
August 6, 2021 
Page 2 of 2 

Oregon counties. Criteria for these grants will be issued in September 2021. Technical 
assistance grant applications pursuant to SB 2 will not be due until November 1, 2021. 

 
3. Beginning in the 2021-2023 biennium, applicants in all TA grant categories are required 

to propose outreach and community participation plans that reflect inclusion of priority 
populations identified in the state’s Equity Framework in COVID-19 Response and 
Recovery Plan and Governor Brown’s Executive Order 20-04 for Reducing Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions. 

 
cc:  Grants Advisory Committee 
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 #2021-27 

 

 NO. 2021-27  

 

 

A RESOLUTION OF CITY COUNCIL IN SUPPORT OF PURSUING GRANT FUNDING THROUGH THE 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT’S TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
GRANT PROGRAM FOR THE CITY’S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN. 

 

WHEREAS, embarking on the comprehensive planning process is one of Sandy City Council’s goals 
for the 2021-2023 biennium; and 

  

WHEREAS, there are a number of costs associated with the comprehensive planning process 
including consultant costs, public engagement costs, and staff costs; and 

  

WHEREAS, a comprehensive plan is a state requirement and eligible for state funding through 
the Department of Land Conservation and Development;  

 

  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Sandy, in order to support 
the comprehensive planning process, Sandy City Council supports pursuing funding through a 
2021-2023 Technical Assistance Grant as awarded by the Department of Land Conservation and 
Development. 

 

This resolution is adopted by the Common Council of the City of Sandy and approved by the 
Mayor this 20 day of September 2021 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Stan Pulliam, Mayor 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Jeff Aprati, City Recorder  
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: September 20, 2021 

From Shelley Denison, Associate Planner 

SUBJECT: 21-035 CPA Parks and Trails Master Plan 
 
BACKGROUND: 
In 2019 the City began working with consultants Environmental Science Associates 
(ESA) to update the original 1997 Parks Master Plan. The City contracted with former 
Community Services Director, Nancy Ream Enabnit to manage the project and work 
with the consultants. With the help of City staff, a  technical Advisory Committee (TAC) 
and extensive public input, an updated plan was developed for official adoption.  The 
Planning Commission conducted a public hearing on the proposed plan on August 23, 
2021.  No public testimony was received at that hearing, and the Commission voted 
unanimously to forward a recommendation of approval to the City Council.  The Council 
previously reviewed the planupdateduring a joint work session with the Planning 
Commission in June of 2021. 
  
This updated plan provides a framework for managing the continuing growth and 
maintenance of the City’s parks and recreation resources through the year 2035.  The 
previous plan, adopted in 1997, contained numerous goals and objectives that have 
been met since its original adoption. The new plan is intended to be reviewed and 
updated regularly in response to plan progress and changing conditions. The plan is a 
reflection of the community’s values, and is a significant accomplishment made possible 
by the collaborative efforts of numerous stakeholders. 
  
The goals of the plan update were as follows: 

• Plan for the future of the Sandy Community Campus 
• Plan for future community growth 
• Map conceptual park and trail locations for acquisition 
• Develop a new CIP with short, mid and long range priorities 
• Develop trail system to connect parks, neighborhoods, and other places 
• Strategize funding sources for maintenance and operations staff 
• Review and update level of service and needs to meet current community 

desires 
• Develop existing undeveloped park land 

  
A Parks and Trails Master Plan also helps Sandy meet several key Oregon state land 
use goals, including Goal 1 (citizen involvement), Goal 5 (natural resources, scenic and 
historic areas, and open spaces), and Goal 8 (recreational needs).  
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT: 
Adopting the new Parks and Trails Master Plan requires an amendment to the 
Comprehensive Plan.  Chapter 17.24 of the municipal code establishes two criteria for 
evaluating Comprehensive Plan amendments.  17.24.70(A) states that the change 
being proposed must be the best means of meeting the identified public need; Section 
17.24.70(B) states that the Comprehensive Plan Amendment must conform to all 
applicable Statewide Planning Goals.  Page 2 of the staff report explains how staff 
believes these criteria are satisfied. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Planning Commission has recommended that City Council adopt the updated Parks and 
Trails Master Plan. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
"I move to approve the first reading of Ordinance 2021-26." 
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 
Attachment 1: Staff Report 
Attachment 2: Exhibits A-C 
Attachment 3: Ordinance 2021-26 
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CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT 

TYPE IV COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT PROPOSAL 

.  

. DATE: September 20, 2021 

.  

. FILE NO.: 21-035 CPA 

.  

. PROJECT NAME: Parks and Trails Master Plan 

.  

. OWNER/APPLICANT: City of Sandy 

.  

. The above-referenced proposal was reviewed as a Type IV Comprehensive Plan Amendment. 

The following Findings of Fact are adopted supporting approval of the plan in accordance with 

Chapter 17 of the Sandy Municipal Code.  

 

 

EXHIBITS: 

Applicant’s Submittals: 

A. Parks and Trails Master Plan 

B. Parks and Trails Master Plan Appendices 

 

Other Exhibits 

C. Planning Commission Presentation Slides 

 

. FINDINGS OF FACT 

.  

. General 

 

1. These findings are based on the applicant’s submittal received on June 10, 2021. This report 

is based upon the Exhibits listed above. 

 

2. This application is for the adoption of the Parks and Trails Master Plan. The Plan was 

prepared by ESA Associates in partnership with the Parks and Trails Advisory Board and a 

Technical Advisory Committee. The 2021 Sandy Parks and Trails Master Plan provides a 

framework for managing the continuing growth and maintenance of the City’s parks and 

recreation resources through the year 2035. 

 

3. The previous Plan was published in 1997. This update to the 1997 Plan was undertaken to 

address the City’s steady population growth, recent expansion of the Urban Growth 

Boundary (UGB) in 2017, and completion of most of the projects identified in the 1997 Plan. 

The update sets the year 2035 as the target planning horizon. The general purpose for the 

new Plan is to: 

• Update the previous plan to reflect current parks and trails system conditions; 
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• Identify the type and geographic distribution of proposed new parks and trails to meet 

the needs of continued population growth; 

• Recommend improvements to existing parks to repair or replace older features to 

reduce maintenance costs and improve user experiences; 

• Recommend funding strategies for future park and trail projects; and, 

• Update the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) to help guide priorities over the 15-year 

planning period. 

 

4. The Plan is broken up into six chapters: Introduction, community profile, existing park 

system, level of service and needs assessment, recommendations, and implementation 

strategies. There are also eight appendices. 

 

5. A public hearing was held in front of Planning Commission on August 23, 2021. No public 

testimony was made at that hearing. After a staff presentation and additional conversation 

with the Commission, the Planning Commission voted 4-0 to forward a recommendation of 

approval to City Council. 

 

17.24 – Comprehensive Plan Amendment Procedures 

 

6. This application constitutes an amendment to the City’s existing Comprehensive Plan. 

Therefore, this municipal code section is applicable. 

 

7. Section 17.24.70 contains two review criteria that must be met. 17.24.70(A) states that the 

change being proposed is the best means of meeting the identified public need. Development 

Services staff believe that this Plan is the best means of meeting the need for a 

comprehensive, up-to-date plan for developing and maintaining the City’s parks and trails 

facilities. As Sandy is anticipated to continue to grow in population, this plan appropriately 

addresses forecasted needs using industry best practices in assessments and 

recommendations.  

 

8. Section 17.24.70(B) states that the Comprehensive Plan Amendment must conform to all 

applicable Statewide Planning Goals. The following show how the Parks and Trails Master 

Plan meets relevant goals: 

 

Goal 1: Citizen Involvement. Goal 1 requires the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all 

phases of the planning process. Multiple public surveys, stakeholder interviews, and open 

houses have been held to determine how Sandy residents use parks and trails facilities and 

what their desires are for future parks and trails development. Additionally, two public 

hearings in front of Planning Commission and City Council are being held at which the 

public is invited to comment on the Plan. 

 

Goal 2: Land Use Planning. Goal 2 requires that local governments must have and follow a 

comprehensive land use plan. As we are currently undertaking a complete update of our 

current comprehensive plan, it will reflect the goals and priorities found in the new Parks and 

Trails Master Plan. Additionally, Goal 2 requires that cities build their comprehensive plans 

on a factual base. The factual analysis done in the Parks and Trails Master Plan, such as the 
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level of service analyses and public engagement results, will be utilized in Sandy’s upcoming 

comprehensive plan. 

 

Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces. This goal requires 

that local governments adopt programs which protect natural resources and open space. One 

specific requirement is the need to inventory recreational trails, which the Parks and Trails 

Master Plan does. The Plan also includes recommendations for improving and maintaining 

open spaces and trails. 

 

Goal 8: Recreational Needs. Goal 8 requires that local governments plan for the recreation 

needs of their residents. It also places priority on recreation areas that are free or available at 

a low cost to the public. Sandy’s Parks and Trails Master Plan meets this goal as it 

comprehensively plans for the recreational needs of current and future Sandy residents 

through the next 15 years. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

The Planning Commission recommends that City Council approve the Type IV Comprehensive 

Plan Amendment by adoption of an ordinance. 
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OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY|ESA helps a variety of public 
and private sector clients plan and prepare for climate change and 
emerging regulations that limit GHG emissions. ESA is a registered 
assessor with the California Climate Action Registry, a Climate Leader, 
and founding reporter for the Climate Registry. ESA is also a corporate 
member of the U.S. Green Building Council and the Business Council on 
Climate Change (BC3). Internally, ESA has adopted a Sustainability Vision 
and Policy Statement and a plan to reduce waste and energy within our 
operations. This document was produced using recycled paper.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The 2021 Sandy Parks and Trails Master Plan provides a framework for managing the continuing 
growth and maintenance of the City’s parks and recreation resources through the year 2035. The 
document is intended to be reviewed and updated regularly in response to plan progress and 
changing conditions. The plan is a reflection of the community’s values and a significant 
accomplishment made possible by a collaborative effort involving community stakeholders, City 
Council, the Parks and Trails Advisory Board, the Technical Advisory Committee, and City staff. 

The plan is divided into six sections with supporting material included in appendices: 

 Chapter 1 describes the purposes of the plan, reports progress made since the prior plan, and 
identifies related planning documents that have bearing on Sandy’s parks and trails system. 

 Chapter 2 characterizes the physical and demographic context of the planning area and 
summarizes public outreach efforts. 

 Chapter 3 outlines the park system’s organization, classifies and inventories park and trail assets, 
and briefly discusses other regional recreation providers. 

 Chapter 4 explains the concept of level of service and uses it to identify needs in the existing 
park and trail resources and set goals for future acquisition, development, operations, and 
maintenance growth.  

 Chapter 5 provides recommendations for general priorities and improvements to existing parks, 
concepts for existing undeveloped parks and trails, and guidance on potential funding and 
operations changes. 

 Chapter 6 identifies strategies to implement and fund the recommended improvements and 
includes near term capital improvements projects. 

 The Appendices contain full capital project lists, design guidelines, existing park and trail 
inventories, additional context for the undeveloped park concepts in Chapter 5, and a full 
description of public outreach during the planning process. 

Unlike land-constrained Portland and its suburbs, the City of Sandy is largely surrounded by tracts of 
natural, low density residential, and agricultural lands. The availability of undeveloped land presents 
an opportunity for the parks and trails system to be extensive, well connected, and high quality. On 
the other hand, Sandy is one of the fastest growing communities in Oregon and faces consistent 
pressure to develop land for residential use. The City must be strategic and forward looking to 
preserve the unique character and charm of beloved assets like Meinig Memorial Park, the Tickle 
Creek Trail, and Jonsrud Viewpoint, while continuing to develop a diverse, accessible system that 
serves all community members. 

Future parks will be designed to incorporate amenities, features, and practices which prioritize a 
diverse, inclusive, accessible, and sustainable park system that incorporates public art where possible. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 

The City of Sandy, Oregon, is located approximately halfway between the state’s largest 
population center, Portland, and its highest mountain, Mt. Hood. The City is adjacent to its 
namesake, the Sandy River and surrounded by mountains, forests, streams and rolling 
foothills. The scenic nature of Sandy’s setting makes it an attractive bedroom community 
to the Portland-metro area. It also serves as the first full service city for those headed west 
from Mt. Hood. 

1.1 PLAN PURPOSE 
This update to the 1997 City of Sandy Parks Master Plan was undertaken to address the City’s steady 
population growth, recent expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), and completion of 
most of the projects identified in the 1997 Plan. The update sets the year 2035 as the target planning 
horizon. The general purpose for the amendment is to: 

 Update the previous plan to reflect current parks and trails system conditions 

 Identify the type and geographic distribution of proposed new parks and trails to meet the needs 
of continued population expansion 

 Recommend improvements to existing parks to repair or replace older features to reduce 
maintenance costs and improve user experiences 

 Recommend funding strategies for future park and trail projects 

 Update the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) to help guide priorities over the 15 year planning 
period. 

1.2 PROGRESS SINCE PREVIOUS MASTER PLAN 
When Sandy adopted its first Parks Master Plan in 1997, the parks system was limited to a handful of 
parks and undeveloped parcels and relied heavily on school, church, and regional park facilities to 
serve the community. To meet growing demand, the City initiated the planning process by 
inventorying existing facilities, assessing recreational needs, and crafting recommendations for park 
development. Current and projected demographics and public engagement efforts informed 
recommendations which highlighted the following goals: 

 Upgrade existing park facilities 

 Acquire land for future parks, especially larger tracts, to meet community park needs 

 Adjust system development charges to provide funding for future park development 

 Develop new pedestrian and bicycle trails and provide connections between parks 
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 Develop new parks alongside residential and commercial development to ensure equitable access 
to parks and trails for a growing population 

The 1997 Plan also prioritized athletic fields, indoor or 
covered facilities, sport courts, and the preservation of 
open space and natural areas. The community expressed 
interest in developing a cooperative partnership between 
Sandy and the Oregon Trail School District for joint use, 
maintenance, and funding of facilities. 

Since the adoption of the 1997 Plan, Sandy’s population 
has more than doubled and many of the Plan’s goals have 
been achieved: 

 Meinig Memorial Park facilities were upgraded 

 The City added 5 mini parks, 6 neighborhood parks, a 
community park, an urban plaza, a skate park, and over 
200 acres of natural and open space 

 System development charges were established and 
have been used as a steady source of funding to develop and improve park and trail facilities 

 Nearly two miles of the Tickle Creek Trail has been completed 

 Park land is acquired via dedication or purchased using fee in lieu of land payments as a 
condition of development. Fee in lieu and System Development Charge (SDC) money is 
combined with grants, partnerships, and volunteer labor to acquire land and develop parks to 
support new residential development. 

1.3 RELATED PLANS 

Sandy Comprehensive Land Use Plan 
The Sandy Comprehensive Land Use Plan is the guiding document for all planning and 
development efforts in the city. Goal 8 of the Plan directs the City to maintain, preserve, 
enhance, and reinforce its desirable and distinctive characteristics and those of its individual 
neighborhoods by providing parks and open space for each neighborhood. The Plan 
outlines policies and goals to guide park planning efforts. These include: 

 Ensure new residential development contributes equitably to park land acquisition, 
development, and maintenance. 

 Establish methods to maintain and enhance the quality and quantity of parks, open 
space, and recreational facilities and services. Ensure that these facilities and services 
serve the diverse recreational needs and interests of area residents and are accessible to 
all members of the community.  

 
Basketball Court at Timberline Park 
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 Establish viewpoints for natural vistas and protect natural resources. 

 Establish user fees for recreation uses and facility reservations. 

 Use improvement funds such as transportation SDC’s for sidewalk projects and bicycle 
facilities that implement elements of the Transportation System Plan. 

The Plan also identifies the need to: 

 Develop a Parks Master Plan outlining park locations, recreational facilities, and services. 

 Develop a parks system that provides both active recreation and exercise and passive 
enjoyment of the outdoors. 

 Locate parks near schools and cooperate with the school district on joint recreational 
facilities. 

The Plan outlines funding policies to use 
system development charges, bonds, grants, 
and donations for new parks, open space 
and facilities. It calls for recreation user fees 
for recreation uses and facility reservations. 
The Plan calls for the City to consider the 
dedication of a portion of road construction 
and improvement funds for sidewalk 
projects and bicycle facilities and highlights 
the need for park maintenance volunteers. 

Recommended changes to Goal 8 of the Comprehensive Plan are proposed in Chapter 5 of 
this report. Sandy will be embarking on a Comprehensive Plan update in 2021, with 
adoption anticipated in 2023. 

Sandy Transportation System Plan 
The City's Transportation System Plan (TSP) serves as the foundation for the construction 
of arterial and collector streets, helps shape the future development of Sandy, and serves as a 
valuable resource for staff, policy makers, and the public.  

The current plan was adopted in 2011. The Bicycle and Pedestrian components of the plan 
are currently in the process of being updated with expected adoption in 2022. The update 
will identify strategies to improve mobility throughout Sandy by addressing bike and 
pedestrian needs, connectivity, increased traffic volumes, funding opportunities, street 
design, development conditions, and user preferences. Elements of the current (2011) plan 
that serve both recreation and transportation needs have been incorporated into this plan, 
including access way / trails that are not associated with roadway projects, and a proposed 
pedestrian over crossing of Highway 211. 

 
Trail at Sandy River Park 
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Oregon Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan  
The Oregon Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) identifies current 
trends in recreation participation and demand and key planning issues facing communities, 
and provides state and local recommendations to address these issues. The 2019–2023 
SCORP identified five important demographic and societal changes facing outdoor 
recreation providers in the coming years, including an aging population, an increasingly 
diverse population, lack of youth engagement in outdoor recreation, an underserved low-
income population, and the health benefits of physical activity. 

The 2019-2023 SCORP identified Sandy’s UGB as a high priority area for families with 
children and middle old populations (75-84 years). As a high-priority city, Sandy is eligible 
for potential ranking prioritization when applying for Oregon Parks and Recreation 
Department (OPRD) grants. 

Individual Park Master Plans 
The City of Sandy has completed master plans for a number of parks in the system over the 
past decade. Elements or initial phases of these plans have been implemented, with future 
phases remaining incomplete.  Those master plans supplemented these planning efforts and 
are included to identify planned improvements, community needs, and estimated costs.  
Reference master plans include: 

 Bornstedt Park Master Plan 

 Sandy River Park Master Plan 
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CHAPTER 2 
Community Profile 

The City of Sandy’s parks and recreation facilities serve a population that is 2-3 times 
larger than the 11,650 people within City limits. These areas include residents of the 
villages of Mt. Hood, Boring, Eagle Creek and Estacada. Sandy manages lands within City 
limits, while Clackamas County manages lands within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) 
and Urban Growth Reserve (UGR). The Sandy UGB expanded in 2017 and 2020. 

2.1 PHYSICAL CONTEXT AND PLANNING AREA 

Regional Location 
Sandy is separated from surrounding cities and towns by rural reserves. The areas of 
Clackamas County to the east of Sandy are unincorporated small villages: Alder Creek, 
Brightwood, Wemme, Welches, Zigzag, Rhododendron and Government Camp. These 
villages are surrounded by the Mt. Hood National Forest and Bureau of Land Management 
lands, which offer more than a million forested acres providing a wide range of recreational 
opportunities. Residents in these villages come to Sandy, to meet many of their shopping 
and personal needs. The larger towns south and west of Sandy including Boring, Eagle Creek 
and Estacada, are composed of some denser residential areas and large areas of farm and 
agricultural nursery lands interspersed with large home lots. Farther west, towards Gresham, 
the nursery land transitions to a more populated and urban setting. 

 

Figure 1 Vicinity Map 
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Planning Area 
The planning area for Sandy’s Parks and Trails Master Plan Amendment is defined as the 
City’s Urban Growth Reserve (UGR), with an emphasis on the areas within the recently 
expanded urban growth boundary (UGB). The undeveloped areas within the UGB and 
UGR, but outside the City limits, are currently under the planning jurisdiction and policies of 
Clackamas County until they are annexed into the City. 

Sandy is bisected by two state highways that act as significant physical barriers to community 
connectivity: Highway 26 provides access from Portland and Gresham to the Mt. Hood 
National Forest. State Highway 211 begins at an intersection with Highway 26 in Sandy and 
heads south to Estacada, Molalla and beyond.  

 
Figure 2 Planning Area 

Climate and Surroundings 
Sandy’s climate is fairly mild with wet winters and occasional wind storms, especially east 
winds along Bluff Road. Temperatures average in the mid 40’s in winter and in the mid 60’s 
in summer. Annual rainfall averages over 75 inches. 

Land cover of non-urbanized areas within the planning area consists of a mixture of open 
agricultural fields (berry fields and nursery stock), small patches of forests, and large lots with 
single family homes. Forest lands are a mixture of hardwoods (alder, big leaf maples, and 
vine maples) and conifers (Douglas fir, western hemlock and western red cedar). There are 
numerous small creeks draining to Tickle Creek, Sandy River, and Deep Creek which 
support salmon runs. Wildlife is abundant in and around Sandy with signs and sightings of 
raccoons, possum, coyotes, bear, cougars, bobcats, bald eagles, osprey and a variety of birds. 
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Topography is the most limiting factor for development in Sandy. The north edge of town is 
defined by the Sandy River canyon and a precipitous drop of nearly 600 feet of elevation. 
The City sits at 1,000 feet above sea level and elevations generally rise as you head east 
towards Mt. Hood. Drainages increase south of Sandy and generally flow to the Clackamas 
River. 

2.2 DEMOGRAPHICS 
In 2018, there were nearly 4,400 estimated households in Sandy with an average size of 
2.73 people. Of those households, 40% had children under the age of 18, and one third 
included someone over the age of 60. Sandy uses federal census data and population 
studies conducted by Portland State University. 

Population and Age 
Sandy’s population grew steadily over the previous decades and is expected to continue this 
trend through 2035.  

  

Figure 3 Population  

  

Estimated Projected

Year 2000 2010 2020 2035

Population 5,361 9,570 11,650 19,100

Percent Change 79% 22% 64%

Population Growth

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Metro, Clackamas County, and Portland State University
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The general age group composition remained relatively consistent between 2000 and 2018. 
Although adults over the age of 55 comprise a smaller percentage of the total population, the 
older age groups are exhibiting a growing trend which aligns with statewide and national 
trends. The percentage of adults over age 55 increased from 16% to 22% of the total 
population. 

 
Figure 4 Age Distribution 

Race, Ethnicity, and Language 
While Sandy remains predominantly white, there has been a small reduction since 2000. The 
portion of Sandy’s population identifying as Hispanic or Latino more than doubled since the 
last parks planning effort. Steady growth of this demographic is expected to continue.  

TABLE 1 
RACE AND ETHNICITY 

 

2000 2018 Estimate

White alone 94% 93%

Black or African American alone 0.1% 0.6%

American Indian and Alaska Native alone 1.2% 0.7%

Asian alone 0.7% 0.6%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone 0.3% 0.0%

Some Other Race alone 1.7% 1.2%

Two or more races 2.1% 3.8%

Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 4% 10%

Not Hispanic or Latino 96% 90%

Race and Ethnicity
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An estimated 10% of Sandy’s population speaks a language other than English, and an 
estimated 97% of the population speaks English only or speaks English “very well.” 

TABLE 2 
 LANGUAGE 

 
 

Income and Employment 
In 2018, an estimated 2% of the Sandy labor force was unemployed. Median household 
income was consistent with state-wide estimates at $64,296. 

An estimated 11% of Sandy residents’ income was below poverty level with those under the 
age of 18 contributing a higher rate (around 16%) and those over 18 a slightly lower rate 
(around 9%). 

2.3 PLANNING PROCESS AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
Planning for the update of the 1997 Parks Master Plan has been ongoing for a number of 
years.  A variety of surveys and other community outreach has been conducted both prior to 
and through the current Parks and Trails Master Plan update process to insure that the final 
master plan is in line with community needs and desires.  A summary of the types of 
outreach and input received is included below.  A more detailed public engagement summary 
can be found in Appendix F. 

Prior Surveys 

2013 Community Needs and Perceptions Survey 

In 2013, the City issued an online Parks and Trails Survey to City residents with more than 
600 surveys returned. Nearly 97% of the respondents had visited a park within the last year 
with Meinig Park, Tickle Creek Trail, and Jonsrud Viewpoint being the most popular 
destinations. 

One third of survey respondents said they visited a park daily, another 25% visited weekly or 
bi-weekly, and another third visited a city park at least monthly. Nearly 90% felt that the city 
parks were in good or excellent condition. 

Speak only English 90%

Speak a language other than English 10%

Spanish 5.5%

Other Indo-European languages 4.1%

Asian and Pacific Island languages 0.8%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

Language
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When asked about park types and park features needed in Sandy, the most common 
responses included restrooms, picnic facilities and off-leash dog parks. Sandy has since 
added one dog park, but interest in additional dog parks remains high and users desire more 
amenities at existing facilities. 

Most residents felt that park funds should be allocated to maintain existing facilities and 
construct new facilities on existing park land rather than be used to purchase additional land 
for parks and trails.  

2018 Longest Day Parkway  

In 2018, City staff had a booth at the Longest Day Parkway event held in June to reconnect 
with the public and gather updated information regarding needs and preferences. The event 
included a series of display boards with a dot-voting exercise and a one-page questionnaire, 
which was a streamlined version of the 2013 survey. The responses to the questionnaire were 
fairly similar to the 2013 survey, with the top parks and park features closely aligned.  
Notably, the number of respondents that visited parks up to twice a month was substantially 
higher at 84% of Longest Day Parkway attendees, over 61% of survey participants.  This 
could be in part due to the population likely to participate in this type of event. In the dot 
exercise, spraygrounds, obstacle courses, and natural play equipment were the top choices 
across age groups.  Kids indicated a preference for an updated skatepark, and trails and 
natural space, while adults preferred trails and natural space, and sports fields and courts to 
round out their top five priorities. The survey participants included 44 adults and 107 
children 

2019 Community Survey 

In 2019, the City conducted a Parks and Recreation Survey to City residents. Over 5,000 
copies were mailed to residents and an online option was also available.   More than 1,200 
responses were received, 12% online and 88% by mail. The primary purpose of the survey 
was to solicit feedback from the community on how to use manage the old Cedar Ridge 
Middle School, pool and grounds which had been recently acquired by the City. Nearly 75% 
of respondents supported expanding or renovating the existing pool. The survey also asked 
for preferences for which amenities to include within the park.  Top priorities included paths 
or trails to the river, playground, outdoor sports fields, and dog park. 

Other Surveys 

In addition to the surveys noted above, Sandy has conducted several surveys to garner input 
on potential redevelopment of the former Cedar Ridge Middle School and Olin Bignall 
Aquatic Center complex, also known as the Sandy Community Campus. Specifically, a 
survey was conducted in 2014 to gage interest on the City acquisition of the School District 
facility. More than half of respondents felt that continued operation of the pool was very 
important and supported a potential monthly fee to help fund it. In 2020, a survey was 
conducted to investigate the potential of pursuing an Aquatic and Recreation Fee District to 
help fund pool renovations, operations and maintenance costs. Initial response included 
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46% “No”, 43% “Yes”, and 11% “Don’t know”. The formation of a recreation district 
would require passage by voters, and the analysis of the survey results indicated that the 
Aquatics & Recreation District formation was not likely to pass. 

2020 Parks & Trails Master Plan  
The City of Sandy began the Master Plan update with an inventory of existing parks. Parks 
maintenance staff conducted and documented routine facility condition inventories and 
identified deferred maintenance needs. Staff reviewed updates to the Transportation Plan, 
participated in the expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) planning process, and 
reviewed updates to national park land standards.  

The City conducted a series of stakeholder meetings, technical advisory committee meetings, 
open houses, and online surveys to collect data on existing park use patterns, desires and 
priorities. The Parks Board worked with City planners to review population projections and 
potential City boundary adjustments that would influence future park locations. The Board 
developed a preliminary needs assessment based on the findings.  

The City reviewed the current development code’s role in parks and trails development and 
noted opportunities for system expansion. 

Technical Advisory Committee 

The city formed a technical advisory committee to guide and inform the PTSMP update.  
The committee was composed of one City Councilor, two Park and Trail Advisory Board 
members, two City staff, one School District representative, and several local community 
representatives. The technical advisory committee met six times during the course of the 
project to review public input, comment on draft maps and reports, and review the 
proposed master plan. 

Stakeholder interviews 

A series of stakeholder meetings were 
conducted to collect input from key user 
groups within the community. Twelve 
stakeholders were interviewed to inform the 
PTSMP update. They represented a diverse 
array of community groups, residents, and 
special interests.  Key topics included special 
recreational amenities (skate parks, pump 
tracks, dog parks, community gardens), sports 
fields, maintenance and operations, 
accessibility and universal design, the trail 
system, and balanced distribution of parks 
and amenities.  
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Public Open Houses  

Several public open houses were held over the course 
of the project.  The first open house was held at the 
Sandy Community/Senior Center and was intended to 
gather input on park distribution, needs and desired 
park amenities. A questionnaire and comment form 
was collected at the meeting.  The second open house 
was held at the Sandy Vista Apartments Community 
room. The meeting included the maps and posters 
from the first open house, translated into Spanish, as 
well as a translated questionnaire.  The second open 
house featured bi-lingual staff who were able to 
present materials and answer questions in both English 
and Spanish. The third open house was held online 
due to the ongoing public health crisis. The online 
open house featured a number of stations with survey 
questions related to the materials embedded at each station.  The online open house 
materials were translated into a Spanish language flyer and distributed at Sandy Vista 
Apartments as a follow up to the second open house. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Existing Park System 

Sandy is among the fastest growing cities in Oregon. To plan a parks system that will 
adequately serve its future population, the City must first assess its current condition. 
Department structure, community partnerships, funding sources, and the park facilities 
themselves all contribute to the success of the system in meeting anticipated growth. 

3.1 ORGANIZATION AND PARTNERSHIPS 

Organization 
The Parks, Buildings, & Grounds Department program maintains and makes minor 
improvements to the city’s parks, open spaces, public spaces, and public buildings. These 
activities are funded primarily out of the General Fund.  

 Staff and Roles - Sandy's parks, grounds, trails, and open spaces are maintained by 
three full-time employees and a seasonal worker employed during the summer months. 
Parks maintenance staff also perform minor building maintenance for some City 
facilities. Local landscaping firms are contracted to maintain landscaping at the library, 
police building, community center, and two landscape island at either end of downtown. 

 Policy and Planning - Policy for Sandy's parks system is created by the City Council 
with assistance from a seven-person citizen advisory board. One City Council member is 
assigned as a liaison between the Parks & Trails Advisory Board and the Sandy City 
Council. The Parks & Trails Advisory Board is a volunteer board that supports planning 
and advocacy for the parks system and assists with park improvement projects.   

Partnerships 
 Oregon Trail School District (OTSD) – The City occasionally provides funding for 

sports fields and court improvements, and the district rents out facilities for youth and 
adult recreation sport leagues, summer camps, parades, pet shows, and other community 
events. 

 AntFarm - AntFarm is a non-profit dedicated to serving community youth including 
job and environmental skills training through hands-on volunteer work. The City 
partnered with AntFarm and its YouthCore Crew to construct trails at Sandy River Park 
and a community garden at Bornstedt Park. 

 Mt Hood Athletic Club - The City occasionally partners with the Mt. Hood Athletic 
Club for special events including fun runs and senior activities.  

 Non-profits and For-profits - The City is finalizing a permit process that includes an 
application, fee structure, insurance requirements, and permits to formalize the 
increasing use of City parks and trails for fundraisers and other events. 
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 Volunteers - Sandy has a long 
history of parks related volunteerism, 
including a 100-person effort to 
construct the Fantasy Forest 
Playground in Meinig Park, 
fundraising for dog parks and other 
improvements, and service day 
outings such as Solv-it in Sandy. 
However, there is no coordinated 
parks and trails volunteer 
organization to provide consistent 
operations and maintenance 
assistance. 

3.2 PARK CLASSIFICATION AND INVENTORY 
Sandy classifies its park facilities according to the Oregon Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor 
Recreation Plan (SCORP) developed by Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD). 
According to this plan, 

“The most effective park system to develop and manage is one made up of a variety of different 
types of parks, open space areas, and recreational venues, each designed to provide a specific 
type of recreation experience or opportunity. A park system that is classified and used properly is 
easier to maintain, encounters less conflicts between user groups, and minimizes negative 
impacts on adjoining neighbors. A good park classification system also helps assess what facilities 
are available for current use and what types of parks will be needed to serve the community in 
the future.” 

The prior Park Master plan defined nine park and trail classifications, a number of which were owned 
and/or operated by other regional providers.  Under the Parks and Trails Master Plan update, the 
park classifications were reviewed and streamlined to focus efforts on the key types of parks that the 
City currently has in its inventory, and the classifications that are likely to be the most beneficial to 
the community moving forward. The park system has been reorganized to include five primary 
classifications to meet the needs of the community:  

 Mini parks,  

 Neighborhood parks,  

 Community parks,  

 Natural areas and open space,  

 Special use areas. 

 

  

 
Fantasy Forest playground at Meinig Park 
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The following classifications were developed from the SCORP guidelines and selected as most 
applicable to Sandy’s park system. Each existing park was inventoried for total land area, area 
developed, and current amenities. 

Mini Parks 
Mini parks, sometimes called pocket 
parks, are the smallest park classification. 
Mini parks provide basic recreation 
opportunities on small lots, within 
residential areas serving an area within 
approximately 5-minute walking time 
(approximately ¼ mile) from neighbors. 
Typically less than one acre in size (¼ to 
¾  acre), these parks are designed to serve 
residents in  immediately adjacent 
neighborhoods. Mini parks provide 
limited recreation amenities, such as small playgrounds, benches, picnic tables, and accessible 
paths, and normally do not provide off-street parking. Mini parks should be used sparingly, 
primarily to fill service area gaps in developed neighborhoods, due to their high maintenance 
demand and limited service area. Sandy currently has six mini parks, all of which are 
developed. 

TABLE 3 
MINI PARK INVENTORY 
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Barlow Ridge Park 0.81 0.81        

Cascadia Park 
Tot Lot

0.04 0.04   

Hamilton Ridge 
Park

0.78 0.78       

Knollwood Park 
Tot Lot

0.60 0.60      

Salmon Estates 
Park

0.77 0.77     

Timberline Ridge 
Park

0.87 0.87       

Total 3.87 3.87

MINI PARKS Existing Amenities

Timberline Ridge Mini Park 
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Neighborhood Parks 
Neighborhood parks provide close-to-home 
recreation opportunities, primarily for 
passive and non-organized recreation 
activities. They are located within 
approximately 5-10 minute walking time 
(approximately ¼ - ½ mile) from local 
residences, without crossing major roads 
and/or other structures that can be 
considered barriers for safe and easy walking 
and biking. They serve up to a one-half-mile 
radius, although service areas are also influenced by neighborhood configuration, 
geographical and transportation barriers, and are generally 2-5 acres in size. Neighborhood 
parks typically include amenities such as playgrounds, outdoor sports courts, sports fields, 
picnic tables, pathways, and multi-use open grass areas. They may or may not provide off-
street parking. Neighborhood parks can, when practical, be located next to elementary 
schools in order to provide more efficient use of public resources. Neighborhood parks 
should avoid inclusion of amenities that could be a draw to people travelling from further 
distances, such as dog parks, skate parks, and splash pads, unless appropriate support 
facilities such as restrooms and parking are also provided. Sandy currently has seven 
neighborhood parks, with four developed parks and three undeveloped parcels. 

TABLE 4 
NEIGHBORHOOD PARK INVENTORY 
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Bornstedt Park 5.03 5.03           

Cascadia Park 1.83 1.83       

Champion Way 
Park

0.99 0.00

Deer Point Park 1.41 0.00    

Ponder Lane 2.00 0.00

Sandy Bluff Park 8.37 8.37       

Tupper Park 1.66 1.66       

Total 21.29 16.89

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS Existing Amenities

Deer Point Neighborhood Park
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Community Parks 
Community parks are typically larger in 
size and serve a broader purpose than 
neighborhood parks. Their focus is on 
meeting the recreation needs of several 
neighborhoods or large sections of the 
community, as well as preserving unique 
landscapes and open spaces. 
Community parks are typically 10 to 30 
acres, depending on the spatial 
requirements of the facilities provided 
and the amount of land dedicated to 
natural resource protection. Community 

parks provide both active and passive recreation opportunities that appeal to the entire 
community serving an area within approximately 15 minutes driving time or three miles. 
While community parks may be proximate to a neighborhood and can provide typical 
neighborhood park amenities, they are normally designed to be driven to. Community parks 
typically accommodate large numbers of people, and offer a wide variety of facilities, such as 
group picnic areas and large shelters, sports fields and courts, large children’s play areas, 
swimming pools and splash pads, community gardens, extensive pathway systems, 
community festival or event space, and green space or natural areas. Community parks 
require additional support facilities, such as off-street parking and restrooms and can also 
serve as regional trailheads.  Sandy currently has two community parks, one of which, Meinig 
Park, is developed. Sandy Community Campus includes a few amenities such as fields that 
are left over from its prior role as a school campus, and it houses the Sandy Skate Park but it 
is primarily undeveloped. Both parks are at the small end of the potential size range which 
limits the quantity and size of amenities they can accommodate. 

TABLE 5 
COMMUNITY PARK INVENTORY 
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Sandy Community 
Campus & Skate Park

14.00 0.25  1      

Meinig Memorial 
Park

10.82 10.82           

Total 24.82 11.07
1 Field is unmaintained and in poor condition

COMMUNITY PARKS Existing Amenities

Stage at Meinig Community Park 
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Natural and Open Space  
Natural areas are lands set aside for 
preservation of significant natural 
resources, remnant landscapes, open 
space, and for visual aesthetics/ 
buffering. They may preserve or protect 
environmentally sensitive areas, such as 
wildlife habitats, wetlands, riparian 
corridors, or unique and/or endangered 
plant species. Natural areas can vary in 
size from small parcels (less than 10 acres) to large properties of more than 100 acres, and 
typically serve the entire community. Public access to natural areas may be limited due to the 
sensitive nature of the habitats and features. Some nature parks may be managed secondarily 
to provide passive recreation opportunities. These sites may contain trails, interpretive 
displays, viewpoints, picnic and seating areas.  Sandy currently has six natural areas, four of 
which include trails and other light passive use. Natural area acreage is not considered 
developed at the same level as other park classifications, but may include developed areas 
such as trails and trailheads. 

TABLE 6 
NATURAL AREA AND OPEN SPACE INVENTORY 
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Knollwood Park 5.45 NA    

Sandy River Park 116.28 NA   

Sandy River Park 
Addition

24.16 NA  

Sandy Community 
Campus 

7.10 NA

Tickle Creek Park 4.92 NA  

Tickle Creek Open 
Space Parcels

66.73 NA

Total 224.64 NA
1 Natural areas are generally not considered developed at the level of other park types

NATURAL & OPEN SPACE Existing Amenities
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Special Use Areas 
The Special Use classification covers a 
broad range of park and recreation 
lands that are specialized or single-
purpose in nature. Parks in this 
category can include waterfront parks, 
boat ramps, memorials, historic sites, 
waysides, sites with significant geologic 
or scenic features, and single purpose 
such as dedicated sports complexes, 
dog parks, skate parks, display gardens. 
Special use parks that have a 
community or regional draw may 

require supporting facilities such as parking or restrooms. Park size is dependent on the 
special use and can vary from very small to many acres.  Sandy currently has four special use 
areas. 

TABLE 7 
SPECIAL USE AREA INVENTORY 
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Jonsrud Viewpoint 4.91 0.80    

Centennial Plaza 0.22 0.22    

Community / Senior 
Center

0.10 0.10   

Veterans 
Memorial Square

0.04 0.04  

Total 5.27 1.16

SPECIAL USE AREAS Existing Amenities

Centennial Plaza 
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3.3 TRAIL SYSTEM INVENTORY 

Trails 
The trail classification encompasses a number of 
trail types including shared-use and pedestrian, hard 
and soft surface trails and paths to accommodate a 
variety of activities such as walking, running, biking, 
dog walking, rollerblading, skateboarding, and 
horseback riding. Trails may be located within 
parks or along existing streets and roadways and 
can serve as part of the bicycle and pedestrian 
components of the City transportation system. 
Shared-use trails are designed for use by 
pedestrians, bicyclists, skateboarders, wheelchairs, 
and other non-motorized vehicles. These trails are 
usually hard surfaced to provide accessibility for 
people with disabilities and wide enough to 
accommodate both bicyclists and pedestrians. Hard 
surfaced pedestrian trails are generally found within 

smaller parks and as secondary trails within larger parks. Soft surfaced trails are composed of 
soft-surface materials, such as soil, crushed rock, hog fuel, and wood chips. Most soft 
surfaces do not provide accessibility for people with disabilities but are preferable for some 
recreation activities, such as running and hiking. Trails may include amenities such as 
directional and control signage, gates, benches, overlooks, drinking fountains, lighting, 
trailhead kiosks, and interpretive signs. 

TABLE 8 
TRAIL INVENTORY 

Park Name Miles of Path / Trail Associated Feature Miles of Path / Trail
Sandy River Park 3.85 Tickle Creek 2.10

Sandy Bluff Park 0.70 Sandy High School 1 0.53

Cascadia Park 0.16 Neighborhood Paths 0.99

Timberline Park 0.06 370th Right-of-way 0.44

Meinig Park 0.50 Kate Schmidt Trail 0.14

Salmon Estates Park 0.07 Total 4.20
Barlow Ridge Park 0.21

Hamilton Ridge Park 0.21

Total 5.76

TRAILS & PATHS WITHIN PARKS TRAILS & PATHS OUTSIDE PARKS

1 High School trail includes restricted access nature trail no 
always available for public use.

Bridge on the Tickle Creek Trail 
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3.4 OTHER PROVIDERS 
Below are some significant parks and natural areas managed by other providers within a 
ten-mile radius of Sandy. 

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
 Sandy Ridge Trail System – 15+ miles of single track mountain biking trails

approximately 10 miles east of Sandy.

Oregon Parks and Recreation District (OPRD) 
 Milo McIver State Park – 2,000-acre park with developed campgrounds, river

recreation and fishing access, hiking and equestrian trails, and disc golf. Situated along
the Clackamas River near Estacada.

 Bonnie Lure State Recreation Area – 150-acre passive day use nature park along the
Clackamas River near Eagle Creek.

METRO 
 Oxbow Regional Park – 2,000-acre park with developed campgrounds, river recreation

and fishing access, hiking and biking trails, playgrounds, and wildlife viewing. Situated
along the Sandy River east of Gresham.

Clackamas County Parks 
 Boring Station Trailhead –

Transition point between the
Springwater Corridor and the
Cazadero Trail. Small park in
Boring with playground, restroom,
picnic shelter.

 Eagle Fern Park – 360-acre day-
use park with hiking, creek access,
fishing, and picnic shelters.

 Barton Park – 300-acre park with
developed campgrounds, hiking, 
multiple day use and event amenities, and a variety of river recreation opportunities. 
Situated along the Clackamas River. 

 Barlow Wayside Park – 180-acre passive day use nature park with trails near the Sandy
River and BLM Sandy Ridge Trail System

Portland Water Bureau 
 Dodge Park – Day use river recreation, fishing, playground, and picnic facilities situated

along the Sandy River north of Sandy.

Barlow Wayside Trail – Clackamas County Parks 
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CHAPTER 4 
Level of Service and Needs Assessment 

The needs assessment provides the information necessary to make informed decisions on 
how many parks, trails, and facilities to provide in Sandy now and in the future. The 
community needs identified will be used as a basis for determining recommendations for 
system-wide improvements, including acquiring or developing new park sites and 
improving existing parks.  

4.1 LEVEL OF SERVICE 
The Oregon Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan defines level of service standards as 
“measures of the amount of public recreation parklands and facilities being provided to meet that 
jurisdiction’s basic needs and expectations.” 

Level of service (LOS) standards are presented as a range and are meant to be flexible in 
accommodating the unique demographic, geographic, and economic characteristics of communities. 
LOS is usually represented as the ratio of park acres or trail miles per 1,000 residents.  

Current Total LOS 
Sandy’s current LOS was calculated to consider both total park acreage and developed park 
acreage for each classification. The Current City of Sandy LOS was then compared to the 
Standard that was established in the 1997 Parks Master Plan and the SCORP recommended 
ranges to evaluate progress since the last plan. The prior plan set aspirational goals to 
increase the level of service for almost all park classifications. Sandy has made substantial 
progress since the 1997 plan.  The total park acreage LOS is currently 23.62 acres / 1000 
population, which exceeds the standard of 17.80 acres / 1000 set in 1997. The total acreage 
is bolstered by significant increases in natural area and open space acreage. Analysis of the 
primary park classifications is summarized below: 

 Mini parks - Sandy is exceeding the standard for mini parks, and is above average when
compared to the SCORP.

 Neighborhood parks - Sandy is slightly exceeding the standard for total park acreage,
with a developed park acreage that is slightly below the target City standard, and is in the
middle of the SCORP recommended LOS range.

 Community parks – Sandy is below the standard in both total and developed acreage,
and is at the low end of the recommended SCORP range.
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TABLE 9 
LEVEL OF SERVICE ANALYSIS 

Current Geographic LOS 
The geographic service area analysis examines whether residential areas in Sandy are within a 
reasonable travel distance of mini and neighborhood parks. Service areas for these parks 
range from 1/4- to 1/2- mile radius, the service areas for existing mini and neighborhood 
parks are featured in Figure 7.  

Because mini and neighborhood parks are generally accessed by walking or biking, major 
roads, railroad tracks, and natural obstacles such as rivers are considered barriers to access 
that the service area may not cross.  Minor roads, signalized intersections, crosswalks, 
bridges, under- and over-passes can provide safe crossing, and help to mitigate the access 
barriers.  The following high volume roads are considered barriers: 

 Highway 26 (Pioneer/Proctor Boulevard) is a major regional state highway and bisects
the town into north and south. There are multiple signaled pedestrian crossings west of
downtown, however some users may feel comfortable crossing in the downtown area
where the traffic is divided, the road narrows, and speeds are reduced.

 Highway 211 begins at an intersection with Highway 26 at the east end of downtown
and joins a series of smaller towns along its route to Woodburn. There are no signaled
or signed pedestrian crossings, no sidewalks or bike lanes, and traffic flows at high
speeds with limited visibility in some locations. This road is a significant physical barrier
dividing neighborhoods south of downtown.

Park Classification
Total 
Acres

Developed 
Acres

Current 
Total LOS 

Current 
Developed 

LOS
1997 Parks Master 

Plan Standard
SCORP 

Recommended LOS

Mini Parks 3.87 3.87 0.33 0.33 0.10 0.25 to 0.50

Neighborhood Parks 21.29 16.89 1.83 1.45 1.60 1.0 to 2.0

Community Parks 24.82 11.07 2.13 0.95 2.60 2.0 to 6.0

Natural & Open Space3 224.64 NA 19.28 NA 12.00 2.0 to 6.0

Special Use Parks 5.27 1.16 0.45 0.10 1.10 No Guidance

Total 274.62 31.83 23.57 2.73 17.40 5.25 - 14.5

Trails (Miles) 9.96 0.85 0.5 to 1.5
1 Level of Service (LOS) calculated based on Acres (or miles) / 1000 Population

2 Current Population based on PSU PRC estimate for 2020 of 11,650

3 Natural Area level of service is based on total acreage. 
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4.2 PARK AND TRAIL NEEDS 
Communities establish their target park and trail LOS based on community values and goals and the 
availability of park land. The recommended LOS identified below is intended to balance the 
distribution of parks by classification to better meet the needs of the community.  When compared 
to the SCORP recommended range, Sandy’s target LOS for the 2035 planning horizon aims at the 
low end for mini parks, middle range for community parks, high end for neighborhood parks and 
trails, and a continuation of exceeding recommended acres of natural and open space. Specific figures 
are demonstrated in the table below.  

TABLE 10 
PARK AND TRAIL NEEDS ANALYSIS 

 
 

Assessment 
While Sandy has made much progress growing its parks and trail system, there is still work to 
do. Several neighborhood parks such as Champion Way, Deer Point, and Ponder Lane, as 
well as the newest community park, Sandy Community Campus, remain undeveloped open 
space which provides minimal recreational opportunity for neighbors. The large natural area 
of Sandy River Park and newly acquired adjacent parcel are underutilized by the broader 
community due to inadequate development of access points, trails and support facilities such 
as parking and restrooms. Over-development of mini parks has strained maintenance 
resources and resulted in service area gaps between parks. 

Based on the recommended level of service target and planning for population growth, 
Sandy should plan to acquire and develop parks and acreage as noted in Table 10.  This 

CURRENT FUTURE TOTAL

Park Classification

Current 
Developed 

LOS1

SCORP 
Recommended 
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Mini Parks 0.33 0.25 to 0.50 0.25 -0.96 1.86 0.91

Neighborhood Parks 1.45 1.0 to 2.0 2.00 6.41 14.90 21.31

Community Parks 0.95 2.0 to 6.0 3.00 23.88 22.35 46.23

Natural & Open Space 5 19.28 2.0 to 6.0 15.00 -49.89 111.75 61.86

Special Use Parks 0.10 No Guidance _ _ _ _

Total 6 22.11 5.25 - 14.5 20.25 30.3 150.9 130.3

Trails (Miles) 0.85 0.5 - 1.5 1.70 9.85 12.67 22.51

4 Future  need based on Sandy Urbanization Study estimated 2035 population of 19,100.

6 Total Current parks and acres needed excludes surplus acreage in mini parks and natural areas.

Miles Needed

1 Level of Service (LOS) calculated based on Acres (or miles) / 1000 Population
2 Current need based on 2020 PSU PRC population estimate of 11,650.
3 "Acres Needed" includes development of existing undeveloped parcels and acquisition to meet current needs.

5 Natural Area level of service is based on total acreage. 
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roughly equates to 2 mini parks, 9 neighborhood parks, 2 community parks, and nearly 20 
miles of trails over the next 15 years. Natural areas will likely be acquired through donation 
or conservation easement with varying parcel sizes. 

Geographic distribution of parks and trails should be equitable and responsive to natural and 
developed barriers that disrupt service areas. Non-standard amenities, such as skate spots, 
splash pads, dog parks, nature trails, etc., should also be distributed equitably across the 
system. This will likely require redevelopment of aging, existing facilities to add or expand 
amenities to avoid desirable public space clustering around new development. 

As noted above, Sandy is currently underserved for developed community parks. This 
translates to below average access to larger active recreation facilities when compared to 
SCORP guidelines. Special urgency should be given to the development of community parks 
to meet demand for active recreation. Sandy’s parks system is lacking in sport courts, sport 
fields, and other active use spaces like disc golf and off-road cycling. These uses are best 
incorporated into community parks along with a variety of other passive recreation 
opportunities that appeal to a broad swath of user groups. Amenities such as ball fields, 
skate parks, and pump tracks are usually located in community parks because they tend to be 
a regional draw, require adequate space to accommodate the diversity of uses, and need 
support amenities such as restrooms and parking. 

Sandy should also prioritize the development of larger neighborhood parks with 
programming and space to serve multiple user groups over continued reliance on mini parks 
which serve a narrower demographic, offer fewer amenities, and require higher levels of 
maintenance. Larger neighborhood parks could help to improve geographic distribution of a 
number elements that are in the current park system, but not at the level necessary to serve 
all community members.  Neighborhood parks can have the capacity to accommodate splash 
pads, dog parks and community gardens, if sited and distributed appropriately. 

4.3 RECREATION AMENITY NEEDS 
In addition to park and trail needs, the quantity and distribution of specific recreation facilities, such 
as picnic tables, basketball courts, and sports fields was assessed. The level of service was determined 
based on the quantity of each item in the current park system relative to the quantity per 1,000 
population. 

With its community garden, splash pad, and parking, Bornstedt Park provides elements with broader 
appeal than a traditional neighborhood park 
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The resulting level of service was then compared to the SCORP recommended level of service for 
each facility type. Sandy is doing fairly well in providing access to most of the standard facilities, with 
a few areas that require attention to address current deficiencies.  Facilities that are below the 
recommended level of service for the current population include volleyball, tennis courts, picnic 
tables, disc golf, baseball and softball fields. Optional facilities are things that a community may or 
may not choose to focus on as a priority.  A pump track and an indoor swimming pool are the 
optional facilities that are currently below the recommended level of service and are likely not 
meeting the needs of the community based on public input. Sandy has one existing indoor pool 
which is currently closed and was not included as an available facility in the analysis. A non-
motorized boat launch could potentially be provided in the future if an appropriate river front site 
becomes available. Sports fields have not been an historic priority for Sandy. However, multi-use 
fields could be developed to serve soccer, lacrosse and other field sport needs. While Sandy currently 
has a skatepark that meets the SCORP recommended level of service for current and future 
population, it is an older facility which is will be need in renovation or replacement in the near term. 

TABLE 11 
RECREATION FACILITY LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Facility Type

Total 
Facilities in 
Community

SCORP 
Recommended 

Facility LOS 1
Current 

Facility LOS 1

Current 
Facility Need 

(Deficit)

Future Facility 
Need 

(Growth)2

Standard Facilities

Picnic shelters 3,4,5,7 8 0.30 0.69 -5 2

Day-use picnic tables 3,4,5,7 35 10.00 3.00 82 73

Basketball courts / multi-use courts 3,4,5 3 0.20 0.26 -1 1

Playgrounds 3,4,7 10 0.40 0.86 -5 3

Soccer fields / Multi-use field 4,5 1 0.20 0.09 1 1

Tennis / Pickleball courts 5 0 0.35 0.00 4 3

Off-leash dog parks 5 1 0.04 0.09 -1 0

Disc golf courses 7 0 0.02 0.00 0 0

Volleyball courts 0 0.20 0.00 2 1

Skateboard parks 6 1 0.04 0.09 -1 0

Amphitheaters 3 0.03 0.26 -3 0

Baseball & Softball fields 1 0.20 0.09 1 1

Optional Facilities

Pump Track (not in SCORP) 3,5,6 0 0.00 0.00 1 0

Indoor swimming pools 3,4 0 0.05 0.00 1 0

Splash Pads (not in SCORP)6 1 0.00 0.09 -1 0

Community Gardens (not in SCORP)3 1 0.00 0.09 -1 0

Non-motorized boat launches 0 0.25 0.00 3 2

Lacrosse fields 0 0.15 0.00 2 1

Football fields 1 0.10 0.09 0 1

1 Level of Service (LOS) calculated based on Acres or Miles / 1000 Population

2Future need quantity assumes current need has already ben fulf illed

T op P riorities f rom P ublic Input

3 PTSMP Open House 1 Dot Exercise top 10, February 2020. 6 PTSMP Online Open House, October 2020

4 PTSMP Survey 1 top 10, February 2020. 7 Longest Day Parkway Input, June 2018.

5 PTSMP Stakeholders interviews, January 2020.
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In addition to the traditional facilities included in the SCORP, there are a number of emerging 
recreation trends that should be considered for addition to the Sandy park system including 
pickleball, a pump track, sensory gardens, and nature play. Passive recreation including 
unprogrammed spaces, natural areas, trails and paths are also priorities. 

The priority deficiencies should be a focus that can be addressed as existing undeveloped park land is 
developed into neighborhood and community parks, as noted in the assessment above. 

4.4 PLANNING, OPERATIONS, AND MAINTENANCE NEEDS 
Parks maintenance staff consists of three full time equivalent (FTE) positions and two ½ FTE 
position hired on a seasonal basis that are increasingly difficult to fill. Staff commit approximately 
15% of their time to building maintenance at City facilities, in addition to overseeing about 275 acres 
of park land and nearly 10 miles of trails.  

According to the National Recreation and Park Association, Sandy’s parks maintenance staff to 
population ratio is below the lowest end of the national average. Median FTE staffing for 
jurisdictions serving 20,000 residents or less is 10 per 10,000 residents. With an estimated 2020 
population of 11,650 and density of over 3,000 residents per square miles, Sandy’s staffing is below 
the lower quartile of 5 FTE for sparsely populated jurisdictions (less than 500 residents per square 
mile). 

Low staffing levels make it difficult to perform 
anything more than standard maintenance such as 
mowing, garbage collection, and restroom cleaning 
and replenishment. Routine maintenance activities 
that may be deferred due to limited staff resources 
can result in reduced longevity of park features, 
resulting in more frequent replacement. Structures 
for example require power washing, painting, 
refinishing, and maintenance checks on hardware 
and connections to prevent compounding damage 
from weather exposure that can lead to rot, rust, 
and structural failure. 

Park amenities have finite lifespans and must be replaced at some point. Some low cost features, 
such as benches or tables, can be repaired or replaced as part of regular maintenance. In other cases, 
the entire park or portions of the park must be redeveloped to meet modern safety and accessibility 
standards, respond to increased use demands or environmental factors, or simply replace larger, more 
expensive elements like custom play structures or sport courts. This type of major maintenance is 
generally not factored into operations and maintenance budgets and should be considered in capital 
improvement plans. 

Aging amenities at Tupper Park 
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CHAPTER 5 
Recommendations  

This chapter summarizes recommendations for the development of new parks and trails 
and non-capital recommendations for operations and maintenance. These 
recommendations are based on the combined results of the existing facilities inventory, 
needs assessment, and public and stakeholder engagement. Several overarching themes 
recurred frequently during the planning process including the need for walking and biking 
connections to parks, additional amenities at existing parks, equitable distribution of park 
programming and recreation types across the city, access to large, multi-use fields, and 
improvement of existing undeveloped sites.  

5.1 GENERAL PRIORITIES 
The following are general recommendations that should be considered in Park and Trail planning 
and development within the City of Sandy. 

 Develop one new community park with sports fields

 Improve geographic distribution of key amenities: dog parks, community gardens, splash
pads.

 Improve trail connections and pedestrian transportation throughout the city.

 Provide safe pedestrian crossings for Highways 26 and 211, and Bluff Road. Crossings
could be signalized, over- or under-passes.

 Fill service area gaps so that all residential areas are served by either a neighborhood or
mini park.

 Develop undeveloped park land:  Champion Way, Deer Point, Ponder Lane, and Sandy
Community Campus.

 Add unique amenities not currently offered in the park system such as a pump track,
pickleball courts, a disc golf course, sensory gardens, nature play, sports field(s), and
other unique features.

 Develop a new universal access playground that provides for a range of mobility types
and user ages. The playground should be inclusive and provide for children with special
needs, including fencing, sensory elements.

 Renovate existing parks to update aging equipment, such as playgrounds, sport courts,
and paths: Tupper, Sandy Bluff, Meinig.

 Renovate existing paths and trails throughout the system to provide accessible routes to
parks and amenities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act Standards
for Accessible Design.
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 Negotiate a public access easement with the Oregon Trail School District to allow
unrestricted access/use of E17 and E23 trails along south edge of the high school.

 Focus on neighborhood and community park development.

 Minimize acquisition and development of mini parks to only highly constrained areas
and small service area gaps without options for larger parcels.

 Prioritize neighborhood parks over mini parks when land is available.

 Residential areas should be served by the ¼-mile service area of a mini park or the ½-
mile service area of a neighborhood park.

 Incorporate natural areas, wildlife habitat and native pollinator gardens into all park
classifications.

5.2 PARK AND OPEN SPACE IMPROVEMENTS 

Proposed Parks 
The proposed park system is depicted in Figure 8. It identifies general areas where park land 
might be acquired to help expand the park system.  Many of the proposed parks are located 
in the Urban Growth Boundary or the Urban Reserve Boundary and would serve new areas 
of the City in the future. The plan provides a conceptual distribution of proposed parks 
within the planning area to serve the needs of the current and future population. Specific 
land acquisitions will be determined based on land availability, areas of residential 
development, and site suitability for park development. Due to potential variability in park 
land availability and parcel size, a few additional park sites have been included on the map. 
After acquisition, park sites will proceed through site specific master planning, which may 
include site analysis, public outreach, and conceptual design, prior to proceeding with 
permitting, design, and construction. 
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Existing Parks 
Several existing parks within the City include undeveloped or underutilized areas that could 
better serve the community if they were renovated or expanded to increase the availability of 
popular amenities. 

Bornstedt Park Phase 2 

Phase 1 is complete and includes a looped path, splash pad, playground, picnic tables, a 
community garden, and two picnic shelters. As depicted in Figure 9 below, Phase 2 will 
include a half-sized basketball court, viewing mound, a community center, and parking, and 
half street improvements along the north and west sides. This park offers the only splash 
pad in the city, and even without the planned parking lot, there is ample street parking. 
These factors combine to make this a destination park and the city should consider including 
a plumbed restroom as surrounding development continues and use intensifies. 

Figure 9 Bornstedt Park Master Plan 

Jonsrud Viewpoint 

Access to Jonsrud Viewpoint is narrow, and highly constrained by Bluff Road on the west 
and the steep slope below to the east. It currently functions as single lane pull through drive 
aisle with a few parallel parking spaces along the side. If a trail connection is developed to 
connect Jonsrud down the bluff to Sandy River Park, other improvements should be 
considered at the viewpoint, including accessibility and safety improvements for pedestrian 
paths, parking reconfiguration, picnic tables, and additional benches. 
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Meinig Memorial Park 

The Fantasy Forest is a wooden play 
structure, and will require major 
redevelopment at some point in the 
future, although maintenance staff 
estimates at least 10 additional years of 
use. Although Meinig Park has one 
plumbed restroom, the City should 
consider locating another in closer 
proximity to the heavily used 
playground and event stage area. An 
undeveloped portion of the park with informal natural surface trails is separated from the 
larger park by a small stream and steep slope. This area could be programmed, but 
consideration should be given to its quality as natural and open space. Trails throughout the 
park are being undermined by the creek or damaged by tree roots, and may require 
replacement within the next few years. General park improvements could include delineating 
circulation and improving structures at event space, adding lighting, and improving paths to 
meet accessibility standards. 

Sandy Bluff Park 

Sandy Bluff Park includes the only dog park in the City, as well as a playground, looped 
trails, and a bench.  Near term priorities for improvement at the park include adding shade 
structures and other amenities to the dog park, replacing the play structure and improving 
accessibility to it, and adding picnic facilities and more benches. 

Sandy Skate Park 

The Sandy Skate Park is currently a 
standalone special use facility on the edge 
of the Sandy Community Campus. The 
skate park is at least 20-years old. There 
have been significant design and 
technological advancements in skate parks 
over its lifespan and its showing its age. A 
new or revamped skate park was a high 
priority during public outreach, and is 
included a potential element of the Sandy Community Campus (SCC) redevelopment. The 
skate park could be replaced in its current location or combined with the SCC and relocated 
within the broader planned park improvements. 

Fantasy Forest Playground at Meinig Park

Sandy Skate Park
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Tupper Park 

This aging neighborhood park will 
require significant redevelopment in the 
near term. The play structure is at the 
end of its life span and the sport court 
pavement is failing. The sport court and 
much of the lawn are often unusable 
from poor drainage. Sandy should 
consider daylighting the creek, adding 
accessible routes to features, and 
improving drainage as part of any 
redevelopment plans. 

Sandy River Park 

The City should consider implementation of 
the previously developed Sandy River Park 
Master Plan. The park currently has no 
dedicated parking facilities and a few trails. 
The plan describes an expanded hierarchical 
trail system, parking and restroom facilities, 
wayfinding, and riverbank restoration. The 
plan includes offsite trail connections to 
other nearby parks including Jonsrud 
Viewpoint and Sandy Community Campus, 
which could contribute to an off-street trail 
network on the north side of Sandy. The plan should be updated to reflect the recent 
purchase of the adjacent forested parcel to the east and describe the trail connections to the 
Sandy Community Campus in greater detail. 

Undeveloped Parks 
The following concepts present possible solutions for undeveloped parcels that could be 
developed into new parks. Three of these are classified as neighborhood parks: Champion 
Way, Deer Point, and Ponder Lane. The Sandy Community Campus is an underdeveloped 
community park located at the site of the former Cedar Ridge Middle School. See Appendix 
D for additional details on each of these park sites. 

Planning for these new parks should include a focus on filling some of the specific amenity 
needs within the community, such as a pump track, sport field(s), disc golf, and other 
features noted elsewhere in this plan. 

Tupper Park 

Jim Slagle Loop Trail at Sandy River Park 
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Champion Way Neighborhood Park 

Champion Way is an existing, undeveloped .99 acre park located on the west side of Sandy, 
just south of Highway 26 and the Sandy Cinema. The gently sloping park is bounded by 
fenced retaining walls on both street frontages, houses and an alley on a third side, and 
transitions to a steeply sloping forested area on the fourth. The concept would introduce 
standard neighborhood park amenities including an accessible looped path, playground, 
open lawn, picnic shelter and tables, and screening planting.  

Figure 10 
 Champion Way Neighborhood Park Concept 
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Deer Point Neighborhood Park 

Deer Point is an existing, undeveloped 1.41 acre park located on the east side of Sandy, just 
south of Highway 26 and Sandy Vista apartments. The long, narrow, gently sloping parcel is 
bounded by neighborhood streets on two sides, Highway 26 on a third, and fields with 
clusters of mature trees to the east. The concept provides standard neighborhood park 
amenities including an accessible looped path, playground, multi-use field, picnic shelters and 
tables, and a sport court with the option to expand east into the undeveloped parcel 
identified as NP 7, Deer Point Expansion on Map 8.  

Figure 11 
 Deer Point Neighborhood Park Concept 
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Ponder Lane Neighborhood Park 

Ponder Lane is a recently acquired, undeveloped 1.94 acre parcel located on the south side 
of Sandy. The gently sloping park is bounded on the east by a single family residence, 
Highway 211 to the south, and an under-construction Gunderson Road and neighborhood 
development to the west and north, respectively. The concept would introduce standard 
neighborhood park amenities including an accessible looped path, playground, multi-use 
field, picnic shelter and tables, a fenced off-leash dog park, and a small parking area. See 
Appendix E for additional detail. 

Figure 12 
Ponder Lane Neighborhood Park Concept 
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Sandy Community Campus 

This underdeveloped community park consists of school buildings, pool (currently closed), 
parking lot, and the surrounding land which includes the skate park, football field, track, and 
trails that connect to Sandy River Park natural area. The pool and buildings will remain 
closed for the time being and are not considered part of this master plan. City Council is 
studying options for the Cedar Ridge pool and buildings. 

A preliminary concept for redevelopment of the park was created as part of the Aquatic 
Facility Analysis. The entire park will be too expensive to develop all at one time.  The 
concept was broken into four phases.   

The proposed Phase 1 schematic design is below.  The final design is likely to evolve, but 
this concept provides guidance on the type of improvements that could be included in Phase 
1. The Phase 1 park concept focuses on redevelopment of the east portion of the park and
includes a parking lot, a playground, picnic area, basketball court, and a community garden.
Sandy Community Campus will also fill a neighborhood park service area gap for
community members within ½-mile of the park. The community expressed interest for
prioritizing a pump track and the skate park replacement in Phase 1, while reducing parking.

Figure 13 
Sandy Community Campus Phase 1 Concept 
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5.3 TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS 
The proposed trail system map includes potential 
local and regional trails throughout the city.  
Some of the trails have also been identified in the 
Transportation System Plan or other regional 
planning documents or could be incorporated 
into the new Transportation System Plan update. 
The goal of the proposed trail system is to create 
a looped network of trails that connects parks 
and neighborhoods, and provides opportunities 
for alternative transportation and recreation 
throughout the city.  

To achieve this goal, an extensive network of trails has been proposed, as depicted in Figure 14, 
including several major highway crossings. The proposed trail system provides conceptual trail 
alignments that are intended to provide an alternative pedestrian network, not to replace the sidewalk 
network or paths associated with road improvements in the Transportation System Plan. Where 
proposed trails and roads follow similar alignments, trails may be developed initially as gravel multi 
use paths to serve current needs prior to eventual replacement with paved sidewalks or pathways 
associated with planned road improvements. Individual trails will require planning and analysis to 
refine the alignments to meet design criteria, including accommodating steep terrain, avoiding 
wetlands, potential creek crossings, and connections with other trails. Trail design criteria are further 
described in Appendix B. 

The plan includes new pedestrian crossings at both the east and west ends of the City to facilitate 
safe crossing of Highway 26, Mt Hood Highway. The plan also includes three crossings of Highway 
211, and one crossing of Bluff Road near the high school. The pedestrian crossings could take a 
number of forms: mid-block crossings with rapid flashing beacon, signalized street intersection, or a 
grade separated pedestrian bridge or under-pass.  

Many of these crossings would be major multi-agency collaborations involving Oregon Department 
of Transportation (ODOT), Sandy Public Works, Clackamas County, and others. These projects 
have been identified in this plan as critical to a safe, linked trail system within the City, but they have 
been omitted from the CIP list, due to the scale and scope of the projects, combined with the 
necessary buy-in of ODOT and the likely long range implementation.  

Budget estimates for the crossings and assumptions on crossing type have been included in the 
Capital Improvement Plan. Actual project costs will be determined by the type of crossing that is 
used, and the extent of permitting, design, and agency coordination required for the project.  The 
crossings may also be included as transportation facilities in the Transportation System Master Plan. 

Pedestrian under-pass under Highway 20 in 
Bend, Oregon 
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The City of Sandy Trail system also has the potential to extend 
and connect to the larger regional trail network beyond the 
City planning area. Regional trail connections should be wide, 
paved multi user trails such as Class 1 or 2 as defined in 
Appendix B, the Park & Trail Design Guidelines. Regional 
trails may not be eligible for SDC’s because they extend 
beyond the planning area. The City should work with regional 
partners such as Metro, to identify and pursue grants and other 
funding sources. Regional trails that could connect to or 
through the City of Sandy in the future include: 

 Extending the Tickle Creek Trail west to connect
with the Springwater Trail

 Extending east to the Sandy Ridge bike trail
system and the extensive trail network in Mount
Hood National Forest.

 Extending south along Highway 211 to connect to the Cazedero Corridor.

5.4 PLANNING, OPERATIONS, AND MAINTENANCE 
The following recommendations pertain to non-capital planning, operations and maintenance needs: 

 Revise the City of Sandy Development Code, Chapters 17.32 and 17.86, to reflect new parks
policies identified in this plan.

 Update Goal 8 of the City of Sandy Comprehensive Plan to align with recommendations
included in this plan.

 Update the System Development Charge Methodology to reflect current demographics,
population growth projections, and level of service recommendations identified in this plan.

– Consider including a reimbursement fee for surplus park classifications such as mini parks
and natural areas.

– Include all capacity increasing improvements in the SDC, including new amenities at Meinig
and Tupper Parks that are excluded in the current SDC.

– Update SDC fees annually during the budget cycle relative to economic indices.

– SDC should be updated based on official 2020 census data when available.

– Consider SDC fee estimates with and without a General Obligation (GO) Bond.  Adjust the
rate accordingly if GO Bond isn’t passed within 5 years.

Tickle Creek Trail 
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 Update the fee in lieu calculations related to
parkland dedication as defined in the City of
Sandy Development Code, 17.86, and update
the fees annually during the budget cycle
relative to economic indices.

 Establish a method for acquisition of
Community Park land, such as through fee in
lieu or SDC.

 Investigate the potential to implement a
General Obligation Bond to help fund park
development and major renovation projects
identified in the CIP.

 Investigate the potential to implement a Parks
Utility Fee to help fund park maintenance and
operations.

 Investigate applying stormwater user fees to supplement parks maintenance funding.

 Develop an asset management program including a detailed inventory and assessment of existing
amenities to help plan for and prioritize life-cycle renovation and replacement for the existing
park system.

 Increase Parks staffing levels to match system growth, including adding a park planner, up to two
maintenance and operations staff to meet current needs.

 Consider adding a volunteer coordinator position.

 Consider shifting contracted landscape maintenance in-house (with commensurate staffing
increase) or consolidating under a single contract to reduce management and coordination.

Light bollard, drinking fountain, and picnic 
table in various conditions at Timberline 
Ridge mini park 
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CHAPTER 6 
Implementation 

This chapter identifies a strategy to implement and fund the improvements recommended 
in this Plan. This is a long range plan that is anticipated to be implemented over the next 
15+ years. As the economy, population, development, and other factors evolve and 
change, the plan will need to be reevaluated, updated, and modified to keep pace with 
current community needs and align with actual population growth. Capital Project Lists 
and Cost Estimates were developed to reflect Sandy’s park needs through 2035. These 
projects are organized based on prioritization criteria developed to guide future decision 
making. Non-Capital costs to maintain the park system and available and potential 
funding sources are also discussed. 

6.1 PRIORITIES 
Projects in this plan have been prioritized as short term (Tier 1, 1 to 5 years), mid term (Tier 2, 6 to 
10 years), and long term (Tier 3, 11+ years) to distribute park and trail development over the length 
of the planning period.  Key criteria to guide this prioritization were developed from public input, the 
needs analysis, and general parks goals and policies. The list below is ranked in approximate priority 
order: 

 Develop undeveloped park sites to serve existing neighborhoods.

 Acquire and develop new park land to meet current and future needs, with a particular focus on
community parks and existing neighborhood park service area gaps.

 Develop trails to improve connectivity throughout the city, including safe separated crossings of
Highways 26 and 211.

 Renovate and upgrade existing parks to expand capacity.

 Distribute parks equitably throughout the city.

 Plan for future growth within the UGB expansion areas, prioritize based on projected timing and
location of future growth.

Short term projects have been selected based on these prioritization criteria.  Final project selection 
and development will be determined by City staff, the Parks and Trails Advisory Committee, funding 
availability, and other factors. Community priorities and focus areas may change over the course of 
the plan. The priorities and the proposed project lists should be reviewed biennially during the 
budget cycle to ensure that they align with economic and demographic changes. 
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6.2 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 
The City’s capital improvement plan (CIP) is a combination major renovation, and development 
projects. The list accounts for the priorities identified above. Projects in the CIP are funded through 
a variety of sources including SDC’s, grants, and donations. A general obligation (GO) bond, if 
approved by voters, could also be a source to fund significant acquisition and development projects. 
Partnerships, volunteers and other alternative sources may also assist with funding and executing 
projects, sometimes in the form of in-kind donations of labor or materials. The City General Fund is 
primarily reserved for Parks Department planning, operations, and maintenance activities and has not 
been included as a source of funding for capital improvements. Similarly, the land fee-in-lieu funds 
have not been allocated within the CIP but could be used for acquisition of a large community park 
parcel identified for development in the CIP. 

Costs used in the Capital Improvement Program were derived from a variety of sources.    

 Itemized cost estimates were prepared in association with concept plan development for
the existing undeveloped park sites (Champion Way, Deer Point, and Ponder Lane), and
are included in Appendix D.

 Cost estimates developed through prior park master plan efforts were reviewed.  Costs
were escalated to account for cost increases since the year the plan was adopted.
(Bornstedt, Sandy River Park, and Sandy Community Campus).

 Park development cost estimates for future parks are based on an average size and cost
per acre for that park classification, with the assumption that the site is reasonably flat
and developable, and is designed to include all standard amenities, some optional
amenities, and some half street improvements scaled to the park size.

 Trail development costs are based on a unit cost per linear foot depending on the trail
classification, which defines the surface type and width.

 Soft costs, including survey, permitting, design, and project management costs are
included in the cost for each project.

 Land acquisition costs were not included in the cost estimates. Land values are highly
volatile, and dependent on parcel size, location, development pressure and other factors.
Further analysis is anticipated during the Land Dedication / Fee-in-lieu policy review
and update.

These costs should be considered to be preliminary budget-level estimates only. Actual project costs 
will be established for each site as part of the planning and development process. The capital costs 
included in Table 12 and Appendix A were developed with the following assumptions: 

 Costs are based on Quarter 1 of 2021 dollars.
 Costs derived from other planning efforts have been escalated at 3% per year to the

current year.
 Annual operations and maintenance fees are excluded from the estimates.
 Land acquisitions costs are excluded from the estimates.
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TABLE 12 
 TIER 1 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

Map ID Site Improvements Cost
Tier 1 Existing Parks 

NP Deer Point Park Design, permitting, & development 1,442,800$     

NP Champion Way Park Design, permitting, & development 998,700$     

NP Ponder Lane Park Design, permitting, & development 1,848,000$     

NP ` Dog Park; Playground; Picnic Area  $        250,000 

CP Sandy Community Campus - Phase 1 Parking area, playground, picnic, skate park 3,633,200$     

NA Sandy River Park - Phase 1 Trailhead, trails  $        800,000 

8,972,700$      

Tier 1 Proposed Parks
NP 4 Sunset Fill service area gap on portion of City owned parcel 1,700,000$     

NP 7 Deer Point Expansion Expand existing undeveloped park 1,700,000$     

CP 1 Community North Develop future community park in north 5,900,000$     

NA 1 Tickle Creek Expansion - West Opportunity acquisitions/ donations along creek -$        

9,300,000$      

Tier 1 Proposed Trails
T03 (P21) 362nd 3 8' wide asphalt trail 375,000$       

T04 Kelso to Powerline 6' - 8' wide gravel trail 184,500$       

T05 Powerline 5' concrete path 30,600$       

T06 Olson to Powerline 5' concrete path 81,700$       

T08 (P19) Sandy Bluff Park to 362nd 3 8' wide asphalt trail 430,400$       

T09 (P19) Sandy Bluff Park Pond Loop Trail 3 8' wide asphalt trail 142,500$       

T10 (P19) Bell Street to Sandy Bluff Park 3 8' wide asphalt trail 187,900$       

T11 (P19) Kate Schmidt to Bell Street 3 8' wide asphalt trail 83,700$       

T12 (P19) SHS Trail Easement 1 3 8' wide asphalt trail 260,100$       

T13 Meeker to MH Athletic Club 5' concrete path 34,800$       

T17 Community Campus to Sandy River Trail 3' wide natural surface trail 23,900$       

T19 Park Street to Community Campus 3' wide natural surface trail 1,800$      

T21 Vista Loop to Hood Street 6' - 8' wide gravel trail 37,100$       

T28 (P16) Tickle Creek Reroutes 3 8' wide asphalt trail 93,750$       

T30 Sunset Street to Tickle Creek 3' wide natural surface trail 13,000$       

T31 Sunset Street to Nettie Connett Drive 5' wide concrete path 101,600$       

T32 Bluff Road to Sandy Heights 3' wide natural surface trail 11,600$       

T33 Tupper Park to Gerilyn Court 5' concrete path 30,800$       

T35 (P17) Tickle Creek Extension East to Dubarko Underpa6' - 8' wide gravel trail 125,000$       

T38 Tickle Creek to Deer Point Park 5' concrete path 432,000$       

T39 Dubarko Extension Road 8' wide asphalt trail 127,800$       

T40 (P22) Tickle Creek Extension Dubarko East to Jacoby 3 8' wide asphalt trail 400,000$       

T41 Alleyway to Tickle Creek Trail Connector 5' concrete path 37,500$       

T42 Jacoby Road to Tickle Creek Connector 5' concrete path 27,900$       

T44 Bornstedt Park 5' concrete path 78,000$       

T50 (P23) Highway 211 Parkway 8' wide asphalt trail 406,250$       

T54 Cascadia to Tickle Creek 6' - 8' wide gravel trail 30,200$    

TX1 Bluff Road Crossing (Mid-block) 150,000$     

3,939,462$      

Total Tier 1 Cost 22,212,162$  
Assumptions:

2. Annual operations and maintenance fees are excluded from the estimates

3. Costs include soft costs (master planning, survey, design, permitting) of 30%

4. Land Acquisition costs are excluded from the estimate

Tier 1 Proposed Park Improvement Cost

1. Capital project cost estimates are based on 2021 dollars. Costs derived from other planning efforts include escalation of 3% per year up to 2021 dollars

Tier 1 Existing Park Improvement Cost

Tier 1 Proposed Trail Improvement Cost
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The complete Capital Improvement project lists for the 15-year planning period in this plan is 
included in Appendix A. Tier 1 or near term projects have been identified and prioritized for 
development within the next five years.  These projects generally fulfill the top priorities identified 
above.  

6.3 FINANCING STRATEGIES 
There are numerous funding sources available to address both capital and non-capital funding needs 
for park and trail acquisition and development. The most commonly used funding sources are 
outlined below. A summary of additional potential grant options is included in Appendix E. Sandy 
uses a variety of funding approaches to achieve parkland acquisition and park and trail construction. 
The existing beginning balance and forecast budget from the primary funding sources (land fee in 
lieu and SDC’s) for the current biennium are depicted in Figure 15. No other funding sources, such 
as grants, were included in the City budget for Parks and Trails. 

Figure 15 
 FY 2021-2023 Budget Parks Capital Funding 

This budget information was reviewed and updated to reflect current available balances and develop 
capital funding estimates for the next 5 years. Funding levels can be expected to fluctuate from year 
to year and are influenced by the economic climate, population growth, construction activity and 
other factors. The Tier 1 capital project list exceeds the available funding from the current funding 
sources alone. In addition to the funding sources included in the biennial budget, the capital funding 
estimate includes the assumption that additional funding sources will be leveraged to fulfill the plan 

Source: City of Sandy Draft Budget Biennium 21-23

Capital Funding Sources

Land Beginning 
Balance 

$1,133,431

Land Budget 
$330,000

SDC Beginning 
Balance 

$1,347,175

SDC Budget 
$630,000

Operations Budget 
$49,433

Budget Biennium 21-23

Land SDCs Operations
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goals. These additional funding sources include grants, donations, volunteers, urban renewal funds, 
and a general obligation bond. The annual SDC estimate is based on the FY 19-21 biennial budget 
and is likely to adjust upward with an SDC update and increase in residential development generating 
more funding than in prior budge cycles. 

TABLE 13 
 CAPITAL FUNDING ESTIMATE 

Currently, the primary funding source for land acquisition has been either land dedication or fee-in-
lieu funding. This process is described in greater detail in the following section. Similar to the SDC’s, 
the fees collected have not kept pace with the current cost of land in the area. Due to this, the 
revenue generation has been below the potential, and is anticipated to improve after Chapter 17.86 of 
the Sandy Development code is updated. Additional funding sources that could be used for land 
acquisition in addition to development include grants and bonds. The available balance could be used 
to acquire new park land to help fulfill needs identified through this planning process. 

TABLE 14 
LAND ACQUISITION FUNDING ESTIMATE 

6.4 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 
Operations and maintenance budgets are currently funded through the City General Fund. Figure 16 
below shows a comparison of the parks maintenance funding and the parks capital fund.  The parks 
capital fund is a combination of SDC’s and fee in-lieu funds collected.  The steep growth aligns with 
population growth and development in recent years. 

Funding Source Amount

SDC Annual Budget Estimate 315,000$  

General Fund -$  

Grants 100,000$  

Donations / Volunteers 50,000$

Estimated Annual Revenue 465,000$  

Estimated 5-year Revenue 2,325,000$  

Park System Development Charge (SDC) Balance 1  $ 1,355,028 

Urban Renewal Funds 3,300,000$  

General Obligation Bond 15,000,000$

Estimated 5-Year Capital Funding Total 21,980,028$         
1 Fund balance as of 4/27/2021

Funding Source Amount

Land (Fee in Lieu) Annual Budget Estimate 165,000$  

Estimated 5-year Land (Fee-in-Lieu) Revenue 825,000$  

Land (Fee in Lieu) Beginning Balance 1 1,133,431$  

Estimated 5-Year Land Acquisition Total 1,958,431$           
1 Fund balance as of 4/27/2021
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Figure 16 
 Existing Funding Trend 

Figure 17 depicts the relationship between the number of full time staff and the number of 
maintained facilities over the previous 20 years, and closely correlates with the increased capital 
funding in Figure 16. Nearly half of the park system’s facilities have been added in the past 15 years. 
As noted previously staff are already stretched to adequately maintain the current parks and trails. As 
these facilities age, and the park system expands, the maintenance burden will increase. The City 
should plan for additional staff and increased maintenance costs when drafting future budgets.   

Figure 17 
Maintenance Staff Levels and Facilities Maintained 

Source: City of Sandy Biennial Budgets
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Operations and maintenance can be funded through a variety of sources. The general fund provides 
the current funding, but is stretched by many demands. As the park system grows, other funding 
sources should be explored.  Sources of funding for operations and maintenance are more limited 
than those for capital projects.  Two options to consider to fund maintenance of the growing park 
system are a parks utility fee and a local option levy. 

6.5 FUNDING SOURCES 

Existing Funding Sources 

Park Land Dedication Policy 

The park land dedication policy is defined in Chapter 17.86 of the Sandy Development Code 
and used to acquire land. New residential subdivisions, planned developments, multi-family 
or manufactured home park developments are required to provide park land to serve future 
residents of those developments.  

Since the adoption of the 1997 Plan, the City has had the option to choose to require land 
dedication or collect fee in lieu funds on a case-by-case basis as development occurred. 
When park or trail land dedication is required, a formula is used to determine the acreage 
required based on the number of residential units and anticipated population. The land 
dedication requirement is in addition to SDC’s collected for development.  

The land dedication generally provides smaller neighborhood parks to serve new 
subdivisions.  Fees collected can be combined to purchase larger parcels, such as community 
parks. 

In addition, developers may propose the designation and protection of open space and/or 
greenway corridor areas as part of the City platting process. This open space does not count 
towards parkland dedication requirements. Open spaces may include natural areas of 
undisturbed vegetation, steep slopes, stream corridors, wetlands, or restored vegetation 
areas. Greenway corridors may link residential areas with parks and open space areas and 
may contain pedestrian and bike paths. 

System Development Charges 

Parks and trails system development charges (SDCs) are one-time fees assessed on new 
development to cover a portion of the cost of providing parks and trails to serve population 
growth associated with new development. The fees are assessed as part of building permits 
and may include two components: 1) a reimbursement fee to recover the cost of eligible 
existing improvements in the transportation and parks systems that will serve the new 
development and 2) an improvement fee to contribute to the cost of planned, eligible 
capacity-increasing park improvements which will serve the new development. Sandy’s 
current park and trail SDC’s have not been increased regularly to keep pace with market 
growth and development pressure, and are currently among the lowest in the region. As 
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noted in the recommendations in Chapter 5, an SDC methodology update should be 
implemented as soon as possible, to bring Sandy’s rates in line with our communities in the 
region and insure that new development is paying an appropriate share of the current and 
future park system. 

Potential Funding Sources 

Grants 

Historically grants have been used to assist in development of some parks in the City of 
Sandy. A wide array of grants are available from or administered through a number of 
sources including Oregon Parks and Recreation Department, Oregon Department of 
Transportation, Housing and Urban Development Block Grants. They generally require a 
percentage funding to be matched from another source.  The match can be SDC’s, donated 
or volunteered time, or recent prior expenditures such as land acquisitions. Additional detail 
on selection of specific grants that are likely to be most applicable to the Sandy park and trail 
system are included in Appendix E. 

General Obligation Bond 

There are several types of bonds that can be used a variety of public improvements. A 
general obligation bond can be used to fund capital improvements, renovations, and new 
facilities if approved a vote. A bond could form the basis for a comprehensive funding 
package to implement major acquisitions and development. A general obligation bond has 
been included in the 5-year revenue estimate. 

Parks Utility Fee 

A parks utility fee could be implemented a fee added to the monthly utility bill.  The fee level 
would be determined by the revenue generation desired to support parks maintenance and 
operations, or could be divided between operations. The City Council has the authority to 
impose a fee without a vote of the electorate.  A utility fee could be combined with other 
funding sources to provide revenue for maintenance or to support capital improvements 
funded through other sources. Implementing a fee of $3.00 per month per single family 
residence and $2.25 per multi family residence could generate adequate funding to support 
one or two additional FTE positions for operations and maintenance. Revenue generated by 
a utility fee could also be divided between parks operations and debt service on a bond. 

Local Option Levy 

A local option levy could be used to generate revenue to fund operations, maintenance, 
and/or capital projects.  It is a tax based on assessed property value and must be approved in 
an election. The levy period is dependent on the intended use of the funds. An operations 
and maintenance levy would assess additional property taxes for a fixed period, after which 
time it would need to be renewed by another round of voter approval. 
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APPENDIX A 
Capital Project List 

 

The full capital improvement plan for the duration of the planning period is included in the following 
tables.  The plan is broken into three tables:  existing park, proposed park and proposed trail capital 
costs.   

 

TABLE A-1 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN SUMMARY 

 

 

 

Improvement Category Cost

Existing Park Improvements  $                                      18,214,900 

Proposed Park Improvements  $                                      34,980,000 

Trail Improvements  $                                      17,562,000 

 $                                     70,756,900 Total
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TABLE A-2 
EXISTING PARK CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

 

Park 
Class Site Improvement Notes Cost
Tier 1

NP Deer Point Park Design, permitting, & development 1,442,800$              

NP Champion Way Park Design, permitting, & development 998,700$                 

NP Ponder Lane Park Design, permitting, & development 1,848,000$              

NP Sandy Bluff Park Dog Park; Playground; Picnic Area  $                 250,000 

CP Sandy Community Campus - Phase 1 Parking area, playground, picnic, skate park 3,633,200$              

CP Meinig Memorial Park Path renovations, creek restoration 100,000$                 

NA Sandy River Park - Phase 1 Trailhead, trails  $                 800,000 

 $             9,072,700 

Tier 2
NP Bornstedt Park - Phase 2 Half street, half-sized sport court, and viewing mound  $                 652,000 

NP Tupper Park
ADA Improvements; Playground; Sport Court; Furnishings; 
Drainage; Stream daylighting

 $                 750,000 

CP Sandy Community Campus - Phase 2 Site grading, track removal, park trails, informal play area 2,481,100$              

CP Meinig Memorial Park ADA improvements, lighting, trails, dog park,  $                 273,200 

NA Sandy River Park - Phase 2 Trails, river bank restoration  $                 650,000 

 $             4,806,300 

Tier 3
CP Sandy Community Campus - Phase 3 Amphitheater and event space 2,731,700$              

CP Sandy Community Campus - Phase 4 Challenge course, bike pump track 1,104,200$              

CP Meinig Memorial Park Playground Renovation 500,000$                 

NA Sandy River Park Addition Trails included in Community Campus  $                            -   

 $             4,335,900 

Total Existing Park Improvement Cost 18,214,900$   
Assumptions:

2. Annual operations and maintenance fees are excluded from the estimates

3. Costs include soft costs (master planning, survey, design, permitting) of 25% for NP and CP, 30% for MP

Tier 1 Total Proposed Park Improvement Cost

Tier 2 Total Proposed Park Improvement Cost

Tier 3 Total Proposed Park Improvement Cost

1. Capital project cost estimates are based on 2021 dollars. Costs derived from other prior planning efforts include escalation of 3% per year up to 2021 dollars
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TABLE A-3 

PROPOSED PARK CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Park 
Key Site Acres

Land 
Acq Improvement Notes Cost

Tier 1
NP 7 Deer Point Expansion 2.0 Yes Include disc golf or pump track?  $             1,700,000 

NP 4 Sunset 2.0 Yes City owned parcel  $             1,700,000 

CP 1 Community North 10.0 Yes Potential acquisition opportunities  $             5,900,000 

NA 1 Tickle Creek Expansion - West TBD Yes
Opportunity acquisitions/ donations along 
riparian corridor. See Trail CIP for trail costs.

 $                            -   

 $             9,300,000 

Tier 2
NP 3 Jarl Road 2.0 Yes  $             1,700,000 

NP 2 Jewelberry NE 2.0 Yes Existing service area gap  $             1,700,000 

NP 8 Vista Loop 2.0 Yes Existing service area gap  $             1,700,000 

CP 3 Community East 12.5 Yes  $             6,900,000 

NA 3 Tickle Creek Expansion - Central TBD Yes
Opportunity acquisitions/ donations along 
riparian corridor. See Trail CIP for trail costs.

 $                            -   

NA 4 Tickle Creek Expansion - East TBD Yes
Opportunity acquisitions/ donations along 
riparian corridor. See Trail CIP for trail costs.

 $                            -   

 $          12,000,000 

Tier 3
MP 1 Orient 0.5 Yes  $                 490,000 

MP 2 Colorado East 0.5 Yes  $                 490,000 

NP 1 Kelso 362nd 2.0 Yes  $             1,700,000 

NP 5 Gunderson Road West 2.0 Yes  $             1,700,000 

NP 6 Barlow Trail 2.0 Yes  $             1,700,000 

NP 9 Trubel 2.0 Yes  $             1,700,000 

NP 10 Vista Loop SW 0.0 Yes  $                            -   

CP 2 Community South 10.0 Yes  $             5,900,000 

NA 2 Ruben TBD Yes Potential wetland natural area with boardwalk  $                            -   

 $          13,680,000 

 $  34,980,000 
Assumptions:

2. Annual operations and maintenance fees are excluded from the estimates

3. Costs include soft costs (master planning, survey, design, permitting) of 25% for NP and CP, 30% for MP

4. Land Acquisition costs are excluded from the estimate

5. Listed recreation facilities could be stand alone development or embedded within larger parks.  

Total Proposed Park Cost

1. Capital project cost estimates are based on 2021 dollars. 

Tier 3 Total Proposed Park Cost

Tier 2 Total Proposed Park Cost

Tier 1 Total Proposed Park Cost
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TABLE A-4 
TRAILS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

 
  

Map ID Name
Trail 

Class1 Surface
Length 

(FT) Cost 
Tier 1
T03 (P21) 362nd 2 1 Asphalt 2,376 375,000$                 

T04 Kelso to Powerline 2 Gravel 4,195 184,500$                 

T05 Powerline 3 Concrete 298 30,600$                   

T06 Olson to Powerline 3 Concrete 796 81,700$                   

T08 (P19) Sandy Bluff Park to 362nd 2 1 Asphalt 3,326 430,400$                 

T09 (P19) Sandy Bluff Park Pond Loop Trail 2 1 Asphalt 1,101 142,500$                 

T10 (P19) Bell Street to Sandy Bluff Park 2 1 Asphalt 1,452 187,900$                 

T11 (P19) Kate Schmidt to Bell Street 2 1 Asphalt 647 83,700$                   

T12 (P19) SHS Trail Easement 1 2 1 Asphalt 2,010 260,100$                 

T13 Meeker to MH Athletic Club 3 Concrete 339 34,800$                   

T17 Community Campus to Sandy River Trail 4 Natural 3,138 23,900$                   

T19 Park Street to Community Campus 4 Natural 240 1,800$                      

T21 Vista Loop to Hood Street 4 Natural 4,880 37,100$                   

T28 (P16) Tickle Creek Reroutes 2 2 Gravel 1,391 93,750$                   

T30 Sunset Street to Tickle Creek 4 Natural 1,713 13,000$                   

T31 Sunset Street to Nettie Connett Drive 3 Concrete 990 101,600$                 

T32 Bluff Road to Sandy Heights 4 Natural 1,523 11,600$                   

T33 Tupper Park to Gerilyn Court 3 Concrete 300 30,800$                   

T35 (P17) Tickle Creek Extension East to Dubarko Underpass 2 2 Gravel 1,361 125,000$                 

T38 Tickle Creek to Deer Point Park 3 Concrete 4,208 432,000$                 

T39 Dubarko Extension Road 1 Asphalt 988 127,800$                 

T40 (P22) Tickle Creek Extension Dubarko East to Jacoby 2 1 Asphalt 2,243 400,000$                 

T41 Alleyway to Tickle Creek Trail Connector 3 Concrete 365 37,500$                   

T42 Jacoby Road to Tickle Creek Connector 3 Concrete 272 27,900$                   

T44 Bornstedt Park 3 Concrete 760 78,000$                   

T50 (P23) Highway 211 Parkway 1 Asphalt 3,010 406,250$                 

T54 Cascadia to Tickle Creek 2 Gravel 686 30,200$                   

TX1 Bluff Road Crossing Midblock 150,000$                 

Tier 1 Total Proposed Trail Cost 3,939,400$             

1 See Appendix B for trail class descriptions

3 Cost derived from 2011 TSP, escalated for inf lation at 3% per year

4 Regional trail extends outside of planning area boundary may not be eligible for SDCs

Table Continued on Following Page

2 T rails identif ied in the 2011 Transportation System Plan, trail ID from TSP denoted as (P#)  under 'Map ID'. Costs include preliminary 
development to gravel surface. Full development cost including paved surface included in Transportation System Plan.
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 TABLE A-4 (CONTINUED)  

 

Map ID Name
Trail 

Class1 Surface
Length 

(FT) Cost 
Tier 2
T14 Slagle Loop to Jonsrud Viewpoint 4 Natural 5,043 38,400$                   

T15 Sandy River Lower Loop 4 Natural 1,768 13,400$                   

T16 Sandy River North Loop 4 Natural 1,390 10,600$                   

T18 Park Street to Sandy River Trail 4 Natural 870 6,600$                      

T20 Fir Drive to Community Campus 4 Natural 2,623 19,900$                   

T23 (P20) Tickle Creek Extension within UGR 2 2 Gravel 8,636 379,900$                 

T25 Champion Way to Tickle Creek 4 Natural 1,010 7,700$                      

T26 Barnum to Tickle Creek 4 Natural 759 5,800$                      

T27 Salmon Creek Park to Barnum Road 3 Concrete 915 93,900$                   

T34 Tickle Creek to Highway 211 2 Gravel 1,591 70,000$                   

T36 Market Road Public Easement 2 3 Concrete 997 102,400$                 

T37 Sandy Heights to Meinig Connection 4 Natural 1,514 11,500$                   

T43 Tickle Creek Jacoby Rd to Meadows Ave extension 2 Gravel 3,923 172,600$                 

TX2 Hwy 26 / Vista Crossing Underpass -
TX3 Hwy 211 / Meinig Crossing 3 Overpass 6,370,000$              

TX4 Hwy 211 / Dubarko Crossing (Signal or under bridge) Midblock 150,000$                 

Tier 2 Total Proposed Trail Cost 7,452,700$             

Tier 3
T01 Orient to Bluff Road 4 1 Asphalt 8,489 1,098,500$              

T02 Kelso to 362nd 2 Gravel 3,590 157,900$                 

T07 (P18) Orient to 362nd  2 1 Asphalt 3,118 675,000$                 

T22 Vista Loop to Longstreet Lane 4 Natural 5,370 40,800$                   

T24 Orient to Tickle Creek 2 Gravel 2,006 88,200$                   

T29 Tickle Creek to Colorado & Rachel 2 Gravel 5,163 227,100$                 

T45 Bornstedt Road to Trubel Road 1 Asphalt 3,828 495,400$                 

T46 Village South to Trubel Road 1 Asphalt 4,819 623,600$                 

T47 Jacoby West to Village South 1 Asphalt 2,883 373,100$                 

T48 Cascadia to Jacoby West 3 Concrete 996 102,300$                 

T49 Highway 26 to Jacoby 1 Asphalt 7,981 1,032,800$              

T51 Old Barlow Trail 3 Concrete 1,478 151,700$                 

T52 Barlow Trail to Tickle Creek 2 Gravel 317 13,900$                   

T53 Barlow Trail to Market 2 Gravel 581 25,600$                   

T55 Tickle Creek Connector Sewer Easement 4 2 Gravel 20,777 914,000$                 

TX5 Hwy 26 / Orient Crossing Overpass -
TX6 Hwy 211 / Gunderson Crossing Midblock 150,000$                 

Tier 3 Total Proposed Trail Cost 6,169,900$             

Total Development Cost for All Trail Projects 17,562,000$   
1 See Appendix B for trail class descriptions

3 Cost derived from 2011 TSP, escalated for inflation at 3% per year

4 Regional trail extends outside of planning area boundary.

2 Trails identif ied in the 2011 Transportation System Plan, trail ID from TSP denoted as (P#)  under 'Map ID'. Costs include preliminary 
development to gravel surface. Full development cost including paved surface included in Transportation System Plan.
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APPENDIX B 
Park & Trail Design Guidelines 
These design standards outline general development approaches and criteria for parks and trails in 
the Sandy park system.  Sandy should consider developing additional design standards such as 
avoiding tree removal and limiting environmental impact, and could also define elements such as 
graphic sign standards, plant palettes, and specific site furnishing products to create familiarity for 
park users, and simplify maintenance. The standards should be flexible in order to highlight a park’s 
distinct context and sense of place. For example, a particular site furnishing may be appropriate at 
both an urban plaza and neighborhood park, but may not be appropriate at a natural area trailhead. 
Park structures, furnishings, and signage should adhere to applicable sections of “Sandy Style” as 
described in Chapter 17.90 of the Sandy Development Code.  

All City park facilities should be designed to be usable by all people to the greatest extent possible, 
regardless of age, physical ability, or other segregating factor - an approach known as universal 
design. Consideration should also be given to the selection and application of the most appropriate 
set of accessibility standards to a given facility based on legal requirements and environmental 
context. For example, a neighborhood park playground may need to adhere to stricter accessibility 
standards than a hiking trail located in a natural area park. The 2010 Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) Standards for Accessible Design include standards and design criteria that should be included 
in all public facilities, including parks.  These standards include guidance on the design of accessible 
routes, ramps and stairs, parking, drinking fountains, restrooms, play areas, sports facilities, 
swimming pools, and outdoor developed areas. In addition, the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA), Forest Service has developed Outdoor Recreation Accessibility Guidelines 
(FSORAG) which provide guidance on trails, beach access, and recreation sites.  The FSORAG is 
intended to guide development on National Forest lands but is widely used by local governments to 
provide standards for trails in natural areas where application of the ADA Standards would be 
excessively impactful to the natural environment. Future parks should be planned to comply with 
ADA Standards, with the exception of natural area trails which may be developed using the 
FSORAG.  More information is included under the trail section. 

Parks 
The recommendations presented in Table B-1 are the minimum development standards for 
the park classifications described in Chapter 3.2 of this report. Additional or expanded 
amenities are encouraged where conditions allow or when park programming increases 
demand. Generally, the park design standards are scaled based on the park size and intended 
use, with smaller parks including less amenities than larger parks. The first seven amenities 
are considered ‘standard’ park facilities and should be included in all mini, neighborhood, 
and community parks. Inclusion of the ‘optional’ amenities can depend on a variety of 
factors including site suitability, public input, community needs, available budget, and other 
considerations.  
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Amenities to include in natural areas, open spaces and special use areas will vary based on 
the specific site characteristics and conditions. Because of the variable nature of these spaces, 
Sandy should exercise discretion regarding appropriate amenities on a case-by-case basis. All 
of the amenities included in Table B-1 can be considered ‘Optional’ for these park 
classifications. 

TABLE B-1 
PARK DESIGN STANDARDS 

 
 

Amenities Mini Parks Neighborhood Parks Community Parks

Playground 2,000 square feet 3,500 square feet 6,000 square feet

Flat, Irrigated Lawn 3,000 square feet 1/4 acre 1 acre

Trash Receptacle 1 1 1 per 2 acres

Pet Waste Station 1 1 1 per 2 acres

Bicycle Parking 2 stalls 4 stalls
As required per code, but 

not less than 1 per acre

Picnic Table 1 per 1/4 acre 1 per 1/2 acre 2 per acre

Bench 1 per 1/4 acre 1 per 1/2 acre 1 per acre

Drinking Fountain Optional 1 1 per 5 acres

Sport Court (half-sized) Optional Optional Optional

Sport Court (full-sized) Optional Optional1 at least 1

Open Multi-Use Field Optional Standard Standard

Sport Field _ Optional1 at least 1

Looped Walking Path Optional Standard Mulitple

Splash Pad _ Optional1 Optional2

Dog off-leash area _ Optional1 Optional2

Picnic Shelter (3-4 tables) _ Optional1 Mulitple

Picnic Shelter (6-8 tables) _ _ Optional2

Restroom _ Optional Standard

Community Garden _ Optional Optional2

Event Space _ _ Optional2

Disc Golf _ _ Optional2

Pump Track _ _ Optional2

Skate Spot / Park _ Optional1 Optional2

Natural Area _ _ Optional2

Off-street Parking _ _ Standard
1 Neighborhood parks should include at least 1 of noted optional amenities
2 Community parks should include at least 3 of noted optional amenities
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Parks that include destination type amenities 
shall include permanent public restrooms in 
the development of the parks. Destination 
amenities include skate parks, pump tracks, 
dog parks, splash pads, sports fields, 
community gardens, or any other park 
amenity that is likely to attract park users 
from beyond the ½-mile service area 
considered walking distance to the park. 
Where porta potties are used in lieu of a 
restroom building, a permanent three-sided 
structure shall be provided to improve 

aesthetics and security of the units. Porta potties and enclosures should be sized and 
designed to meet the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. The use of 
permanent or semi permanent porta potties should be confirmed with state and local 
building codes. Restrooms, picnic shelters, porta potty enclosures, and other park structures 
shall be designed to comply with the “Sandy Style” guidelines. 

Trails 
Trail standards have been developed to provide guidance for future trail development and 
maintenance or replacement. The trail standards are intended to provide a range of options 
to improve trail safety and minimize user conflict. These trail classifications and design 
guidelines have been used to inform the cost estimates included in the trails capital 
improvement plan. Some trails may need to be re-classified and improved over time if 
congestion or high use levels develop. Graphic standards should be developed to unify 
wayfinding and informational signage at trailheads and along trails. 

TABLE B-2 
TRAIL DESIGN STANDARDS 

 

 

 
Meinig Park and Centennial Plaza host the 
only plumbed restrooms in the system 

Shared Use      
Path

Shared Use      
Path

Neighborhood 
Connector

Natural Area   
Trail

Users
Pedestrians, bicyclists, 

wheelchairs, 
skateboards, strollers

Pedestrians, bicyclists, 
wheelchairs, 

skateboards, strollers

Pedestrians, bicyclists, 
wheelchairs, 

skateboards, strollers

Pedestrians,       
bicyclists

Surface Asphalt Gravel 1 Concrete or Asphalt Natural Surface

Width 10-12' 6-8' 5-6' 3' Minimum

Level of Use High Moderate Moderate Low

Accessibility 
Standard

ADA ADA ADA FSORAG

1 Trails may initially be built as gravel surface and upgraded to paved surface in future phase
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The following images illustrate the recommended trail classes based on common conditions: 

 

 
Figure B-1 

Trail Standards – Class 1 & 2 
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Figure B-2 
Trail Standards – Class 3 & 4 
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APPENDIX C
Existing Park & Trail Inventory
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Barlow Ridge Park 0.81 0.81         Sandy Community Campus 14.00 0.00        

Cascadia Park Tot Lot 0.04 0.04    Meinig Memorial Park 10.82 10.82           

Hamilton Ridge Park 0.78 0.78        Knollwood Park 5.45 NA     

Knollwood Park Tot Lot 0.60 0.60       Sandy River Park 116.28 NA   

Salmon Estates Park 0.77 0.77      Sandy River Park Addition 24.16 NA  

Timberline Ridge Park 0.87 0.87        Sandy Community Campus 7.10 NA

Bornstedt Park 5.03 5.03            Tickle Creek Park 4.92 NA  

Cascadia Park 1.83 1.83        Tickle Creek Open Space Parcels 66.73 NA

Champion Way Park 0.99 0.00 Jonsrud Viewpoint 4.91 0.80    

Deer Point Park 1.41 0.00     Sandy Skate Park 0.00 0.00   

Ponder Lane Park 2.00 0.00 Centennial Plaza 0.22 0.22    

Sandy Bluff Park 8.37 8.37        Community / Senior Center 0.10 0.10   

Tupper Park 1.66 1.66        Veterans Memorial Square 0.04 0.04  

Existing Amenities Existing Amenities

TABLE C-1
EXISTING PARK INVENTORY
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Map ID Trail Name Miles Notes Map ID Trail Name Miles Notes

E 01 Sandy River Midway Trail 0.14 E 36 Mitchell Court to Davis Street 0.04 Neighborhood Path

E 02 Ten Eyk Road to Hood Street 0.03 E 37 Barker Court to Langensand Road 0.03 Neighborhood Path

E 03 Upper Sandy River Trail 0.76 E 38 Langensand Road to Antler Avenue 0.14 Neighborhood Path

E 04 Lower Sandy River Trail 0.32 E 39 City Hall to Lower Parking 0.19

E 05 Marcy Street Connector to Sandy River Park Trail 0.12 E 40 Bathroom Path 0.08

E 06 Final Jim Slagle Loop Trail 0.95 E 41 Lower Parking to Amphitheater 0.08

E 07 Jim Slagle Loop Featured Hike 1.54 E 42 Fantasy Forest to Lower Parking 0.06

E 08 Bachelor Avenue to Golden Rain Street 0.05 E 43 Bridge Path 0.03

E 09 Sandy Bluff Park North Sidewalk 0.20 E 44 370th Right of Way 0.31 Gravel Road to Creek

E 10 Sandy Bluff Park Pod 4 0.13 E 45 Sandy Heights Street Seaman Avenue to Beebee Court 0.03 Neighborhood Path

E 11 Sandy Bluff Park Pod 3 0.10 E 46 Solso Path 0.13 Gravel Road to Creek

E 12 Sandy Bluff Park Pod 2 0.08 E 47 Salmon Creek Estates Park Entrance 0.02 Salmon Estates Park

E 13 Bachelor Avenue to Sandy Bluff Connector 0.01 E 48 Barlow Ridge Trail 0.06

E 14 Bachelor Avenue to Sandy Bluff Park West 0.04 E 49 Barlow Ridge Trail 2 0.12

E 15 Bachelor Avenue to Sandy Bluff Park North 0.05 E 50 Barlow Ridge Trail 3 0.03

E 16 Bachelor Avenue to Sandy Bluff Park South 0.05 E 51 Hamilton Ridge Paths 0.06 Hamilton Ridge Park

E 17 Kate Schmidt Trail Section 0.14 Undeveloped Right of Way E 52 Tickle Creek Trail 1.61

E 18 Golden Rain Street to Olson Street 0.02 E 53 Salmon Creek Estates Trail 0.05 Salmon Estates Park

E 19 Green Mountain Street to Golden Rain Street 0.04 E 54 Bruns Road to Tupper Road Connector Trail 0.09 Neighborhood Path

E 20 Emerald Cascade Street to Green Mountain Street 0.04 E 55 Hamilton Ridge Tot Lot 0.02

E 21 Coralburst Street to Emerald Cascade Street 0.04 E 56 Off Road Trail Hamilton Tot Lot 0.06

E 22 Coralburst Street to Bell Street 0.02 E 57 Tickle Creek Trail Entrance by Orr Street 0.02

E 23 Sandy HS Edge Trail (SHS owned, Restricted Access) 0.38 Sandy High School Natural Area E 58 Tickle Creek Trail Entrance near Double Creek 0.03

E 24 Cascadia Village Park Trail 0.16 Cascadia Park E 59 Sandy Heights Street to Hamilton Ridge Drive 0.06 Hamilton Ridge Park

E 25 Wall Street Alley Trillium Street to Langensand Road 0.26 E 60 Towle Drive to Dubarko Path 0.06 Neighborhood Path

E 26 Wall Street Alley to Jacoby Road 0.18 E 61 Rachel Drive to Tickle Ceerk Trail 0.07 Neighborhood Path

E 27 Timberline Park Path 0.06 Timberline Park E 62 Sawyer Street to Highway 211 0.01 Neighborhood Path

E 28 Bornstedt Road Entrance 0.07 E 63 Hamilton Ridge Drive to Dubarko Road 0.15 to Hamilton Ridge Park

E 29 Cascadia Village Drive to Redwood Street 0.04 E 64 Barlow Parkway to Dubarko Road 0.05 to Barlow Ridge Park

E 30 Galway Street to Highway 211 0.02 E 65 Barlow Parkway to Highway 211 0.02 Neighborhood Path

E 31 Haskins Street to Jerger Street 0.03 Neighborhood Path E 66 Miller Street to Seaman Avenue 0.02 Neighborhood Path

E 32 Meinig Park Access McCormick Drive 0.01 E 67 Miller Street to Dubarko Road 0.02 Neighborhood Path

E 33 Meinig Park Barker Courtt Access 0.03 E 68 Miller Street to Barlow Parkway 0.03 Neighborhood Path

E 34 Dubarko Estates to Evans Street Path 0.07 Neighborhood Path E 69 Crosswalk Ruben Lane near Freightway Lane 0.01 Crosswalk

E 35 Meinig Park Access Kimberly Drive 0.02 Meinig Park

TABLE C-2
EXISTING TRAIL INVENTORY

Sandy Bluff Park

SE Tickle Creek - 395th Avenue to 
Langensand Road

Deep Creek 

Meinig Park

Sandy High School

Meinig Park

Barlow Ridge Park

Hamilton Ridge Park

Sandy River Park
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APPENDIX D 
Undeveloped Park Concepts 

Champion Way Neighborhood Park 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 The park is bounded by Champion Way on the east and Chula Vista Avenue on the west.  An 
alley between houses connects to the park from the south.   

 Retaining walls and fences are located along both street frontages due to the steep transitions 
between the streets and the park. 

 The central portion of the site is gently sloping, with steeper slopes along the transitions from 
the streets into the park.   

 The alley provides an opportunity for an easier park entry point at similar elevation to the central 
area. 

 There is a forested, natural area to the north and west of the park, with a potential trail 
connection to Tickle Creek Trail. 

PARK CONCEPT 

 The Champion Way Park concept includes standard neighborhood park amenities: 

 Public access would be provided from all three street frontages. 

– A stairway would be provided on Champion Way due to the steep terrain. 

– Accessible paths would be provided from the alley and Chula Vista Avenue. 

– In addition to the accessible path, a stairway would be provided at the Chula Vista entrance 
to provide direct access up the hill into the park. 

 The entries would connect to an internal loop trail in the central area of the park. 

 The playground would be located at the north end of the park. 

 An open lawn area would be located in the central portion of the park adjacent to the picnic 
shelter and playground. 

 Additional picnic tables would be provided around the park. 

 Trees would be planted along the south boundary to provide a buffer for the adjacent houses. 
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Figure D-1 

Champion Way Park – Site Analysis 
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TABLE D-1 
CHAMPION WAY PARK DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATE 

 

Item Notes Units QTY Unit Cost Total Cost

Erosion Control Construction entrance, tree protection, etc LS 1  $   10,000.00  $                10,000 

Utilities Water meter, backflow, trenching LS 1  $   15,000.00  $                15,000 

Earthwork Grading CYD 2,000  $          40.00  $                80,000 

ROW Extension Half Street incl sidewalk, asphalt, curb LF 150  $             500  $                75,000 

ROW Extension Sidewalk between ex and extension SF 450  $               15  $                  6,750 

Paved Accessible Paths Concrete Pavement - 6' width SF 4,700  $               15  $                70,500 

Stairs Concrete w/ handrail - 7' width SF 225  $             100  $                22,500 

Picnic Shelter & Pad Prefabricated - 16'x16' EA 1  $        35,000  $                35,000 

Playground Surfacing Engineered wood fiber& subdrainage SF 4,000  $               10  $                40,000 

Playground Curb and Ramp LF 285  $               30  $               8,550 

Playground Equipment Structure, swings, climber LS 1  $      100,000  $              100,000 

Picnic Tables Includes concrete pad EA 7  $          2,000  $                14,000 

Site Furnishings
Benches (3), bike racks (3), drinking fountain, 
dog bag dispenser, trash, bollards.

LS 1  $        15,000  $                15,000 

Park Signs Entry and rules LS 1  $          5,000  $                  5,000 

Irrigation Lawn and planting areas SF 21,000  $            2.00  $                42,000 

Open Lawn Soil preparation and seeding SF 13,000  $            2.00  $                26,000 

Landscape Improvements Trees, shrubs, and groundcover, mulch SF 8,000  $            5.00  $                40,000 

 $              605,300 

25%  $              151,325 

Contractors General Conditions (Mobilization, OH & Profit, Bonding & Insurance) 15%  $                90,795 

25%  $              151,325 

 $              998,745 

3. Cost estimate is a rough order of magnitude based on a preliminary park concept. Contingency is intended to cover design details to be determined.

4. Poured-in-place rubber surfacing in the playground would be an additional $15 per square foot

Soft Costs (City Project Management, Design & Permitting Fees)

Assumptions:

1. Costs are in 2021 dollars and do not include escalation.

2. Costs do not include annual operations and maintenance fees

Contingency (for Design Development)

Subotal of Construction Costs

Total Construction Costs
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Deer Point Neighborhood Park 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 The park is easily accessed from the neighborhood to the west. 

 The parcel is long and narrow. 

 It is bounded by Meadow Avenue on the west and Fawn Street to the south.   

 Traffic noise from Highway 26 can be heard in some portions of site. 

 The site is gently sloping from south to north. 

 Steeper slopes occur along the transitions from the streets into the park. 

 There is a potential pedestrian connection to an existing sidewalk along Highway 26 

 The park property could be expanded to the east with future development of that parcel.  

 Mature trees, particularly in the expansion area to the east, provide shade. 

 There is an existing drainage swale on the parcel east of the park. 

PARK CONCEPT 

 Sidewalks would be built along Meadow Avenue and Fawn Street.  

 A paved, accessible trail would pass through the site, forming two loops with the sidewalks along 
the street. 

 A trail connection would connect to the sidewalk along Highway 26. 

 A picnic shelter is located in the north portion of the site adjacent to the loop trail and 
playground. 

 A large multi-use field would be located in the central portion of the park.  

 A basketball half-court or other sport court would be located at the south end of the park.   

 If the park were expanded in the future, the trial loop could expand onto the adjacent parcel 
along with an additional picnic shelter and picnic areas. There is potential to add amenities such 
as disc golf, a bicycle pump track and/or more walking trails. 
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Figure D-2 

Deer Point Park – Site Analysis 
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TABLE D-2 
DEER POINT PARK DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Item Notes Units QTY Unit Cost Total Cost

Erosion Control Construction entrance, tree protection, etc LS 1  $   20,000.00  $                20,000 

Utilities Water meter, backflow, trenching LS 1  $   15,000.00  $                15,000 

Earthwork & Site Prep Rough and fine grading. CYD 3,000  $          40.00  $              120,000 

Paved Accessible Paths Concrete Pavement - 6' width SF 7,020  $               15  $              105,300 

ROW Half Street incl sidewalk, asphalt, curb LF 200  $             500  $              100,000 

Stairs Concrete w/ handrail - 7' width SF 175  $             100  $                17,500 

Picnic Shelter & Pad Prefabricated - 16'x16' EA 1  $        35,000  $                35,000 

Playground Surfacing Engineered wood fiber & sub-drainage SF 4,000  $               10  $                40,000 

Playground Curb and Ramp LF 255  $               30  $               7,650 

Playground Equipment Structure, swings, climbers, slide LS 1  $      100,000  $              100,000 

Sports Court Half court, backstop (1), benches(2) LS 1  $        50,000  $                50,000 

Picnic Tables Includes concrete pad EA 7  $          2,000  $                14,000 

Site Furnishings
Benches (3), bike racks (3), drinking fountain, 
dog bag dispenser, trash, bollards.

LS 1  $        15,000  $                15,000 

Park Signs Entry and rules LS 1  $          5,000  $                  5,000 

Irrigation Lawn and planting areas SF 40,000  $            2.00  $                80,000 

Open Lawn Seeding and soil preparation SF 20,000  $            2.50  $                50,000 

Landscape Improvements Shade trees, shrubs & ground cover, mulch SF 10,000  $            5.00  $                50,000 

ROW Landscape Street trees & groundcover, mulch SF 10,000  $            5.00  $                50,000 

 $           874,450 

25%  $           218,613 

Contractors General Conditions (Mobilization, OH & Profit, Bonding & Insurance) 15%  $           131,168 

25%  $           218,613 

 $        1,442,843 

3. Cost estimate is a rough order of magnitude based on a preliminary park concept. Contingency is intended to cover design details to be determined.

4. Poured-in-place rubber surfacing in the playground would be an additional $15 per square foot

5. Costs exclude work in potential expansion parcel to the east

Subotal of Construction Costs

Total Construction Costs

Contingency (for Design Development)

Soft Costs (City Project Management, Design & Permitting Fees)

Assumptions:

1. Costs are in 2021 dollars and do not include escalation.

2. Costs do not include annual operations and maintenance fees
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Ponder Lane Neighborhood Park 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 The parcel has good potential neighborhood access from Ponder Lane, a future street and 
Gunderson Road extension. 

 Highway 211 is a barrier between the park and neighborhoods to the east. 

 The park slopes gently from both the north and south toward a seasonal drainage in the center. 

 Mature trees provide shade and screen views of adjacent uses. 

 Traffic noise from Highway 211 can be heard within the park. 

PARK CONCEPT 

 Pedestrian access is possible from Ponder lane in the northeast corner, a future street in the 
northwest corner, and potentially Highway 211 in the southeast corner. 

 A sidewalk would be built along Gunderson Road, connecting to an accessible paved loop trail 
within the park. 

 A playground would be located in the northeast corner, adjacent to the trail and picnic areas. 

 A picnic shelter would be located in the center of the park, between the dog park and the multi-
use field. 

 A fenced off-leash dog area would be located in the south portion of the park. 

 All park features would be designed to meet accessibility requirements to the extent possible. 

 There could be an opportunity for a crosswalk at Gunderson Road if the street were extended 
across Highway 211. 
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Figure D-3 

Ponder Lane Park – Site Analysis 
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TABLE D-3 
PONDER LANE PARK DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATE 

 

  

Item Notes Units QTY Unit Cost Total Cost

Erosion Control Construction entrance, tree protection, etc LS 1  $   20,000.00  $             20,000 

Utilities Water meter, backflow, trenching, culverts LS 1  $   20,000.00  $             20,000 

Earthwork & Site Prep Rough and fine grading CYD 4,000  $          40.00  $           160,000 

Parking Lot Asphalt SF 4240  $                 5  $             21,200 

Parking Lot Curb and Ramp LF 360  $               25  $               9,000 

Paved Accessible Paths Concrete Pavement - 6' width SF 4,400  $               12  $             52,800 

ROW Improvements Half street incl. curb, sidewalk, asphalt  $           200,000 

ROW Sidewalk Concrete Pavement - 6' width SF 3,360  $               12  $             40,320 

Picnic Shelter & Pad Prefabricated - 16'x16' EA 1  $        35,000  $             35,000 

Playground Surfacing Engineered wood fiber, subdrainage SF 7,930  $               10  $             79,300 

Playground Curb and Ramp LF 350  $               30  $             10,500 

Playground Equipment Structure, swings, slide, climbers LS 1  $      100,000  $           100,000 

Picnic Tables Includes concrete pad EA 6  $          2,000  $             12,000 

Site Furnisings
Benches (3), bike racks (3), drinking fountain, 
dog bag dispenser, trash, bollards.

LS 1  $        15,000  $             15,000 

Park Signs Entry and rules LS 1  $          5,000  $               5,000 

Irrigation Multi-use field and dog park SF 61,800  $            2.00  $           123,600 

Open Lawn 
Soil preparation and seeding (Multi-use field and 
Dog Park)

SF 61,800  $            2.00  $           123,600 

Landscape Improvements Trees, shrubs & groundcover, mulch SF 12,000  $            5.00  $             60,000 

ROW Landscape Trees, shrubs & groundcover, mulch SF 3,400  $            5.00  $             17,000 

Dog Park Fences, gates, hose bibs LS 1            15,700  $             15,700 

 $        1,120,020 

25%  $           280,005 

Contractors General Conditions (Mobilization, OH & Profit, Bonding & Insurance) 15%  $           168,003 

25%  $           280,005 

 $        1,848,033 

3. Cost estimate is a rough order of magnitude based on a preliminary park concept. Contingency is intended to cover design details to be determined.

4. Poured-in-place rubber surfacing in the playground would be an additional $15 per square foot

Contingency (for Design Development)

Soft Costs (City Project Management, Design & Permitting Fees)

Assumptions:

1. Costs are in 2021 dollars and do not include escalation.

2. Costs do not include annual operations and maintenance fees

Subotal of Construction Costs

Total Construction Costs
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Sandy Community Campus 

The City has the potential to use Urban Renewal Agency (URA) and other funds to renovate 
the school grounds into a park. Based on the needs analysis, the City would benefit from 
an additional neighborhood or community park in this area. 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 The Sandy Community Campus park site includes an old football field and track from the former 
school.   

 The majority of the park is fairly flat, before sloping up to the former school buildings at the 
south end.   

 The north end of the park transitions into forested slope and connects to the Sandy River Park 
natural area.   

 The Sandy Skate Park is located in the southeast corner of the site.    

PARK CONCEPT 

 A preliminary concept for redevelopment of the park was created as part of the Aquatic Facility 
Analysis. The entire park will be too expensive to develop all at one time.  The concept was 
broken into four phases. Below is the full build out concept.  
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Figure D-4 

Sandy Community Campus Master Plan 
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APPENDIX E 
Potential Grants 

Oregon Park & Recreation Department (OPRD) Grant Programs 

OPRD administers a number of grant programs that can be used to support planning, design and 
development of public parks and trails. These grants focus on capital improvements and do not 
provide funding for maintenance and operations. 

 Local Government Grant Program (LGGP) can be used for acquisition, planning, development 
or major rehabilitation of public outdoor park and recreation facilities that are consistent with 
the goals outlined in the SCORP. A 40% match is required for communities the size of Sandy. 
The City’s share of the match can be composed of a variety of sources including donations, City 
labor and equipment, general fund, other grant sources, SDC’s, cost of land acquisition within 
the past 6 years, and/or cost of planning within the last two years. 

 Recreational Trails Program (RTP) is a federally funded grant program that is administered by 
OPRD.  It can be used to fund a variety of trail project types, including land or easement 
acquisition, trail and trailhead design, renovation of existing trails, safety improvements, and 
construction. The required match ranges from 20-40% depending on the size of the grant 
requested and can include volunteer labor and other donations. 

 Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) is another federally funded grant program that is 
administered by OPRD.  The grants can be used to fund land acquisition and development of 
outdoor recreation facilities.  Eligible projects need to be consistent with SCORP goals and 
objectives, the local adopted comprehensive plan or park system master plan, and the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA). LWCF will fund up to 50% of project costs, but unlike the LGGP, 
prior project costs cannot be used for a match.  Use of LWCF funding results in a permanent 
Section 6(f) resource protection to maintain the site for public recreation in perpetuity. Impacts 
to a 6(f) protected site require an extensive review and approval process, similar to an 
environmental impact analysis, and any impacts need to be mitigated to replace the lost 
recreation area in kind. 

In addition, OPRD includes compiled sources of grant opportunities on their website.  Links to the 
documents are below: 

Potential Funding Sources for Outdoor Recreation:  
https://www.oregon.gov/oprd/GRA/Documents/GRA-Other-Outdoor-Recreation-Funding-
Sources.pdf    

Potential Recreational Trail Funding Sources:  
https://www.oregon.gov/oprd/GRA/Documents/GRA-Other-Recreational-Trail-Funding-
Sources.pdf 
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Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) Grant Programs 

ODOT’s Local Government Assistance program administers transportation oriented grant programs 
to facilitate transportation improvements throughout the state. Many of these are specific to 
vehicular transportation, but a selection are available for pedestrian and bicycle safety and 
connectivity, and can be used for trail systems and crossing safety improvements.  

 Connect Oregon Program can be used for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvements to 
ensure that Oregon’s transportation system is diverse and efficient. The grant is competitive and 
requires a 30% match from other funding sources. 

 Safe Routes to Schools focusses on bicycle and pedestrian improvements to facilitate safe access 
between residential areas and schools.  Funds can be used for sidewalk, bike lanes, crosswalk 
safety improvements, including flashing beacons. The funds are limited and highly competitive 

 Competitive Construction Grant Program. 
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APPENDIX F 
Preliminary Parks System Development 
Charge Analysis 
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 |Memorandum 

Firm Headquarters Locations  page 1 
Redmond Town Center Washington | 425.867.1802 
7525 166th Ave NE, Ste D-215  Oregon | 503.841.6543 
Redmond, Washington 98052 Colorado | 719.284.9168 

 
To: Tracy Johnson, Environmental Science Associates  Date: April 23, 2021 

From: Doug Gabbard, FCS GROUP 

CC: John Ghilarducci, FCS GROUP 

RE: Preliminary Parks SDC Analysis 

PRELIMINARY PARKS SDC ANALYSIS 
This technical memorandum provides a preliminary calculation of a new parks system development 
charge (SDC) for the City of Sandy (City).  

METHOD OF CALCULATION 
SDCs are one-time fees imposed on new and increased development to recover the cost of system 
facilities needed to serve that growth.   

In general, SDCs are calculated by adding an improvement fee component and a reimbursement fee 
component (if applicable)—both with potential adjustments.  Each component is calculated by 
dividing the eligible cost by growth in units of demand.  The unit of demand becomes the basis of the 
charge.  Below is an illustration of this calculation: 

 

GROWTH 
In a parks master plan, growth is often measured as an increase in population due to new 
development (including redevelopment) activities. The increase in population causes an increase in 
parks usage. According to the City’s new parks master plan, population in the city is expected to 
grow to 19,100 from 11,650 during the planning period of 2020 to 2035. This implies a growth of 
7,450 residents during the planning period, which will form the denominator of the SDC calculation.  

Further, a growth of 7,450 residents means that 39.01 percent of the 2035 population will be 
residents that arrive during the planning period. That percentage is called the growth share. The 
growth share will be useful in the improvement fee section of this memo.  
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IMPROVEMENT FEE COST BASIS 
A project’s eligible cost is the product of its total cost and its eligibility percentage. The eligibility 
percentage represents the portion of the project that creates capacity for future users.  

Calculating the eligibility percentage for parks projects can be done in multiple ways. Parks projects 
can generally be divided into two lists: the expansion list and the infill list. Projects on the expansion 
list add a measurable quantity of park acres, trail miles, or special use facilities to the parks system 
inventory. Projects on the infill list add amenities to existing park facilities. Each list requires a 
different method of determining the eligibility of its projects. Both lists will be discussed in separate 
sections below and then brought back together to determine the full improvement fee cost basis.  

Expansion List 
Projects on the expansion list add a measurable quantity of park acres, trail miles, or special use 
facilities to the parks system inventory. The two tables below show all the parks projects that fit that 
description. The tables also display the park type of each parks project, the priority tier of each 
project, its total cost, and the quantity of acres or trail miles added. In addition, the last two columns 
of Table 1 shows the number and type of park acres absorbed from other parks.  

Table 1: Park Projects on the Expansion List 

 

Park Name Park Type Tier Total Cost Acres Added
Acres 

Absorbed
Type of Park Acres 

Absorbed
Deer Point Park Neighborhood Park Tier 1 1,382,100$       0.99                   0.99                   Undeveloped Park
Champion Way Park Neighborhood Park Tier 1 840,600             1.41                   1.41                   Undeveloped Park
Ponder Lane Park Neighborhood Park Tier 1 1,468,200          2.00                   2.00                   Undeveloped Park
Jewelberry NE Neighborhood Park Tier 1 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Ruben Natural & Open Space Tier 1 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Vista Loop Neighborhood Park Tier 1 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Community North Community Park Tier 1 6,562,500          15.00                 -                     
Tickle Creek Expansion - West Natural & Open Space Tier 1 -                      -                     -                     
North Bluff Mini Park Tier 2 325,000             0.50                   -                     
Colorado East Mini Park Tier 2 325,000             0.50                   -                     
Kelso 362nd Neighborhood Park Tier 2 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Jarl Road Neighborhood Park Tier 2 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Deer Point Expansion Neighborhood Park Tier 2 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Vista Loop SW Neighborhood Park Tier 2 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Community South Community Park Tier 2 6,562,500          15.00                 -                     
Tickle Creek Expansion - Central Natural & Open Space Tier 2 -                      -                     -                     
Tickle Creek Expansion - East Natural & Open Space Tier 2 -                      -                     -                     
Orient Mini Park Tier 3 325,000             0.50                   -                     
Martin Road Mini Park Tier 3 325,000             0.50                   -                     
Village Boulevard South Mini Park Tier 3 325,000             0.50                   -                     
Colorado Neighborhood Park Tier 3 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Gunderson Road West Neighborhood Park Tier 3 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Trubel Neighborhood Park Tier 3 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Langensand SW Neighborhood Park Tier 3 1,250,000          2.00                   -                     
Community East Community Park Tier 3 6,562,500          15.00                 -                     
Ruben Natural & Open Space Tier 3 -                      -                     -                     
Sandy Community Campus - Phases 1-4 Community Park 9,950,200          14.00                 14.00                 Undeveloped Park

48,703,600$     87.90                 18.40                 
Source: Environmental Science Associates, City staff.
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Table 2: Trail Projects on the Expansion List 

 

Trail Name Tier Total Cost Miles Added
Sandy Bluff Park Pond Loop Trail Tier 1 45,200$             0.21                   
Bell Street to Sandy Bluff Park Tier 1 59,600                0.28                   
Kate Schmidt to Bell Street Tier 1 26,600                0.12                   
SHS Trail Easement 1* Tier 1 82,500                0.38                   
Community Campus to Sandy River Trail Tier 1 22,300                0.59                   
Park Street to Community Campus Tier 1 1,700                  0.05                   
Vista Loop to Hood Street Tier 1 467,600             0.92                   
Tickle Creek Reroutes Tier 1 57,100                0.26                   
Tupper Park to Gerilyn Court Tier 1 28,700                0.06                   
Tickle Creek to Highway 211 Tier 1 65,300                0.30                   
Trickle Creek Extension East to Dubarko Underpass Tier 1 55,900                0.26                   
Trickle Creek Extension Dubarko East to Jacoby Tier 1 92,100                0.42                   
Alleyway to Trickle Creek Trail Connector Tier 1 35,000                0.07                   
Jacoby Road to Trickle Creek Connector Tier 1 26,100                0.05                   
Kelso Bluff to Orient Tier 2 1,025,300          1.61                   
Kelso to Powerline Tier 2 172,200             0.79                   
Sunflower to Powerline Tier 2 28,600                0.06                   
Olson to Powerline Tier 2 76,300                0.15                   
Sandy Bluff Park to 362nd Tier 2 136,200             0.63                   
Slagle Loop to Jonsrud Overlook Tier 2 35,800                0.96                   
Sandy River Lower Loop Tier 2 12,500                0.33                   
Sandy River North Loop Tier 2 9,900                  0.26                   
Park Street to Sandy River Trail Tier 2 6,200                  0.16                   
Fir Drive to Community Campus Tier 2 18,600                0.50                   
Trickle Creek Extension within UGR Tier 2 354,600             1.64                   
Champion Way to Tickle Creek Tier 2 7,200                  0.19                   
Barnum to Tickle Creek Tier 2 5,400                  0.14                   
Salmon Creek Park to Barnum Road Tier 2 87,700                0.17                   
Sunset Street to Tickle Creek Tier 2 12,200                0.32                   
Sunset Street to Nettie Connett Drive Tier 2 94,900                0.19                   
Bluff Road to Sandy Heights Tier 2 10,800                0.29                   
Market Road Public Easement Tier 2 95,500                0.19                   
Sandy Heights to Meinig Connection Tier 2 10,700                0.29                   
Tickle Creek Jacoby Rd to Meadows Ave Extension Tier 2 161,100             0.74                   
Highway 211 to Bornstedt Park Tier 2 72,800                0.14                   
Kelso Park to Orient Park Tier 3 147,400             0.68                   
362nd to Kelso Park Tier 3 96,500                0.45                   
Orient to Powerline Tier 3 128,000             0.59                   
Meeker to MH Athletic Club Tier 3 32,500                0.06                   
Vista Loop to Longstreet Lane Tier 3 514,600             1.02                   
Orient to Tickle Creek Tier 3 82,400                0.38                   
Tickle Creek to Colorado & Rachel Tier 3 212,000             0.98                   
Tickle Creek to Deer Point Park Tier 3 403,200             0.80                   
Dubarko Extension Road Tier 3 119,300             0.19                   
Bornstedt Road to Trubel Road Tier 3 462,300             0.73                   
Village South to Trubel Road Tier 3 582,000             0.91                   
Jacoby West to Village South Tier 3 348,200             0.55                   
Cascadia to Jacoby West Tier 3 95,400                0.19                   
Highway 216 to Jacoby Tier 3 963,900             1.51                   
Tickle Creek Connector Sewer Easement Tier 3 853,100             3.94                   

Total 8,541,000$       26.69                 
Source: Environmental Science Associates, City staff.
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Note that the costs for projects on these two tables do not include land acquisition costs, although 
those are perfectly eligible for inclusion in an improvement fee (as long as they are not recovered in 
any other kind of development impact fee). 

For projects on the expansion list, eligibility is determined by a level-of-service analysis that 
quantifies the park facilities that are needed for growth (and are therefore eligible to be included in 
an improvement fee cost basis).  Park facilities can be measured by sorting them into categories, or 
by considering their respective units of measurement. Further, in either approach, the current or 
future level-of-service may be targeted. These two separate choices create four distinct and equally 
defensible ways of calculating the eligibility percentage of each project. 

Each method will be examined in the sections below. 

Current Level-of-Service (By Category and Unit of Measurement) 

Determining SDC eligibility for parks projects using the current level-of-service requires determining 
the quantity of parks facilities needed to maintain the current level-of-service. Any projects that add 
facilities in excess of that quantity are ineligible. 

The City has seven relevant parks categories for determining its level-of-service by category. These 
are shown in the upper panel of the first column in Table 3. Each category receives its own level-of-
service. Using neighborhood parks as an example, the City currently has 16.89 acres of neighborhood 
parks. Using the 2020 population discussed above, this implies that there are 1.45 acres of 
neighborhood parks per 1,000 residents. The parks project list, when completed, will add 24.40 acres 
of neighborhood parks. However, based on the 2035 population and the current level-of-service, only 
10.80 additional acres of neighborhood parks are needed. So, only 10.80 acres out of the 24.40 acres 
added by the project list are eligible for inclusion in the improvement fee cost basis, or 44.27 percent. 

The same line of reasoning is used to develop the eligibility percentages for other parks categories. 
Further, calculating eligibility using level-of-service by unit of measurement follows the same 
approach. The eligibility percentage for each parks category or unit of measurement is shown in the 
“Eligibility” column of Table 3. 

Table 3: Improvement Fee Eligibility under the Current Level of Service 

 
 

Units
2020 

Quantity

2020 Units 
per 1,000 
Residents

Change in 
Quantity

Additional 
Needed to 

Maintain LoS Eligibility
By category:

Mini Park Acres 3.87 0.33 2.50 2.47 98.99%
Neighborhood Park Acres 16.89 1.45 24.40 10.80 44.27%
Community Park Acres 10.82 0.93 59.00 6.92 11.73%
Natural & Open Space Acres 224.64 19.28 2.00 143.65 100.00%
Undeveloped Park Acres 22.51 1.93 -18.40 14.39 0.00%
Special Use Area Number 4.00 0.34 0.00 2.56 0.00%
Trail Miles 9.84 0.84 26.69 6.29 23.57%

By Unit of Measurement:
Acres of Parks and Natural Areas Acres 278.73 23.93 69.50 178.24 100.00%
Number of Special Use Sites Number 4.00 0.34 0.00 2.56 0.00%
Miles of Trails Miles 9.84 0.84 26.69 6.29 23.57%

Source: Environmental Science Associates, City staff.
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Future Level-of-Service (By Category and Unit of Measurement) 

To determine SDC eligibility using the future level-of-service, the proposed additional quantity of 
parks facilities is added to the current quantity of parks facilities. Using the future population, a 
future level-of-service is then calculated. Then, that level-of-service is compared to the current parks 
system to determine if any current deficiencies exist against the future level-of-service. Only parks 
projects that do not cure existing deficiencies are considered eligible for the improvement fee cost 
basis under this method. 

As in the previous section, calculating SDC eligibility based on future level-of-service can be done 
both when measuring parks facilities by category and when measuring by unit of measurement. 
Table 4 below outlines both methods using the future level-of-service. Using neighborhood parks as 
an example, the City currently has 16.89 acres of neighborhood parks. The parks project list, when 
completed, will add 24.40 acres of neighborhood parks. This results in a future level-of-service of 
2.16 acres of neighborhood parks per 1,000 residents in 2035. If that level-of-service was applied to 
the 2020 population, a minimum of 25.18 acres would be needed. However, there are currently only 
16.89 acres. Thus, the difference between 16.89 and 25.18 acres, or 8.29 acres, must be added to the 
system to cure a deficiency. So, only the remaining 16.11 acres added by the project list, or 66.01 
percent of the neighborhood parks projects, are eligible for inclusion in the improvement fee cost 
basis under this method. 

The same approach is used to develop the eligibility percentages for other parks categories. 
Calculating eligibility using level-of-service by unit of measurement follows the same logic. The 
eligibility percentage for each parks category or unit of measurement is shown in the “Eligibility” 
column of Table 4 below.  

When calculating an SDC based on the future level-of-service, it is possible that there may be park 
facilities eligible for inclusion in a reimbursement fee. This occurs when the future level-of-service 
for a parks category or unit of measurement is lower than the current level-of-service. If this is this 
case, and if the future level-of-service is targeted, then it follows that the parks system has an excess 
of parks facilities. The final column of Table 4, “Reimbursable Quantity,” shows the reimbursable 
quantity of parks facilities by category and unit of measurement which can be used to calculate a 
reimbursement fee. 

Table 4: Improvement Fee Eligibility under the Future Level of Service 

 

Units
2020 

Quantity
Change in 

Quantity

2040 Units 
per 1,000 
Residents

2020 
Minimum 

Quantity Eligibility
Reimbursable 

Quantity
By category:

Mini Park Acres 3.87 2.50 0.33 3.89 99.39% -                     
Neighborhood Park Acres 16.89 24.40 2.16 25.18 66.01% -                     
Community Park Acres 10.82 59.00 3.66 42.59 46.16% -                     
Natural & Open Space Acres 224.64 2.00 11.87 138.24 100.00% 86.40                 
Undeveloped Park Acres 22.51 -18.40 0.22 2.51 0.00% 20.00                 
Special Use Area Number 4.00 0.00 0.21 2.44 0.00% 1.56                   
Trail Miles 9.84 26.69 1.91 22.28 53.38% -                     

By Unit of Measurement:
Acres of Parks and Natural Areas Acres 278.73 69.50 18.23 212.40 100.00% 66.33                 
Number of Special Use Sites Number 4.00 0.00 0.21 2.44 0.00% 1.56                   
Miles of Trails Miles 9.84 26.69 1.91 22.28 53.38% -                     

Source: Environmental Science Associates, City staff.
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Infill List 
Projects on the infill list do not add park acres or trail miles to the parks system, but they do add 
amenities to existing park facilities that will be used by both current and future users. Table 5 
displays all projects on the infill list.  

If a project adds amenities, those amenities are assumed to benefit both current and future users 
proportionately. Therefore, that project’s eligibility percentage is assumed to be the growth share 
discussed in the “Growth” section above. Projects that do not add amenities, but instead repair or 
renovate existing amenities, do not add capacity for future users and so receive an eligibility 
percentage of zero percent. 

Table 5: Infill List Projects 

 

Improvement Fee Cost Basis 
Combining the eligible costs identified in the expansion and infill lists creates the full improvement 
fee cost basis. Table 6 displays all four methods of calculating the eligible costs of the expansion 
list. While the eligible cost of the expansion list varies by method, the eligible cost of the infill list 
does not vary. As shown, the eligible costs for the improvement fee ranges from $16.6 million when 
targeting the current level-of-service by category up to $54.4 million when targeting the future level-
of-service by unit of measurement.  

Tier Total Cost Eligibility Eligible Costs
Sandy Bluff Park Tier 1 125,000$              39.01% 48,757$                
Sandy River Park - Phase 1 Tier 1 800,000                39.01% 312,042                
Bornstedt Park - Phase 2 Tier 2 252,000                39.01% 98,293                  
Tupper Park Tier 2 750,000                39.01% 292,539                
Meinig Memorial Park Tier 2 273,200                39.01% 106,562                
Sandy River Park - Phase 2 Tier 2 650,000                39.01% 253,534                
Meinig Memorial Park Tier 3 500,000                0.00% -                         
Sandy River Park Addition Tier 3 -                         39.01% -                         

Total 3,350,200$          1,111,727$          
Source: Environmental Science Associates, City staff.
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Table 6: Improvement Fee Cost Basis 

 

REIMBURSEMENT FEE COST BASIS 
The reimbursement fee collects the cost of existing parks facilities that are available for future users. 
A reimbursement fee is possible for a parks SDC only when the future level-of-service is targeted. As 
discussed in the sections above, the parks system does have park facilities available for future use. 
However, the costs for these park facilities were not calculated for this preliminary parks SDC 
analysis, and so there is no reimbursement fee cost basis in this memo. 

ADJUSTMENTS 
Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 223.307(5) authorizes the expenditure of SDCs on “the costs of 
complying with the provisions of ORS 223.297 to 223.314, including the costs of developing system 
development charge methodologies and providing an annual accounting of system development 
charge expenditures.”  To avoid spending monies for compliance that might otherwise have been 
spent on growth-related projects, this report includes an estimate of compliance costs in the SDC cost 
basis.  After consultation with the City, we estimate the City will spend about $28,290 over the 
planning period on the compliance costs allowed by statute.  

Another typical adjustment to an SDC is the deduction of available fund balance from the total cost 
basis. Existing fund balance of $1,223,401 was deducted from the improvement fee cost basis. 

CALCULATED SDC 
Table 7 below summarizes the calculation of the SDC. As shown, the total cost basis ranges from 
$15.4 million up to $53.2 million depending on the method chosen for calculating level-of-service. 
When dividing by the expected growth in residents during the planning period of 7,450, the total 
SDC per resident ranges from $2,075 up to $7,142. Because each method is equally defensible, 
$7,142 is the maximum allowable SDC per resident.  

Current LoS Future LoS
Cost Eligibility Eligible Cost Eligibility Eligible Cost

By Category
Mini Park 1,625,000$        99% 1,608,624$        99% 1,615,012$        
Neighborhood Park 16,190,900        44% 7,167,062          66% 10,686,831        
Community Park 29,637,700        12% 3,475,763          46% 13,680,288        
Natural & Open Space 1,250,000          100% 1,250,000          100% 1,250,000          
Undeveloped Park -                       0% -                       0% -                       
Special Use Area -                       0% -                       0% -                       
Trail 8,541,000          24% 2,013,460          53% 4,559,543          

Expansion Projects Total 57,244,600$     15,514,909$     31,791,673$     
Infill Projects 3,350,200          1,111,727          1,111,727          

Total 60,594,800$     16,626,636$     32,903,401$     

By Unit of Measurement
Acres of Parks and Natural Areas 48,703,600$     100% 48,703,600$     100% 48,703,600$     
Number of Special Use Sites -                       0% -                       0% -                       
Miles of Trails 8,541,000          24% 2,013,460          53% 4,559,543          

Expansion Projects Total 57,244,600$     50,717,060$     53,263,143$     
Infill Projects 3,350,200          1,111,727          1,111,727          

Total 60,594,800$     51,828,788$     54,374,870$     
Source: Previous tables.
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Table 7: Calculated SDC 

 
The last panel in Table 7 shows the SDC calculated for various residential development types. The 
SDC is scaled to these types based on the average number of residents per dwelling unit, which is 
taken from Census data. As shown, the maximum allowable SDC for a single-family dwelling unit is 
$19,496. 

FUNDING PLAN 
If the City implements the full parks SDCs calculated above, SDC revenues will still not be sufficient 
to cover the cost of the project list and additional revenue will be needed. Further, if a lower SDC is 
implemented, the amount to be collected from other sources will grow. Table 8 below provides a 
summary of the funding plan for the City’s project list under the recommended method of calculating 
the parks SDC. 

Current by 
Category

Future by 
Category

Current by 
Unit Future by Unit

Cost Basis:
Improvement Fee 16,626,636$   32,903,401$   51,828,788$   54,374,870$   
Estimated Improvement Fee Fund Balance (1,223,401)      (1,223,401)      (1,223,401)      (1,223,401)      
Compliance Costs 28,290              28,290              28,290              28,290              

Total Cost Basis 15,431,525$   31,708,290$   50,633,677$   53,179,759$   

Growth in Residents 7,450                7,450                7,450                7,450                

Improvement Fee per Resident 2,071$              4,256$              6,796$              7,138$              
Compliance Fee per Resident 4                        4                        4                        4                        

Total SDC per Resident 2,075$              4,260$              6,800$              7,142$              

Fee Schedule:
Residents per 
Dwelling Unit

Single-family dwelling unit 2.73 5,665$              11,629$           18,563$           19,496$           
Multi-family dwelling unit 2.02 4,200                8,622                13,763              14,455              
Mobile home dwelling unit 2.20 4,563                9,366                14,952              15,703              

Source: Previous tables, City staff, 2015-2019 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, Tables B25024 and B25033 
(residents per dwelling unit) .
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Table 8: Funding Plan 

 
At a minimum, the City will require $6,219,930 of non-SDC revenue to complete the capital 
improvement plan.  One possible source is a general obligation bond with a voter-approved levy.  As 
shown in the table below, the tax rate required to pay the debt service on such a bond issue would be 
47.67 cents per $1,000 of assessed value.  For a house with an assessed value of $300,000, the annual 
debt service levy would be $143. 

Table 9: General Obligation Bond with Low Proceeds 

 
In contrast, if the City wished to finance its entire capital improvement plan with a general obligation 
bond and make park SDCs unnecessary, the burden on a house with an assessed value of $300,000 
would be $1,393 per year. 

Table 10: General Obligation Bond with High Proceeds 

 

Future by Unit
Resources

Beginning fund balance 1,223,401$     
SDC revenue 53,179,759     
Other needed revenue 6,219,930        

Total resources 60,623,090$   

Uses
Project list (total cost) 60,594,800$   
Compliance costs 28,290              
Ending fund balance -                    

Total requirements 60,623,090$   
Source: Environmental Science 
Associates, City staff, previous tables.

Low Scenario
Bond proceeds $6,219,930
Interest rate 4.00%
Maturity (years) 20
Annual debt service $457,673
Assessed value in FY 2020-21 $960,166,014
Bond levy tax rate $0.4767
Tax on $300,000 house $143

High Scenario
Bond proceeds $60,594,800
Interest rate 4.00%
Maturity (years) 20
Annual debt service $4,458,671
Assessed value in FY 2020-21 $960,166,014
Bond levy tax rate $4.6436
Tax on $300,000 house $1,393
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INDEXING 
ORS 223.304 allows for the periodic indexing of SDCs for inflation, as long as the index used is:  

(A) A relevant measurement of the average change in prices or costs over an identified time 
period for materials, labor, real property or a combination of the three;  
(B) Published by a recognized organization or agency that produces the index or data source 
for reasons that are independent of the system development charge methodology; and  
(C) Incorporated as part of the established methodology or identified and adopted in a 
separate ordinance, resolution or order. 

We recommend that the City index its parks SDC to the Engineering News Record Construction Cost 
Index for the 20-City Average and adjust charges annually. There is no comparable Oregon-specific 
index. 

OPPORTUNITIES TO REFINE THE ANALYSIS 
This SDC analysis should be considered preliminary. Further data and analysis will improve the 
defensibility of the SDC. Table 11 outlines some of the opportunities for improvement. Each item is 
listed with its estimated impact on the final calculated SDC.  

Table 11: Analysis Improvement Opportunities 

 
Note that while outlining the planned year of construction for future parks will have no impact on the 
final SDC number, showing the timing of projects in the SDC methodology is required by ORS 
223.309(1).  

Likely Impact on SDC
Year of Construction for Existing Parks Higher
More Accurate Compliance Cost Estimates Higher
Land Acquisition Costs Higher
Planned Year of Construction for Future Parks None
Reimbursment Fee Fund Balance Unknown
Better Categorization of Expansion Projects Unknown
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APPENDIX G 
Recommended Sandy Municipal Code 
Amendments 
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APPENDIX H 
Public Outreach Summary 

SANDY PARKS AND TRAILS MASTER PLAN  

PUBLIC OUTREACH SUMMARY 
 
Prepared for:  
City of Sandy 

 
 
 
Prepared by: 
JLA Public Involvement 
 
Winter 2021 
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Project Overview 
Over the course of 2020, the City of Sandy worked to update their Parks and Trails Master Plan to 
better serve the community’s needs now and into the future. In addition to conducting research on 
the existing conditions, the Master Plan update has been guided by input from the community to 
help the City ensure future park and trail projects serve the needs and desires of Sandy residents. The 
goals of the update are to: 

 Identify the necessary parks and trails that are needed as the city grows.  
 Distribute and build parks and trails equitably, so they serve everyone in the city. 

Two phases of targeted outreach were conducted: 
 Phase 1: Outreach was conducted from January – March 2020 and focused on creating 

awareness of the project, sharing existing conditions information, and gathering feedback 
about the community’s needs and desires for future parks and trails facilities.  

 Phase 2: Outreach was conducted in September – October 2020 and was focused on 
reporting out what was heard from the community in the previous phase, as well as sharing 
and soliciting feedback on proposed improvements to the overall Parks and Trails system 
and concepts for Champion Way, Deer Point, and Ponder Lane neighborhood parks, and 
the Sandy Community Campus.  

Following both phases of public outreach, the draft Master Plan will be revised to include 
community input before sharing it with the City Council for acceptance.  

PHASE 1 OUTREACH (JANUARY – MARCH 2020) 

Participation and Format 
The first phase of outreach included the following activities:  

Stakeholder Interviews 

On January 28, 2020, twelve community stakeholders were interviewed in small groups with two to 
three people and in some cases, one. These stakeholders were recruited based on their special 
knowledge, expertise, or experience with the Sandy Parks system. Each interview began with 
introductions and a brief project overview from the City and ESA. The main purpose of the 
interviews was to gather insight on needs, gaps and priorities within the Parks and Trails system that 
would help inform the Master Plan development process. A summary of the stakeholder interviews 
can be found at the end of this document in Appendix B.  

Open House #1 

The first in-person open house took place on February 27, 2020 at the Sandy Senior Center. 
Attendees were provided a project fact sheet at the door and invited to view a variety of display 
boards, as well as speak with project staff from the City of Sandy. Display boards included project 
information and feedback opportunities in the form of a dot exercise to identify preferred park 
amenities. Attendees were encouraged to ask questions and provide comments on print versions of 
the survey. Approximately 28 people attended the open house and 21 completed survey 
questionnaires at the event. A summary of the feedback received can be found in at the end of this 
document in Appendix C. 
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Bilingual Event  

The project team held a bilingual event to gather feedback via hard copy questionnaires on March 11, 
2020 at the Sandy Vista Apartments, a complex that houses predominately Spanish-speaking 
individuals and families. Participants were able to share their experience with Sandy parks, learn more 
about the park system, ask questions, and submit print surveys. Bilingual staff assisted with the 
presentation and communication with community members.  The survey was available in both 
English and Spanish language versions at the event.  A total of 27 people submitted print survey 
responses. A summary of the feedback received can be found in at the end of this document in 
Appendix D. 

Online Survey 

In addition to the in-person events, a corresponding online survey was available from February 28 to 
March 15, 2020. A total of 81 surveys were submitted online. A summary of the feedback received 
can be found in at the end of this document in Appendix C. 

Outreach and Notification 
For the first phase of outreach, the following methods were used to promote participation in the 
open house events and the online survey.  

 Project website:  The City posted information on the project website about the open house 
event and a link to the online survey. 

 City e-mail list:  The City distributed an announcement about the open house and online 
survey to their e-mail list.  

 Social media posts:  The City posted an event to their Facebook page advertising the in-
person open house and shared the online survey on Facebook separately. 

 Spanish Language outreach event at Sandy Vista:  Flyers were distributed to every apartment 
unit and posted in the common areas with the date, time and location of the meeting.   

PHASE 2 OUTREACH (SEPTEMBER – OCTOBER 2020) 

Participation and Format 
The second phase of outreach included the following activities:  

Online Open House Event 

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 public health crisis, the outreach was primarily online. The online 
open house event was posted for public viewing and participation from September 24 to October 25. 
During that time, the site garnered 1,573 unique visitors, with 72 people completing the online 
questionnaire. A summary of the feedback received can be found in at the end of this document in 
Appendix E. The bilingual mailer can be found in Appendix F.  
Online open house located at: https://openhouse.jla.us.com/sandy‐ptsmp# 

Spanish Language Community Survey  

Since a second follow-up event at Sandy Vista Apartments was not possible due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, a Spanish language survey was developed and distributed to residents of Sandy Vista in 
order to provide current information about the Master Plan effort and solicit input on proposed park 
designs concepts. A summary of the feedback received can be found in at the end of this document 
in Appendix E. 
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Outreach and Notification 
For the fall round of outreach, a flyer was developed and distributed to the community by the City to 
promote the online open house feedback opportunity. In addition, the City promoted the event on 
their Social Media platforms and distributed the link to the online open house via their e-mail list 
serve. The city website also directed visitors to the online open house.  
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APPENDIX E.1: PROJECT FACT SHEET
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APPENDIX E.2: STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW SUMMARY  
On January 28, 2020, Environmental Science Associates (ESA), JLA Public Involvement and the City 
of Sandy interviewed twelve community stakeholders based on their special knowledge, expertise or 
experience with the Sandy Parks system. Interviews were conducted in small groups with two to 
three people and in some cases, one.  Each interview began with introductions and a brief project 
overview from the City and ESA. The main purpose of the interviews was to gather insight on needs, 
gaps and priorities within the Parks and Trails system that would help inform the Master Plan 
development process.  
This report is a compilation of stakeholder responses that summarizes the key themes and most-
often heard comments, and a few individual responses are included to give a fuller indication of the 
type of feedback received.   

STAKEHOLDERS INTERVIEWED:  
 Melissa Thompson, Sandy Senior Center & area resident  
 Juntu Oberg, NW Trails Alliance  
 Olga Gerberg, Latinx Community  
 Carol Cohen, OBRA & area resident  
 Susan Drew, Community Gardens & area resident   
 Martin Montgomery, Sandy Mt. Festival & Kiwanis  
 Joseph Preston, Parks Maintenance  
 Chris Hargrave, Youth Sports & area resident   
 Sarah Richardson, Adult Softball, Dog Park & area resident  
 Carissa Strobel, Mike Strobel and Lori Engdall, Eastwind Running   

Several other groups were invited, but did not attend, including:  
 Sandy Helping Hands  
 Ant Farm  
 Community Action Center  
 Sandy Transit  
 SHS Green Club  
 Mt. Hood Athletic Club  
 Swimming Pool  
 Police  
 Library  
 Pickle Ball  

KEY THEMES:  
Several themes emerged.  It is important to note that these themes are not universally accepted 
points of view, but simply those that were raised by multiple interviewees.    

Feedback about Needed facilities/amenities:  
The following thoughts and ideas were offered by interview participants when asked what 
they felt was needed in regard to future Parks and Trails facilities and amenities.  Most ideas 
were offered by more than one person, and a few were just mentioned by one.   
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 Pump tracks/skills course  
 Sports fields for pick up sports, such as soccer, baseball  
 Trails and trail connections (Tickle Creek to Cazadero, connect with Timberline Trail, 

add trail at Sandy Vista, Sandy River rustic trails, incorporate Tickle Creek trail, 
connect with Springwater)  

o Safer road crossings (underpass/overpass at 212/Hwy 26)  
o Include wayfinding on trails/paths  
o Trail system loop around city  
o Utilize powerline corridors  
o Connect Tickle Creek Trail connections off road  

 Pickle Ball   
 More programming/amenities for disabled, such as:  

o sensory gardens  
o raised beds for community gardens  
o improved surface trails  
o accessible trails  
o universal designed playground, such as Harper’s in Portland  

 Sports complex with lights and synthetic turf  
 Standing Wave/Whitewater Park   
 Progressive skills complex for both bike and skate skills.  
 Outdoor basketball hoops   
 Dog park trail system with natural features  
 Shelters  
 Restrooms  
 Covered shelters/multipurpose spaces  
 Family oriented facilities, broad appeal with activities for a range of age 

groups:  open field/ soccer, picnic area, BBQ’s  
 Improve geographic distribution of facilities:  

o Community garden for north side of town (Knollwood?)  
o Dog park for south side of town  
o Basketball Court north side of town  
o Large field on south side of town.  

Feedback about favorite parks and trails:  
During the course of the conversation with stakeholders, a few popular parks and trails were 
mentioned. Those include:  

 Tupper   
 Tickle Creek  
 Bornstedt   
 Meinig Park  
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Parks that are in need of repair:  
At least a few people mentioned parks that are in need of repair or rehabilitation. Those 
include:  

 Tupper Park playground equipment  
 Meinig Park (ADA access, power distribution, improved paths & bridges, 

undeveloped space could be improved, additional restrooms  
 Skatepark (demolish, redesign and relocate)  

Nearby regional facilities:  
A few people mentioned other, nearby regional facilities owned and managed by 
other providers, or other facilities as examples of what was desired in Sandy. Those are as 
follows:  

 Timberline Trail – Mt. Hood (future connection)  
 Sandy Ridge Trail system - Welches  
 Cazadero/ Springwater Trail – Gresham to Portland (future connection)  
 Hoodview Sports Complex – North Clackamas (example facility of what is desired in 

Sandy)  
 Harper’s Playground – Portland (example facility of what is desired in Sandy)  
 Oral Hull Sensory Garden (example facility of what is desired in Sandy)  
 Rock Ridge Bike Skills Course – Bend (example facility of what is desired in Sandy)  
 Pump Track, Family man bike skills course – Hood River (example facility of what is 

desired in Sandy)  
 Tree Course – Hagg Lake (example facility of what is desired in Sandy)  
 Estacada has 2 disc golf courses.  
 McKay Park Standing Wave – Bend (example facility of what is desired in Sandy)  
 Standing wave – Boise (example facility of what is desired in Sandy)  

Concerns and areas for improvement:  
Overall, the comments provided by stakeholders were positive and supportive of the Master 
Planning effort.  A few comments were shared with regard to how the system could be 
improved, such as:  

 Cleanliness of parks.  Some parks, particularly trails and natural areas are littered 
with garbage and needs.  Homelessness is an issue in these areas.   

 Parks appear private/not accessible to the Latinx community.  More outreach and 
communication are needed to provide a more welcoming, accessible 
environment. Consider using universal symbols on signs in addition to terms as well 
as provide materials and signage in Spanish.  

 It will be important to engage the Latinx community during the Master Planning 
process. Consider holding a separate, Spanish language meeting at Sandy Vista 
Community Room.  

 Recreation programming at Senior/Community Center is great but could be 
marketed better.  
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 Future landscaping should include native, drought resistant plants and shrubs to 
reduce maintenance. Limit planting flower beds in key locations.  Turf and trees are 
easier to maintain.  

 Consider integrated pest management (reduce need to spray chemicals).  
Provide trail maps in addition to park maps.   
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APPENDIX E.3: SPRING 2020 OPEN HOUSE AND ONLINE SURVEY 

DISPLAY BOARDS 
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FLYER 
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SPRING 2020 OPEN HOUSE AND ONLINE SURVEY  

Open House Dot Exercise 
Each meeting participant was given five dots and asked to choose the amenities they would most like 
to see included in the parks and trails plan for Sandy. Below is a chart illustrating the most popular 
choices.  

Other options included: 
 Basketball courts (6) 
 Indoor community centers (6) 
 Community gardens (6) 
 Bicycle pump tracks (6) 
 Disc golf (4) 
 Soccer/multipurpose fields (4) 
 Pickle ball courts (3) 
 Parking (3) 
 Drinking fountains (3) 
 Baseball/softball fields (2) 
 Skateboard park (2) 
 Tennis courts (1) 

Online Survey Responses 
A total of 129 surveys were received via the open house, community event, and online. Below is a 
summary of the responses.  

1. How would you describe the current quality of parks and trails that serve 
Sandy residents? 

A total of 127 people responded to this question.  

 
Participants were asked to explain why they chose their answer. Common responses include:  

Very good
22

Good
58

Fair
27

Poor
8

Very Poor
7

Not sure
4

8
10

11
11

12
12

13
14

17

Sensory gardens
Picnic areas/shelters

Restrooms
Indoor swimming pools

Off‐leash dog parks
Paved multi‐use trails

Playgrounds
Universal playground
Natural/gravel trails
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 Parks and greenspaces are not accessible due to lack of distribution and current 
proximity (7) 

 Meinig Park needs better development and maintenance (5) 
 Tickle Creek Trail is a great addition, but lacks adequate access (5) 
 There is a lack of connections and crosswalks to support park access (4) 
 Parks need to be bigger (3) 

2. Do you feel there are enough parks and trails in Sandy? 

A total of 116 people responded to this question.  

 

3. Why do you visit the parks that you go to? 

Participants were asked to choose from a list of reasons for why they visit parks and given the 
option to select all that apply. A total of 123 people responded to this question.  

 
Of those that responded “other,” responses included: 

 Water activities, i.e., splash pad, swimming, river access, fishing, etc. (10) 
 Dog related activities and spaces (6) 
 Wall ball (3) 
 Time with family and friends (2) 

4. What barriers prevent you from using park facilities more frequently? 

Participants were given a list of barriers and asked to choose all that apply. A total of 121 people 
responded to this question.  

Yes
30
26%

No
86
74%

30

11

14

22

44

61

90

91

Other
Community gardens

Pick up sports
Organized sports

Picnic with family/friends
Playground equipment

Exercise
Access to nature
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Of those that selected “other,” responses included: 

 Lack of access based on proximity (5) 
 Lack of restrooms (3) 
 Lack of shade (2) 
 Lack of natural areas, i.e., nature parks (2) 

5. What facilities or activities do you see as the most needed in the parks? 

Participants were given a list of facilities and activities and asked to select all those they felt are 
most needed. A total of 120 people responded to this question. Below is a chart illustrating the 
most common responses.  

 
Participants could also choose the following: 

 Parking (34) 
 Soccer/multipurpose fields (34) 
 Basketball courts (31) 
 Sensory garden (28) 
 Off-leash dog parks (27) 
 Bicycle pump track (25) 
 Skateboard park (24) 
 Baseball/softball fields (23) 
 Disc golf (22) 
 Tennis courts (20) 
 Pickleball courts (17) 
 Other (20) 

Other suggestions included: 

23

5

14

17

20

23

26

28

31

44

Other

Understanding the rules

Facilities do not meet my needs

Poor maintenance

Not enough time

Too crowded

Lack of lighting

Concern for safety

I don't have any barriers

Too few walking/biking connections

46

47

52

54

55

65

78

Paved multi‐use trails

Universal playground

Playgrounds

Picnic areas/shelters

Natural/gravel trails

Indoor swimming pools

Restrooms
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 Water features (8) 
 Nature parks and natural areas (2) 

6. Are there parks elsewhere that you particularly like? If so, which parks? 
Where? 

Participants were asked to indicate whether there are parks they like other than those in Sandy 
and given the option to list them. A total of 97 people responded to this question.  

 
The parks participants suggested included: 

 Imagination Station Park (7) 
 Happy Valley Park (7) 
 Wildwood Park (5) 
 Westmoreland Park (4) 
 Meinig Park (3) 
 Thousand Acres Park (3) 

7. What type of park do you like to visit? 

Participants were shown a list of different types of parks and given the option to select all that 
apply. A total of 120 people responded to this question.  

 

Yes
63,
65%

No
34,
35%

23

47

62

69

89

Special Use Facilities, such as skate parks, disc
golf, or bicycle pump tracks

Regional parks, such as sports field
complexes or pools

Smaller neighborhood parks within walking
distance of your home

Larger community parks that provide a
variety of amenities

Natural areas with trails
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8. Do you have any other comments for us to consider as we develop the Sandy 
Parks & Trails Master Plan? 

Participants were asked to answer in their own words what they would like considered in the 
Sandy Parks and Trails Master Plan. A total of 53 people responded to this question. Responses 
included: 

 Prioritize maintenance, security, and development of existing parks (10) 
 Build more water features and facilities and provide better access to rivers and lakes (7) 
 Develop parks and trails in the Champion Way area (3) 
 Develop parks and trails in the Deer Pointe area (3) 
 Provide more shade for park activities, especially for summer activities (2) 
 Provide more and increase accessibility to information about parks so people understand 

how to use them (2) 

9. Where do you live? 

Participants were asked to indicate what zip code they live in. A total of 108 participants 
responded to this question with the majority (96) indicating that they live in 97055. Other zip 
codes participants provided include 97009, 97023, 97049, 97206, and 40793.  

10. How often do you use parks or trails in Sandy? 

A total of 106 people responded to this question.  

 

Demographic Information 

Age 

A total of 103 people responded to this question.  

42
38

26
20

12 11

18
23

5
9

Parks Trails

Weekly 2‐3 times per month Once a month A few times a year Rarely or never
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Gender 

Participants were asked to choose what best describes their gender. A total of 101 participants 
answered this question. A majority (70) indicated that they are female, 26 said they are male, four said 
they preferred not to answer, and one chose non-binary. 

Race/Ethnicity 

A total of 101 people responded to this question. A majority (75) indicated that they are white, 17 
said they are Hispanic/Latino, and one said they are Asian. Five participants said they preferred not 
to answer and three said they are another race other than what was listed.  

Household Income 

A total of 98 people responded to this question.  

 
  

2

0

6

11

9

22

37

9

7

Prefer not to answer

More than 79 years old

70‐79 years old

60‐69 years old

50‐59 years old

40‐49 years old

30‐39 years old

20‐29 years old

Less than 20 years old

21

1

6

4

4

5

12

18

27

Prefer not to answer

Less than $10,000

$10,000‐$14,999

$15,000‐$24,999

$25,000‐$34,999

$35,000‐$49,999

$50,000‐$74,999

$75,000‐$99,999

$100,000 or more
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APPENDIX E.4: SPRING 2020 SANDY VISTA SPANISH-LANGUAGE OPEN 

HOUSE 
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APPENDIX E.5: FALL 2020 ONLINE OPEN HOUSE 

FLYER 
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SPANISH LANGUAGE SURVEY FLYER 
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ONLINE OPEN HOUSE RESPONSES 
Those that participated in the online open house generally felt like the proposed parks and trails 
served the needs of the community, with some disagreeing, and some feeling there just needed to be 
some changes to the plans. Responses to the proposed park developments were also positive. When 
asked how well they like the layout of features in the park concepts the breakdown skewed positive: 

 Champion Way – 37 said “Like it” compared to 2 that said “Dislike it” 
 Deer Point – 37 said “Like it” compared to 3 that said “Dislike it” 
 Ponder Lane – 33 said “Like it” compared to 2 that said “Dislike it” 
 Sandy Community Campus – 31 said “Like it” compared to 7 that said “Dislike it” 

The results of the feedback portion of the online open house indicate that there is general approval 
of the proposed concepts, with some proposed changes to reflect community desires. Some of the 
common features that people liked or said they would like to see included were: 

 Skate parks 
 Pump tracks 
 Interconnected trails 
 Safety features 
 Bathrooms 
 Splash pads 
 Parking 

The following represents the summary of the feedback portion of the online open house: 

1. Do you feel that the proposed park system map will serve the needs of the 
growing community? (Check one.) 

There was overall approval from most respondents to the proposed park system map, with 37 
saying they felt it will serve the needs of the growing community, 25 saying it would do so with 
some changes, and only five saying it would not. Respondents were given an opportunity to 
explain and expand their answer in the question that followed. 

 

2. Do you have any changes to suggest? 

 6 respondents said they wanted a revamped or expanded skate park as a priority. 
 4 respondents said they wanted to see more connectivity and mobility involved in the park 

designs, with them being a way for the public to get around. 

No (please 
explain below), 5

Yes, 37

Yes, with some 
changes (please 
explain below), 

25
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 3 respondents said they desired park development near existing neighborhoods for 
accessibility. 

 2 respondents said they wanted to see more dog parks. 

3. Do you feel that the proposed trail system map will serve the needs of the 
growing community? (Check one.) 

There was overall approval from most respondents to the proposed park system map, with 42 
saying they felt it will serve the needs of the growing community, 17 saying it would do so with 
some changes, and only eight saying it would not. Respondents were given an opportunity to 
explain and expand their answer in the question that followed. 

 

4. Do you have any changes to suggest? 

 4 respondents said they were concerned about connecting Tickle Creek Trail to the 
Springwater Trail or just generally concerned about replicating the unsafe conditions on the 
Springwater. 

 3 respondents said they believed the number of trails in the plan was too ambitious and that 
more focus should be put into maintaining and improving what Sandy already has. 

 3 respondents said they like the idea of interconnectivity and making trails that provide 
people the ability to get around town. 

 2 respondents said they like the idea of varied difficulty trails and more options for people 
with mobility issues. 

Feedback related to Champion Way Neighborhood Park: 

1. How well do you like the layout of features in the Champion Way Park 
concept? (Check one.) 

The most common response to the proposed layout in the Champion Way Park concept was 
“Like it”, followed by “Love it” and “Neutral”. Only three respondents selected that they “Hate 
it” or “Dislike it”. The data signifies that there was a significant positive response to the concepts 
proposed. 

No (please 
explain below)

12%

Yes
63%

Yes, with some 
changes (please 
explain below)

25%
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2. If you could change / add one thing in the Champion Way Park concept, what 
would it be? 

 4 respondents expressed a desire for more sports courts. 
 3 respondents said they wanted to see a splash pad. 
 3 respondents said they wanted accessible bathrooms. 
 3 respondents said space for parking should be ensured. 
 2 respondents said they wanted to see a skate park added. 

Feedback related to Deer Point Neighborhood Park  

1. How well do you like the layout of features in the Deer Point Park concept? 
(Check one.) 

There was significant positive response to the concepts laid out for the Deer Point 
Neighborhood Park, as well. Of the respondents, 50 said they “Like it” or “Love it”, while only 
four said they “Dislike it” or “Hate it”.  

 

2. If you could change / add one thing in the Deer Point Park concept, what would 
it be? 

 6 respondents expressed concern about the connection and accessibility of Highway 26, 
especially in the case of children’s safety. 

 5 respondents said they would like a pump track to be included. 
 4 respondents said they wanted more space for dogs to be considered. 
 4 respondents said they want a splash pad. 
 4 respondents said they really like the inclusion of a disc golf course. 
 3 respondents said that a skate park would be a good addition. 

2

1

38

11

11

2

Dislike it

Hate it

Like it

Love it

Neutral

Not sure

3

1

38

12

13

Dislike it

Hate it

Like it

Love it

Neutral
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Feedback related to Ponder Lane Neighborhood Park 

1. How well do you like the layout of features in the Ponder Lane Park concept? 
(Check one.) 

The Ponder Lane Neighborhood Park concept gained significant positive responses. Of the 
respondents, 48 said the “Like it” or “Love it”, in reference to the concepts, with only two that 
said they “Dislike it”.  

 

2. If you could change / add one thing in the Ponder Lane Park concept, what 
would it be? 

 3 respondents said there is a shortage of parking. 
 3 respondents expressed concern about the proximity of the park to a busy road. 
 4 respondents said they really like the addition of a dog park. 
 2 respondents said they think there should be a barrier to separate the off-leash dog park  

from the rest of the park. 
 2 respondents said they want a skate park. 

Sandy Community Campus 

1. How well do you like the Sandy Community Campus Phase 1 concept? (Check 
one.) 

Out of all the proposed park concepts, the Sandy Community Campus Phase one concept had 
the most diversity of opinion, but there was still an overall positive response. 56 respondents said 
they “Like it” or “Love it”, while eight said they “Dislike it” or “Hate it”. Only five respondents 
said they were “Neutral” or “Not sure”. 
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2
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Like it
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2. If you could change / add one thing in the Sandy Community Campus Phase 1 
concept, what would it be? 

 11 respondents said they thought that a quality skate park should be a priority. 
 4 respondents said they want a pump track. 
 7 respondents said they want a pool to be a priority. 
 3 respondents noted the need for public restrooms.  

3. Please rank which elements you feel should be included in the first phase. 

The most popular number one choices that people said they feel should be included in the first 
phase were “Skatepark”, “Parking”, and “Pump Track”. The popularity of these choices tracks 
with their prevalence in open-ended comments about park elements. “Skatepark” and “Pump 
track” were also among the most popular selections for respondents’ 2nd choice, along with 
“Playground” and “Challenge course”. The element that the most respondents ranked last or 
chose not to rank at all, was that of “Picnic Area”, which also tracks with a lack of significant 
support in open-ended comments. 

 

Tell us about yourself 

1. Which parks do you live within walking distance of: (Check all that apply.) 
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2. Are you interested in participating in a follow-up meeting regarding park 
design?  
(Check one.)  

 

3. Which park(s) are you interested in learning more about: (Check all that 
apply.) 

 

Demographic Questions  

1. What is your age? (Check one.) 

 

Yes
68%

No
32%

Yes

No

15

16

16

33

Champion way

Deer point

Ponder lane

Sandy community campus

4

29

19

10

8

1 1
Less than 20 years old

20‐29 years old

30‐39 years old

40‐49 years old

50‐59 years old

60‐69 years old

70‐79 years old

More than 79 years old

Prefer not to answer
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2. What best describes your gender? (Check one.) 

 

3. What is your race or ethnicity (Check one.) 

 

4. What is your preferred language? 

A total of 56 people responded to this question. All respondents indicated that they spoke 
English as a preferred language. 

18

52

1

Male

Female

Prefer Not to Answer

Non‐Binary

Other

55

1

0 0

2 0 9
2 White

Hispanic or Latino

Black or African‐American

Asian

Native American or
American Indian
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5. What is the combined income of all the people in your household? (Check one.) 

 

PHYSICAL SURVEY IN SPANISH 

Those that opted to participate in the Spanish language survey were informed that they would be 
entered into a raffle to win a $25 Fred Meyer gift card upon receipt of their completed survey by 
October 25. One survey was completed and returned to JLA by mail. 
The completed survey indicated general satisfaction with the concepts presented for the future of 
Sandy parks and trails. Below are the comments from the completed survey:  
1. Do you feel that the proposed park system map will serve the needs of the growing 
community? 

 Yes 
2. Do you feel that the proposed trail system map will serve the needs of the growing 
community? 

 Yes 
3. How well do you like the layout of features in the Deer Point Park concept? 

 Like it 
4. If you could change / add one thing in the Deer Point Park concept, what would it be? 

 (No answer) 
5. How well do you like the layout of features in the Champion Way Park concept? 

 Like it 
6. If you could change / add one thing in the Champion Way Park concept, what would it 
be? 

 (No answer) 
7. How well do you like the layout of features in the Ponder Lane Park concept? 

 Like it 
8. If you could change / add one thing in the Ponder Lane Park concept, what would it be? 

 (No answer) 
9. Do you like the Sandy Community Campus Phase 1 concept? 

 Yes 
10. Which elements do you feel should be included in the first phase of Sandy Community 
Campus? (please rank in order of preference with 1 being the highest priority) 

 Skate Park 
 Parking 

$10,000 to $14,999, 
1

$15,000 to $24,999, 
1

$25,000 to $34,999, 
1

$35,000 to $49,999, 
1

$50,000 to $74,999, 
11

$75,000 to $99,999, 
18

$100,000 or more, 
27

Prefer not to 
answer, 11
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 Basketball 
 Playground 
 Picnic Area 
 Community Garden 

11. Which parks do you live within walking distance of? 
 Sandy Community Campus 

12. Would you be interested in participating in a follow-up meeting regarding your 
neighborhood park?   

 Sandy Community  
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APPENDIX E.6: FALL 2020 BILINGUAL MAILER 
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Parks and Trails Master Plan Adoption
21-035 CPA

Planning Commission: August 23, 2021
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Request
● Type IV Comprehensive Plan 

Amendment
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Plan Summary
● Previous plan published in 1997
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Plan Summary
● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon
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Plan Summary
● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

● Reflects current conditions of parks and trails
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Plan Summary
● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

● Reflects current conditions of parks and trails

● Recommends locations and types of new parks and trails
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Plan Summary
● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

● Reflects current conditions of parks and trails

● Recommends locations and types of new parks and trails

● Recommends updates to existing parks and trails
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Plan Summary
● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

● Reflects current conditions of parks and trails

● Recommends locations and types of new parks and trails

● Recommends updates to existing parks and trails

● Recommends funding strategies for implementation
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Review Criteria
● Best means of meeting identified public need
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Review Criteria
● Best means of meeting identified public need

● Meets statewide planning goals
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Review Criteria: Statewide Planning Goals
● Goal 1: Citizen Involvement

○ Surveys, stakeholder interviews, and open houses

○ Public hearings
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Review Criteria: Statewide Planning Goals
● Goal 1: Citizen Involvement

○ Surveys, stakeholder interviews, and open houses

○ Public hearings

● Goal 2: Land Use Planning

○ Updated Comprehensive Plan will reflect goals and 

priorities of Parks and Trails Master Plan

○ Parks and Trails Master Plan is built on a factual basisPage 225 of 316



Review Criteria: Statewide Planning Goals
● Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and 

Open Spaces

○ Inventory of open space and trails

○ Recommendations for improving open space and trails
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Review Criteria: Statewide Planning Goals
● Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and 

Open Spaces

○ Inventory of open space and trails

○ Recommendations for improving open space and trails

● Goal 8: Recreational Needs

○ Plans for the recreational needs of current and future 

Sandy residentsPage 227 of 316



Recommendation
Forward recommendation of approval to City Council
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 #2021-26 

 

 NO. 2021-26  

 

 

AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING A NEW PARKS & TRAILS MASTER PLAN. 

 

Whereas, the existing Parks & Trails Master Plan for the City of Sandy was originally adopted by 
Ordinance No. 13-97 on October 20th, 1997 (the “1997 Parks & Trails Master Plan”); and 

  

Whereas, the City contracted with Environmental Science Associates in October, 2019 to 
complete a new Parks & Trails Master Plan; and 

  

Whereas, to help guide the project, the City utilized the Parks & Trails Advisory Board and 
established a Technical Advisory Committee; and 

  

Whereas, during development of the Parks & Trails Master Plan, multiple surveys, open houses, 
and interviews were held to obtain broad community-based comments; and 

  

Whereas, a joint workshop was held on June 7, 2021 with the Planning Commission and City 
Council to review and provide input on the Parks & Trails Master Plan; and 

  

Whereas, the Planning Commission held public hearings to review the Parks & Trails Master Plan 
on August 23, 2021 and forwarded a recommendation to City Council to adopt the plan; and  

  

Whereas, the City Council held a public hearing to review the Parks & Trails Master Plan on 
September 20, 2021. 

  

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF SANDY ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS,  

  

Section 1: The City of Sandy Comprehensive Plan is amended to include the Parks & Trails Master 
Plan of Sandy dated August 2021. The August 2021 plan supersedes and replaces the 1997 Parks 
& Trails Master Plan and its background documents.  

  

Section 2: The adoption of the August 2021 Parks & Trails Master Plan is supported by findings.  

 

 

This ordinance is adopted by the Common Council of the City of Sandy and approved by the 
Mayor this 20 day of September 2021 
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 #2021-26 

 

____________________________________ 

Stan Pulliam, Mayor 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Jeff Aprati, City Recorder  
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File # 21-035 CPA

Parks and Trails 
Master Plan

City Council
September 20, 2021
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● Type IV Comprehensive Plan Amendment

Request
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● Previous plan published in 1997

Plan Summary
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● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

Plan Summary
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● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

● Reflects current conditions of parks and trails

Plan Summary
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● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

● Reflects current conditions of parks and trails

● Recommends locations and types of new parks and trails

Plan Summary
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● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

● Reflects current conditions of parks and trails

● Recommends locations and types of new parks and trails

● Recommends updates to existing parks and trails

Plan Summary
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● Previous plan published in 1997

● 15-year planning horizon

● Reflects current conditions of parks and trails

● Recommends locations and types of new parks and trails

● Recommends updates to existing parks and trails

● Recommends funding strategies for implementation

Plan Summary
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● Best means of meeting identified public need

Review Criteria
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● Best means of meeting identified public need

● Meets statewide planning goals

Review Criteria
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● Goal 1: Citizen Involvement
○ Surveys, stakeholder interviews, and open houses

○ Public hearings

Review Criteria: Statewide Planning Goals
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● Goal 1: Citizen Involvement
○ Surveys, stakeholder interviews, and open houses

○ Public hearings

● Goal 2: Land Use Planning
○ Updated Comprehensive Plan will reflect goals and 

priorities of Parks and Trails Master Plan

Review Criteria: Statewide Planning Goals
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● Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, 

and Open Spaces
○ Inventory of open space and trails

○ Recommendations for improving open space and trails

Review Criteria: Statewide Planning Goals
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● Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, 

and Open Spaces
○ Inventory of open space and trails

○ Recommendations for improving open space and trails

● Goal 8: Recreational Needs
○ Plans for the recreational needs of current and future Sandy 

residents

Review Criteria: Statewide Planning Goals
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Planning Commission recommends that City Council adopt 

the Parks and Trails Master Plan as an amendment to the 

Comprehensive Plan.

Recommendation
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Planning Commission recommends that City Council adopt 

the Parks and Trails Master Plan as an amendment to the 

Comprehensive Plan.

“I move to adopt Ordinance 2021-26.”

Recommendation
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Staff Report

Meeting Date: September 20, 2021 

From Shelley Denison, Associate Planner 

SUBJECT: 21-027 ANN: 37685 Olson Street Annexation

BACKGROUND: 
Jeffrey Saul, owner of 37685 SE Olson Street, has applied to annex his property into 
the City of Sandy. The subject property contains 2.62 acres. The applicant is also 
requesting that the Single Family Residential (SFR) zoning designation be applied to 
the property, which is currently the conceptual zoning designation of the property. No 
development or tree removal is being proposed on the property at this time.  

EVALUATION 
As indicated on Page 3 of the staff report (beginning with Finding of Fact #11) 
annexation requests are processed according to Chapter 17.78 of the municipal code, 
which establishes criteria and requirements that must be satisfied for a request to be 
approved.  Staff has determined that the applicable requirements have indeed been 
met.  Staff also proposes several standard conditions of approval on Page 4 of the staff 
report to ensure future compliance. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Planning Commission has forwarded a recommendation of approval to City Council. 

SUGGESTED MOTION: 
"I move to approve the first reading of Ordinance of 2021-25." 

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 
Attachment 1: Staff Report 
Attachment 2: Exhibits A-O 
Attachment 3: Ordinance 2021-25 
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CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT 

TYPE IV ANNEXATION PROPOSAL 

.

. DATE: September 20, 2021 

.

. FILE NO.: 21-027 ANN 

.

. PROJECT NAME: 37685 Olson Street Annexation 

.

. OWNER/APPLICANT: Jeff Saul 

.

. LEGAL DESCRIPTION: 24E11AC, Tax Lot 1300 

.

. The above-referenced proposal was reviewed as a Type IV Annexation. The following exhibits, 

findings of fact, and conditions (bold text) explain the proposal and the recommended conditions 

of approval. 

EXHIBITS: 

Applicant’s Submittals: 

A. Land Use Application for Annexation

B. Land Use Application Supplemental Form No. 1

C. Land Use Application for Sewer Extension

D. Project Narrative (email on June 15, 2021)

E. Site Boundary Survey

F. Sewer Extension Plat

G. Sewer Extension Plans

H. Sewer Easement Descriptions

I. Sewer Easement Survey

J. Topographic Site Survey

Agency Comments: 

K. Fire District No. 72 Fire Marshall (July 12, 2021)

Public Comments: 

L. Jeannine Cansler (August 9, 2021)

M. Matthew Barreau (August 12, 2021)

N. Clifton & Mary Powell (August 31, 2021)

Other Exhibits: 

O. Planning Commission Presentation Slides (August 23, 201)
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

.

. General 

1. These findings are based on the applicant’s submittal received on May 26, 2021. The

application was deemed incomplete on June 14, 2021. The applicant submitted additional

materials on June 15, 2021 and June 21, 2021. With the new materials, the application was

deemed complete on June 29, 2021.

2. This report is based upon the Exhibits listed above as well as the agency comment from the

Fire District.

3. The subject site is approximately 2.62 acres. The site is located at 37685 Olson Street.

4. The parcel has a Comprehensive Plan Map designation of Low Density Residential and a

conceptual zoning map designation of Single Family Residential (SFR). The property has a

County zoning designation of RRFF-5 (Rural Residential Farm Forest, 5 acre).

5. The applicant and owner, Jeff Saul, is requesting approval to annex the subject site into the

City of Sandy. The subject site is located within an unincorporated island of land in

Clackamas County jurisdiction and is surrounded by and is contiguous to incorporated

property.

6. Notification of the proposed application was mailed to affected agencies on June 29, 2021

and to surrounding property owners within 500 feet of the subject property on July 28, 2021.

The proposal was submitted to DLCD on July 19, 2021.

7. A legal notice was printed in the Sandy Post on August 11, 2021.

8. According to the Fire District No. 72 Fire Marshal (Exhibit K), all future construction

activities shall comply with the applicable Oregon Fire Code. Fire apparatus access and

fire protection water supply shall be reviewed and approved by the Sandy Fire District.

All other requirements submitted by the Fire Marshal shall be conditions for future

development.

9. As of publication of this staff report, three public comments have been received. Two

comments are supportive of this annexation request, and one had a number of questions

about the request.

10. A Planning Commission public hearing was held on August 23, 2021 to review this

application. No public testimony was given at the hearing. After staff and applicant

presentations and discussion, Planning Commission voted 4-0 to forward a recommendation

of approval to City Council.
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17.78 – Annexation 

11. This annexation application is being reviewed under the annexation code as amended on July
6, 2020.

12. Section 17.78.15 explains the types of annexation. This proposal qualifies as a Type A 
annexation, which is annexation in conformance with conceptual zoning designations.

13. Section 17.78.20 details conditions for annexation. Subsection(A) requires that ORS 
standards for annexation be met. Staff has determined that the process which Sandy uses to 
annex in properties meets state requirements. Subsection (B) requires that the property be 
within Sandy’s Urban Growth Boundary, which it is. Subsection (C) explains that the site 
must be contiguous to the city or separated from it only by a public right-of-way. The site is 
contiguous with city limits along the east property line.

14. Section 17.78.25 outlines requirements for tree retention and prohibits certain properties from 
being annexed if their respective property owners removed a certain number of trees within 
ten years of the application. Staff has not identified any significant tree removal from the 
subject property within the last ten (10) years. Prior to any future tree removal on the 
subject property the applicant shall apply and receive approval for a tree removal 
permit in compliance with Chapter 17.102. Removal of trees without a permit after 
annexation shall be enforced in compliance with Chapter 17.06.

15. Section 17.78.30 explains that all lands within the urban growth boundary have been 
classified according to the appropriate city land use designations as noted on the 
Comprehensive Plan map. The applicant requests that the current Comprehensive Plan map of 

Low Density Residential and the conceptual zoning designation of Single Family Residential 

(SFR) be applied to the property.

16. Section 17.78.50 details annexation criteria. Section 17.78.50(B) allows for “island” 

annexations under ORS 222.750. Currently, the subject property is within an unincorporated 

island. That means that it is not within city limits but is surrounded by city limits. Generally, 

it is good planning practice to annex land within unincorporated islands. Therefore, this 

criterion is met.

17. In order to connect to sanitary sewer, sewer will need to be extended to the subject property 
from the west due to gravity constraints. The applicant has submitted information related to a 
sewer easement on his property and the adjacent property to the west. The applicant shall 
meet all requirements for recording these easements and extending sanitary sewer to the 

property prior to any development of the subject property.

RECOMMENDATION 

The Planning Commission recommends that City Council approve the Type IV Annexation 

request by adoption of an ordinance subject to the conditions of approval below. 
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL  

 

1. The zoning map designation for this property shall be Single Family Residential 

(SFR) as identified on the zoning map. 

2. The comprehensive plan map designation for this property shall be Low Density 

Residential. 

3. Any future development shall meet the Sandy Municipal Code requirements. 

4. Stormwater treatment and detention conforming to Chapters 13.18 and 13.20 of the 

Sandy Municipal Code shall be required upon further development of the property.  

5. Prior to any future tree removal on the subject property the applicant shall apply and 

receive approval for a tree removal permit in compliance with Chapter 17.102. 

Removal of trees without a permit after annexation shall be enforced in compliance 

with Chapter 17.06. 

6. All future construction activities shall comply with the applicable Oregon Fire Code. 

Fire apparatus access and fire protection water supply shall be reviewed and approved 

by the Sandy Fire District. All other requirements submitted by the Fire Marshal shall 

be conditions for future development. 

7. The applicant shall meet all requirements for recording sewer easements and 

extending sanitary sewer to the property prior to any development of the property. 
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COVER
SHEET

1

TAX LOT 1300, NE 1/4 SECTION 11, T2S, R4E, W.M.
CITY OF SANDY

CLACKAMAS COUNTY, OREGON

SANITARY SEWER EXTENSION

VICINITY MAP

PROJECT
SITE

JEFF SAUL
37685 SE OLSON STREET
SANDY, OR 97055
[P] 503-748-4959

APPLICANT:

PACIFIC COMMUNITY DESIGN, INC
12564 SW MAIN ST.
TIGARD, OR 97223
[P] 503-941-9484
CONTACT: KC SCHWARTZKOPH, PE

CIVIL ENGINEER:

ATTENTION: 
OREGON LAW REQUIRES YOU TO FOLLOW RULES ADOPTED BY THE OREGON UTILITY
NOTIFICATION CENTER. THOSE RULES ARE SET FORTH IN OAR 952-001-0010 THROUGH
952-001-0090. YOU MAY OBTAIN COPIES OF THE RULES BY CALLING THE CENTER.

THE TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR THE OREGON UTILITY NOTIFICATION CENTER IS (503) 232-1987

THIS DESIGN COMPLIES WITH ORS 92.044 (7) IN THAT NO UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE IS
DESIGNED TO BE WITHIN ONE (1) FOOT OF A SURVEY MONUMENT LOCATION SHOWN ON
SUBDIVISION OR PARTITION PLAT. NO DESIGN EXCEPTIONS NOR FINAL FIELD LOCATION
CHANGES SHALL BE PERMITTED IF THAT CHANGE WOULD CAUSE ANY UTILITY
INFRASTRUCTURE TO BE PLACES WITHIN THE PROHIBITED AREA.

BENCHMARK NO. 22, A BRASS DISK AT THE SW CORNER OF BLUFF AND
SUNSET STREET.

ELEVATION DATUM: NGVD 29, ELEVATION = 899.176

BENCHMARK:

1 COVER SHEET
2 SANITARY SEWER EXTENSION PLAN & PROFILE
3 SANITARY DETAILS

SHEET INDEX:

1. ALL WORK AND MATERIALS SHALL CONFORM WITH THESE PLANS AND THE
APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS AND
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CITY OF SANDY.

2. ALL BACKFILL IN THE PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY SHALL BE CRUSHED ROCK.

MATERIALS:
3. POLYVINYL CHLORIDE PIPE (PVC) SHALL CONFORM TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF ASTM

D-3034, SDR 35, AND JOINT TYPE SHALL BE ELASTOMERIC GASKET CONFORMING TO
ASTM D-3212.

4. DUCTILE IRON PIPE SHALL BE CLASS 50 WALL THICKNESS FOR PIPE SIZES UP TO
TWELVE INCHES (12"); CLASS 51 WALL THICKNESS FOR PIPE SIZES FOURTEEN INCHES
(14") AND LARGER.

5. MANHOLES TO BE PRECAST CONCRETE SECTIONS WITH MINIMUM INSIDE DIAMETER
OF 48-INCHES, CONFORMING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF ASTM C-478, EXCEPT AS
NOTED ON THE PLANS. POURED IN PLACE MANHOLES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED.

INSTALLATION:
6. POLYVINYL CHLORIDE PIPE (PVC) SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE

MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS. PVC SEWER PIPE SHALL BE CONNECTED TO
CONCRETE MANHOLES BY MEANS OF AN APPROVED COUPLING WITH AN
ELASTOMERIC GASKET, AN APPROVED WATERSTOP OR FLEXIBLE SLEEVE. USE OF
PORTLAND CEMENT GROUT FOR CONNECTION OF PVC SEWER PIPE TO MANHOLES
WILL NOT BE PERMITTED.

7. AFTER THE CONTRACTOR HAS BACKFILLED THE PIPE ZONE OF THE TRENCH AS
REQUIRED, THEY SHALL THEN BACKFILL THE BALANCE OF THE TRENCH, WITH THE
TYPE OF BACKFILL SPECIFIED, IN ONE FOOT (1') LAYERS, MECHANICALLY
COMPACTING EACH LAYER TO 95% OF MAXIMUM DENSITY IN ROADWAYS AND 85% TO
90% IN ALL OTHER AREAS. MAXIMUM RELATIVE DENSITY SHALL BE DETERMINED PER
AASHTO T-180. IN PLACE, DENSITY SHALL BE DETERMINED PER AASHTO T-191,
T-205 OR T-238. ANY SUBSEQUENT SETTLEMENT OF THE TRENCH OR DITCH DURING
THE GUARANTEE PERIOD SHALL BE CONSIDERED TO BE THE RESULT OF IMPROPER
COMPACTION AND SHALL BE PROMPTLY CORRECTED BY THE CONTRACTOR AT NO
EXPENSE TO THE DISTRICT OR THE OWNER.

8. SANITARY SEWER PIPE AND APPURTENANCES SHALL BE TESTED FOR LEAKAGE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH CITY STANDARDS. LEAKAGE TESTS INCLUDE AN AIR TEST OF
THE SEWER MAINS AND SERVICE CONNECTIONS AND A WATER EXFILTRATION TEST
OR VACUUM TEST OF THE MANHOLES. ANY PORTION OF THE SEWER WHICH FAILS
TO PASS THESE TESTS SHALL BE EXCAVATED, REPAIRED OR REALIGNED, AND
RETESTED. IN ADDITION TO HYDROSTATIC OR AIR TESTING, SANITARY SEWERS
CONSTRUCTED OF PVC SEWER PIPE SHALL BE DEFLECTION TESTED NO LESS THAN
30-DAYS AFTER THE TRENCH BACKFILL AND COMPACTION HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
THE TEST SHALL BE CONDUCTED BY PULLING AN APPROVED SOLID POINTED
MANDREL 95% OF THE INSIDE DIAMETER THROUGH THE PIPELINE ON A MANHOLE TO
MANHOLE BASIS.

9. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ON THE PLANS OR DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER,
EACH SERVICE CONNECTION SHALL BE LAID IN A SEPARATE TRENCH ON A STRAIGHT
LINE AND GRADIENT FROM THE TEE TO THE END OF THE SERVICE CONNECTION. AT
THE PROPERTY LINE THE SERVICE CONNECTION SHALL BE AT LEAST 6 FEET BELOW
THE GRADE OF THE STREET CENTER LINE. NO SERVICE CONNECTION SHALL BE LAID
ON A SLOPE OF LESS THAN TWO PERCENT, UNLESS OTHERWISE DIRECTED BY THE
ENGINEER OR SHOWN ON THE PLANS. THE ENGINEER WILL PROVIDE A CUT STAKE
AT THE TERMINAL POINT OF EACH SERVICE CONNECTION. UNLESS OTHERWISE
DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER, THE CONTRACTOR WILL USE A GRADING LINE TO LAY
THE PIPE AND THE SERVICE CONNECTION SHALL BE INSTALLED WITH THE SAME
ACCURACY AS THE MAIN SEWER. EACH SERVICE CONNECTION SHALL BE PLUGGED
WITH A RUBBER RING PLUG. A 2 X 4 MARKER PAINTED GREEN SHALL BE PLACED AT
THE END OF EACH SERVICE CONNECTION, AND SHALL EXTEND FROM THE END OF
THE PIPE TO A POINT ONE FOOT (1') ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE GROUND. A
DETECTABLE GREEN MAGNETIC TAPE (“THORDURATEC SAFETY GREEN SANITARY
SEWER RIBBON OR EQUAL”) WITH THE WORD "SEWER" AT REGULAR INTERVALS
SHALL BE PLACED ALONG THE SERVICE CONNECTION FROM THE MAINLINE TEE TO
THE GROUND SURFACE.

10. IN AREAS USED BY VEHICLES (PAVED OR UNPAVED STREETS) THE MANHOLE RIM
ELEVATION SHALL MATCH THE FINISHED GRADES. IN OTHER AREAS THE HEIGHT OF
THE MANHOLE RIM WILL NORMALLY BE SIX INCHES (6") ABOVE FINISHED GRADE,
HIGH-WATER MARK, OR ABOVE TOP OF FUTURE FILL AREAS.

11. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL AT ALL TIMES PROVIDE AND MAINTAIN AMPLE MEANS AND
DEVICES TO REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF ALL WATER ENTERING THE TRENCH
EXCAVATION DURING THE PROCESS OF LAYING THE PIPE. WATER AND DEBRIS SHALL
NOT ENTER INTO THE CITY'S SEWER SYSTEM. WATER AND DEBRIS SHALL BE
DISPOSED OF IN AN APPROVED MANNER.

12. THE PROJECT ENGINEER SHALL VERIFY ALL SERVICE LATERALS PRIOR TO
PLACEMENT OF BACKFILL.

13. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL AT ALL TIMES ABIDE BY APPLICABLE SAFETY RULES OF
O.S.H.A. AND IN PARTICULAR, THOSE PERTAINING TO ADEQUATE SHORING AND
TRENCH PROTECTION.

14. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL KEEP RECORDS OF ALL CONSTRUCTION THAT DIFFERS
FROM THE APPROVED PLANS AND SHALL MAINTAIN "RECORD DRAWINGS" DURING
THE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD. "RECORD DRAWINGS" SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE
ENGINEER AT THE END OF THE PROJECT.

15. IN ADDITION TO THE OTHER TESTS NOTED, ALL SANITARY SEWER MAINS SHALL BE
LAMP TESTED. THESE TESTES SHALL BE CONDUCTED AFTER THE PIPES HAVE BEEN
FLUSHED AND CLEANED.

16. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROTECT SHALLOW LATERALS DURING INSTALLATION OF DRY
UTILITIES.

17. PIPE SLOPES LISTED ARE BASED ON HORIZONTAL LENGTHS FROM CENTER OF
STRUCTURE (E.G. MANHOLE) TO CENTER OF STRUCTURE (E.G. MANHOLE). INVERT
ELEVATIONS (IES) LISTED AT STRUCTURES ARE BASED ON THE “THEORETICAL” IE AT
THE CENTER OF THE STRUCTURE.  FIELD STAKING IS BASED ON THESE PIPE SLOPES
AND INVERT ELEVATIONS.  FOR PIPES WITH STEEP SLOPES AND/OR SHORT PIPE
RUNS, THE CONTRACTOR NEEDS TO MAKE ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE ACTUAL SLOPE
FROM EDGE OF STRUCTURE TO EDGE OF STRUCTURE AND/OR MAKE SURE PRE-CAST
STRUCTURES (E.G. MANHOLE BASE) ACCOMMODATES THE ACTUAL IE AT THE EDGE
OF THE STRUCTURE.

18. SEWER LINES SHALL BE LAID IN A STRAIGHT ALIGNMENT AND A UNIFORM GRADE
BETWEEN MANHOLES AND CLEANOUTS.  SEWER LINES SHALL BE INSTALLED SO THAT
THE PIPE BELL IS POSITIONED AT THE UPSTREAM END OF THE SEWER LINE AND THE
PIPE SPIGOT IS POSITIONED AT THE DOWNSTREAM END OF THE SEWER LINE.

SANITARY SEWER CONSTRUCTION NOTES:
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DETAIL
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3

SHORING TRENCH
CLEARANCE WIDTH

3/4"-0" PIPE BEDDING
AND PIPE ZONE MATERIAL

6"

D/2

4"
BEDDING

PIPE ZONE

D

12" MIN.

OUTSIDE STREET RIGHT-OF-WAYWITHIN STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY

CLASS "A" BACKFILL (COMPASCTED
TO 90% OF MAX DENSITY AS PER
AASHTO T-99 AND ODOT/APWA
SPEC. 00405).

RESURFACE AC PER
DWG NO. 160

3/4"-0" AGGREGATE BASE COURSE COMPACTED
TO 95% OF MAX DENSITY AS PER ASSHTO T-99
AND ODOT/APWA SPEC 00405.

SAWCUT EXISTING
AC PAVEMENT

AT FULL DEPTH AND
WIDTH ACCORDING

TO DWG NO. 200.

EXISTING
PAVEMENT
SECTION

TRENCH BACKFILL ZONE
3/4"-0" OR 1"-0" CRUSHED
AGGREGATE COMPACTED
TO 95% OF MAX DENSITY

AS PER AASHTO T-99 &
ODOT/APWA SPEC 00405

RESTORE TO PRE-EXISTING
CONDITIONS OR BETTER PER SPECS

D (IN.)
4-10

12-16
18-21
24-30
36-72

TRENCH(IN)
9
12
16
18
24

3/4"-0" PIPE BEDDING
AND PIPE ZONE MATERIAL

4"

6"

CONDUIT TRENCH PIPE ZONE

NOTES:

1. SAWCUT EDGES TO BE TACKED WITH EMULSIFIED ASPHALT.

2. ASPHALT JOINTS SHALL BE SAND SEALED WITH CRS-1 OR CRS-2 EMULSIFIED ASPHALT OR EQUIVALENT.

TRENCH DETAIL
N.T.S.
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Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc. 

6107 SW Murray Blvd. #409 – Beaverton, OR. 97008                                                Office: (503)201-3116 

 

June 5, 2021 

 

Saul Subdivision  

Project: 0773 

Sewer Easement 

Within Tax Lot 1400 24E11AC 

Clackamas County, Oregon 

 

All that portion of a 15.00-foot-wide strip of land lying within that tract described by Deed to Dwayne A 

Gilbert, et ux, recorded in Document No. 98-081241, Clackamas County Records, the centerline being 

described as follows: 

 

Commencing at the NE corner of Lot 204 “SANDY BLUFF 3”, a subdivision filed in Clackamas County Plat 

Records; thence N 0°02’22” E along the East Right of Way line of Olson Street, 16.90 feet to the POINT 

OF BEGINNING; thence S 89°07’01” E, 196.64 feet to the East line of said Gilbert tract, being                     

N 0°37’48” W, 9.00 feet from the SE corner thereof. 

 

Courses are derived from a Record of Survey by Griffin Land Surveying filed in Clackamas County Survey 

Records. 
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Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc. 

6107 SW Murray Blvd. #409 – Beaverton, OR. 97008                                                Office: (503)201-3116 

 

June 5, 2021 

 

Saul Subdivision  

Project: 0773 

Sewer Easement 

Within Tax Lot 20600 24E11DB 

Clackamas County, Oregon 

 

All that portion of a 15.00-foot-wide strip of land lying within that tract described by Deed to Robert M 

Rohde, recorded in Document No. 2013-070568, Clackamas County Records, the centerline being 

described as follows: 

 

Commencing at the NE corner of Lot 204 “SANDY BLUFF 3”, a subdivision filed in Clackamas County Plat 

Records; thence N 0°02’22” E along the East Right of Way line of Olson Street, 16.90 feet to the POINT 

OF BEGINNING; thence S 89°07’01” E, 196.64 feet to the East line of that tract described by Deed to 

Dwayne A Gilbert, et ux, recorded in Document No. 98-081241, Clackamas County Records, being           

N 0°37’48” W, 9.00 feet from the SE corner thereof. 

 

Courses are derived from a Record of Survey by Griffin Land Surveying filed in Clackamas County Survey 

Records. 
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Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc. 

6107 SW Murray Blvd. #409 – Beaverton, OR. 97008                                                Office: (503)201-3116 

 

June 18, 2021 

 

Saul Subdivision  

Project: 0773 

Sewer Easement 

Within Tax Lot 1400 24E11AC 

Clackamas County, Oregon 

 

All that portion of a 15.00-foot-wide strip of land lying within that tract described by Deed to Dwayne A 

Gilbert, et ux, recorded in Document No. 98-081241, Clackamas County Records, the centerline being 

described as follows: 

 

Commencing at the NE corner of Lot 204 “SANDY BLUFF 3”, a subdivision filed in Clackamas County Plat 

Records; thence N 0°02’22” E along the East Right of Way line of Olson Street, 16.90 feet to the POINT 

OF BEGINNING; thence S 89°07’01” E, 196.64 feet to the East line of said Gilbert tract and the terminus, 

being N 0°37’48” W, 9.00 feet from the SE corner thereof. 

 

Courses are derived from a Record of Survey by Griffin Land Surveying filed in Clackamas County Survey 

Records. 
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Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc.Griffin Land Surveying Inc. 

6107 SW Murray Blvd. #409 – Beaverton, OR. 97008                                                Office: (503)201-3116 

 

June 18, 2021 

 

Saul Subdivision  

Project: 0773 

Sewer Easement 

Within Tax Lot 20600 24E11DB 

Clackamas County, Oregon 

 

All that portion of a 15.00-foot-wide strip of land lying within that tract described by Deed to Robert M 

Rohde, recorded in Document No. 2013-070568, Clackamas County Records, the centerline being 

described as follows: 

 

Commencing at the NE corner of Lot 204 “SANDY BLUFF 3”, a subdivision filed in Clackamas County Plat 

Records; thence N 0°02’22” E along the East Right of Way line of Olson Street, 16.90 feet to the POINT 

OF BEGINNING; thence S 89°07’01” E, 196.64 feet to the East line of that tract described by Deed to 

Dwayne A Gilbert, et ux, recorded in Document No. 98-081241, Clackamas County Records and the 

terminus, being N 0°37’48” W, 9.00 feet from the SE corner thereof. 

 

Courses are derived from a Record of Survey by Griffin Land Surveying filed in Clackamas County Survey 

Records. 
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SANDY FIRE DISTRICT NO. 72 

Fire Prevention Division 
 

E-mail Memorandum 

To: Shelley Denison 

From: Gary Boyles 

Date: July 12, 2021 

Re: 37685 SE Olson St. Annexation File No. 21-027 ANN 

Review and comments are based upon the current version of the Oregon Fire Code (OFC) as adopted by the 

Oregon Office of State Fire Marshal. The scope of this review is typically limited to fire apparatus access and 

water supply, although the applicant shall comply with all applicable OFC requirements. When buildings are 

completely protected with an approved automatic fire sprinkler system, the requirements for fire apparatus 

access and water supply may be modified as approved by the fire code official. References, unless otherwise 

specified, include provisions found in the Metro Code Committee’s Fire Code Applications Guide, OFC Chapter 

5 and appendices B, C and D. 

COMMENTS: 

General 

1. All future construction activities shall comply with the applicable Oregon Fire Code. 

2. Construction documents detailing compliance with fire apparatus access and fire protection water 

supply requirements shall be provided to Sandy Fire District for review and approval prior to building 

permit submittal.  

3. Approved fire apparatus access roadways and an approved water supply for fire protection, either 

temporary or permanent, shall be installed and operational prior to any combustible construction or 

storage of combustible materials on site in accordance with OFC Chapter 33. 

Fire Apparatus Access  

FIRE APPARATUS ACCESS ROAD (as defined by the OFC). A road that provides fire apparatus 

access from a fire station to a facility, building or portion thereof. This is a general term inclusive of all 

other terms such as fire lane, public street, private street, parking lot lane and access roadway.  

1. Fire apparatus access roads shall be within 150 feet of all portions of the exterior wall of the first story 

of any building as measured by an approved route around the exterior of the building. An approved 
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turnaround will be required if the remaining distance to an approved intersecting roadway, as 

measured along the fire apparatus access road, is greater than 150 feet. 

2. Dead end fire apparatus access roads in excess of 150 feet in length shall be provided with an approved 

turnaround. 

3. Dead-end fire apparatus access roads in excess of 150 ft., resulting from a phased project, are to be 

provided with an approved temporary turnaround. 

4. For developments of one- and two-family dwellings where the number of dwelling units exceed 30, or 

multiple-family residential projects having more than 100 dwelling units and where vehicle congestion, 

adverse terrain conditions or other factors that could limit access, as determined by the fire code official, 

shall be provided with not less than two approved means of access.  

5. Where two access roads are required, they shall be placed a distance apart equal to not less than one 

half of the length of the maximum overall diagonal dimension of the property or area to be served, 

measured in a straight line between accesses. 

6. Fire apparatus access roadway grades shall not exceed 10 percent. Intersections and turnarounds shall 

be as level as possible and have a maximum of 5 percent grade with the exception of crowning for water 

run-off. Considerations of grades up to 15 percent may be allowed with a proposed alternate in 

accordance with the provisions of ORS 455.610(5). 

7. Fire apparatus access roads shall have an unobstructed driving surface width of not less than 20 feet 

and an unobstructed vertical clearance of 13 feet 6 inches is to be maintained. 

8. The inside turning radius and outside turning radius for fire apparatus access roads shall be not less 

than 28 feet and 48 feet respectively, measured from the same center point. 

9. Where fire apparatus roadways are not of sufficient width to accommodate parked vehicles and 20 feet 

of unobstructed driving surface, “NO PARKING-FIRE LANE” signs shall be placed on one or both sides 

of the roadway and in turnarounds as needed.  

10. Streets and roads shall be identified with approved signs. Temporary signs shall be installed at each 

street intersection when construction of new roadways allows passage by vehicles.  

Firefighting Water Supplies 

1. The minimum available fire flow for one- and two-family dwellings served by a municipal water 

supply shall be 1,000 gpm at 20 psi residual provided the fire area of the dwelling(s) does not exceed 

3,600 square feet. For dwellings that exceed 3,600 square feet, the required fire-flow shall be 

determined in accordance with OFC Appendix B, Table B105.1(2).  
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2. Fire flow testing will be required to determine available fire flow. Testing will be the responsibility 

of the applicant. Applicant to contact the City of Sandy Public Works for testing information and 

requirements and notify the Fire Marshal prior to fire flow testing.  

3. For one- and two-family dwellings served by a municipal water system, all portions of the dwellings 

shall be located within 600 feet from a fire hydrant on a fire apparatus access road, as measured in 

an approved route that is approved by the fire code official (The intent is that not more than 600 feet 

of hose will have to be laid out to reach all portions of the exterior grade level of a structure). 

4. Prior to the start of combustible construction, required fire hydrants shall be operational and 

accessible. 

5. Fire hydrants installed within the Sandy Fire District shall comply with the following 

requirements: 

a. Flow requirements and location of fire hydrants will be reviewed and approved by Sandy 

Fire upon building permit submittal.  

b. Each new fire hydrant installed shall be ordered in an OSHA safety red finish and have a 4-

inch non-threaded metal faced hydrant connection with cap installed on the steamer port. If 

a new building, structure, or dwelling is already served by an existing hydrant, the existing 

hydrant shall also be OSHA safety red and have a 4-inch non-threaded metal faced hydrant 

connection with cap installed. 

6. The minimum number and distribution of fire hydrants shall be in accordance with City of Sandy 

requirements and OFC Appendix C. 

NOTE: 

Sandy Fire District comments may not be all inclusive based on information provided. A more detailed review 

may be needed for future development to proceed. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Fire Marshal Gary Boyles at 503-891-7042 or 

fmboyles.sandyfire@gmail.com should you have any questions or concerns.  
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37685 Olson Rd. Annexation
20-027 ANN

Planning Commission: August 23, 2021
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Vicinity Map
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Request
● Type IV Annexation

● Three types of annexation
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Request
● Type IV Annexation

● Three types of annexation

○ A: Annexation in conformance with conceptual zoning designation

○ B: Annexation + zone change

○ C: Annexation + plan map change + zone change
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Request
● Type IV Annexation

● Three types of annexation

○ A: Annexation in conformance with conceptual zoning designation

○ B: Annexation + zone change

○ C: Annexation + plan map change + zone change
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Conditions for Annexation
● The site must be within the urban growth boundary.
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Conditions for Annexation
● The site must be within the urban growth boundary.

● The site must be contiguous with city limits.
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Conditions for Annexation
● The site must be within the urban growth boundary.

● The site must be contiguous with city limits.

● The request must be in compliance with ORS chapters 199 

and 222.
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Conditions for Annexation
● The site must be within the urban growth boundary.

● The site must be contiguous with city limits.

● The request must be in compliance with ORS chapters 199 

and 222.

● The site has not violated tree retention requirements.
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Annexation Criteria
● For an island annexation:
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Annexation Criteria
● For an island annexation:

○ TPR analysis is not required

○ Meets a logical growth pattern
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Recommendation
Forward recommendation of approval to City Council
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 #2021-25 

 

 NO. 2021-25  

 

 

AN ORDINANCE APPROVING ANNEXATION OF ONE PROPERTY TOTALING APPROXIMATELY 
2.62 ACRES AND ASSIGNMENT OF SFR, SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONING IN 
CONFORMANCE WITH THE 2017 URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY EXPANSION ANALYSIS. 

 

WHEREAS, Jeff Saul as the property owner submitted an application (File No. 21-027 ANN) 
requesting approval to annex one parcel approximately 2.62 acres in size and known as 24E11AC 
Tax Lot 1300, and requested that Single Family Residential (SFR) zoning be assigned to the 
property in conformance with the 2017 Urban Growth Boundary Expansion Analysis;  

  

WHEREAS, ORS chapter 222 (Boundary Changes) and Sandy Municipal Code Chapter 17.78 
(Annexation) identify the procedures to be followed by the City for the proposed annexation;     

  

WHEREAS, pursuant to ORS 222.127, the proposed annexation may not be submitted to the 
voters;  

  

WHEREAS, notice of the proposed annexation was sent to the Department of Land Conservation 
and Development on July 19, 2021. A separate notice was sent to the property owners and other 
property owners within 500 feet of the subject property on July 28, 2021.  Notice of the 
annexation including a legal description of the property was published in the Sandy Post on 
August 11, 2021;  

  

WHEREAS, the Sandy Planning Commission reviewed the annexation application at a public 
hearing on August 23, 2021 and recommended City Council approve the annexation with the 
conditions of approval identified in the staff report; and 

  

WHEREAS, the Sandy City Council reviewed the annexation application at a public hearing on 
September 20, 2021 and determined the application complies with the criteria in ORS chapter 
222 and the Sandy Municipal Code Chapter 17.78. 

  

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF SANDY ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS: 

  

Section 1:  Based on the testimony and evidence in the record, the City Council adopts the 
findings in the September 20, 2021 staff report as its own, including the conditions of 
approval and any interpretations of the Sandy Municipal Code set forth therein.  

  

Section 2:  The City Council directs staff to amend the city boundary and to provide notice of the 
annexation to other agencies and organizations as required by state law. 
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Section 3:  Following adoption of this Ordinance, the zoning designation for the subject property 
will be changed to SFR, Single Family Residential as shown on the adopted zoning map. 

  

Section 4:  A legal description and map of the property is attached as an Exhibit to this ordinance. 

 

This ordinance is adopted by the Common Council of the City of Sandy and approved by the 
Mayor this 20 day of September 2021 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Stan Pulliam, Mayor 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Jeff Aprati, City Recorder  
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File # 21-027 ANN

37685 Olson St. 
Annexation

City Council
September 20, 2021
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Vicinity Map
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● Type IV Annexation

Request
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● Type IV Annexation
● Three types of annexation

Request
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● Type IV Annexation
● Three types of annexation

○ A: Annexation in conformance with conceptual zoning designation
○ B: Annexation + zone change
○ C: Annexation + zone change + comp plan map change

Request
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● Type IV Annexation
● Three types of annexation

○ A: Annexation in conformance with conceptual zoning designation
○ B: Annexation + zone change
○ C: Annexation + zone change + comp plan map change

Request
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● The site must be within the urban growth boundary

Conditions for Annexation
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● The site must be within the urban growth boundary
● The site must be contiguous with city limits

Conditions for Annexation
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● The site must be within the urban growth boundary
● The site must be contiguous with city limits
● The request must be in compliance with ORS chapters 

199 and 222
○ No applicable statutes in 199
○ Procedural statutes in 222 have been met

Conditions for Annexation
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● The site must be within the urban growth boundary
● The site must be contiguous with city limits
● The request must be in compliance with ORS chapters 

199 and 222
○ No applicable statutes in 199
○ Procedural statutes in 222 have been met

● The property owner has not violated tree retention 
requirements

Conditions for Annexation
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● For an island annexation:
○ TPR analysis is not required
○ Meets a logical growth pattern

Conditions for Annexation
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Planning Commission has recommended that City Council 
approve the annexation request. 

Recommendation
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Planning Commission has recommended that City Council 
approve the annexation request. 

“I move to adopt Ordinance 2021-25.”

Recommendation
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: September 20, 2021 

From Jordan Wheeler, City Manager 

SUBJECT: Consent of Assignment of Hoodview Disposal Franchise 
 
BACKGROUND: 
At the September 7 City Council Meeting, the Council received the information and 
discussed the request for consent of an assignment of the City's solid waste franchise 
agreement. Kahut Companies Holdings, Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of Waste 
Connections US Inc., is purchasing all the stock in Hoodview Disposal and Recycling 
Inc.  Ray Kahut (Hoodview Disposal) and Jason Hudson (Waste Connections) attended 
the meeting virtually to offer further information and answer questions. They confirmed 
that they will continue to do business as Hoodview Disposal & Recycling and retain 
Hoodview Disposal employees and equipment.  
  
Under the existing franchise agreement with Hoodview Disposal, the agreement and 
obligations of the agreement cannot be assigned without the City's consent unless the 
assignment was to another company which is owned and controlled by the company or 
its parent company. Per the franchise agreement, section 13.51 C, Hoodview submitted 
the financial statements of the proposed assignee (Waste Connections Inc.) and 
documentation that the assignee has solid waste collection experience and is in good 
standing and in compliance with all state, federal, and local laws regulating solid waste 
management services and practices.  
  
Waste Connections is one of the largest waste haulers in North America with over 7 
million residential, commercial, and industrial customers in the United States and 
Canada. Waste Connections of Oregon, a subsidiary of Waste Connections US Inc. 
currently holds two solid waste collection franchises in good standing with Clackamas 
County. The cities of Milwaukie, Canby, and West Linn also hold franchises with the 
Kahut family's companies: West Linn Disposal and Recycling, Hoodview Disposal & 
Recycling, and Canby Disposal Company. All jurisdictions have or in the process of 
consenting to the transfer.  
  
The Council requested that Waste Connections provide a curbside spring clean up day 
as outlined in the Franchise Agreement. The company has confirmed that they will 
honor all the provisions in the franchise agreement including the clean up event. 
Furthermore, Council requested a change to the franchise term from the 10 year 
revolving agreement.  Waste Connections has agreed to a 7 year revolving term with 
the same noticing provisions for no-cause terminations effective July 1, 2024. The 
agreement would be amended once the transaction closes. This would effectively make 
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it the shortest franchise term among other cities with franchises with the Kahut 
companies.  All other provisions in the agreement would remain the same including 
suspension and termination of the agreement if the franchisee does not satisfactory 
perform, and correct, to the terms and conditions in the agreement 
 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
No budgetary impact.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends the Council adopts Resolution 2021-28, consenting the assignment 
of the City's Solid Waste Franchise Agreement.  
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
Move to adopt Resolution 2021-28, consenting the assignment of the City's Solid Waste 
Franchise Agreement from Hoodview Disposal & Recycling Inc. to Kahut Companies 
Holdings, Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of Waste Connections US Inc. 
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 
1. Resolution 2021-28 
2. Letter from Waste Connections Inc.  
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 NO. 2021-28  

 

 

A RESOLUTION CONSENTING TO AN ASSIGNMENT OF THE CITY’S SOLID WASTE FRANCHISE 
AGREEMENT FROM HOODVIEW DISPOSAL & RECYCLING, INC. TO KAHUT COMPANIES 
HOLDINGS, INC. 

 

Whereas, the City of Sandy and Hoodview Disposal & Recycling, Inc. (“HDR”) entered into an 
agreement dated July 1, 2014 that granted HDR an exclusive franchise to collect solid waste, 
recyclables and yard debris within Sandy (the “Franchise”); and 

  

Whereas, Kahut Companies Holdings, Inc. (“Kahut”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Waste 
Connections US, Inc., intends to purchase HDR; and 

  

Whereas, the Franchise requires the city to consent to the proposed purchase and sale; and 

  

Whereas, Kahut has represented that it will retain all current HDR employees and equipment and 
continue to do business as “Hoodview Disposal & Recycling” within Sandy; and 

 

Whereas, in a September 15, 2021 letter, Kahut agreed to be bound to the terms of the Franchise 
upon closing of the transaction, including the annual “spring clean-up” program; and 

  

Whereas, as a condition of the city granting consent, Kahut agreed to a modification of the term 
of the Franchise once the transaction closes, such that beginning on July 1, 2024, the Franchise 
will have a rolling seven year term, instead of ten; 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Sandy  

  

Section 1.  Pursuant to Section 13.5.1.C of the Franchise, the City of Sandy consents to HDR’s 
assignment of the Franchise to Kahut, in consideration of Kahut agreeing to be bound to the 
terms of the Franchise and Kahut agreeing to a modification the term of the Franchise upon 
closing of the transaction. 

  

Section 2.  Upon closing of the transaction, the city manager is authorized to execute an 
amendment to the Franchise to modify Section 3.1.2  “Term of Agreement” substantially the 
same as Exhibit A to this resolution, which is attached and incorporated by reference. 

  

Section 3.  This resolution will take effect upon its adoption.  
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This resolution is adopted by the Common Council of the City of Sandy and approved by the 
Mayor this 20 day of September 2021 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Stan Pulliam, Mayor 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Jeff Aprati, City Recorder  
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FIRST AMENDMENT TO FRANCHISE AGREEMENT BETWEEN CITY OF SANDY, OREGON AND HOODVIEW 
DISPOSAL & RECYCLING, INC. FOR SOLID WASTE, RECYCLABLE MATERIALS AND YARD DEBRIS 

COLLECTION SERVICES 

The City of Sandy (“City”) and Kahut Companies Holdings, Inc. (“Kahut”) enter into this First Amendment 
on this __ day of October, 2021. 

RECITALS 

A. City and Hoodview Disposal & Recycling, Inc. (“Hoodview”) entered into an agreement for
Hoodview to provide solid waste, recycling and yard debris collection services to City, effective
July 1, 2014 (the “Franchise”).

B. On September 20, 2021, City consented to a request from Hoodview to assign its rights and
obligations under the Franchise to Kahut.

C. In consideration of City’s consent, and subject to its acquisition of Hoodview, Kahut agreed to be
bound to all the terms of the Franchise and agreed to a modification of the term of the
Franchise.

D. Instead of a continuous ten year term, the modification would result in a continuous seven year
term, beginning on July 1, 2024.

E. On or about October __, 2021, Kahut acquired all the stock in Hoodview Disposal & Recycling,
Inc.

F. The City and Kahut wish to memorialize the modification to the term of the Franchise through
this First Amendment.

AGREEMENT 

1. Section 3.1.2 of the Franchise is replaced in its entirety as follows:

“Unless grounds exist for suspension, modification or revocation of the Agreement, and except
as otherwise described in this section, the Agreement shall have a ten year term beginning July
1, 2021 and expiring July 1, 2031. If City notifies Company of its intent to terminate the
Agreement at least 30 days prior to July 1, 2024, the Agreement will terminate on July 1, 2031.
Beginning July 1, 2024, and on July first (1st) of each succeeding year, the Agreement shall be
considered as having a continuing seven (7) year term, unless at least thirty (30) days prior to
July first (1st) of any year beginning in 2025 the City notifies the Company of its intent to
terminate the Agreement. Upon the filing of such notice, the Company will have an Agreement
that will terminate on July first (1st) that is seven (7) years from the date of the last renewal prior
to the notice of termination. The City may initiate proceedings for suspension, modification or
revocation of the Agreement at any time based on the terms and conditions of the Agreement.”

2. All other terms and conditions in the Franchise remain unchanged.

EXHIBIT A
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WASTECO?\INI;C'I'IONS,INC.
(.1/717/M‘!zrir/7I/ll’l:HfNl'4’

September 15, 2021

By Email to spul|iam@ci.sandy.or.us and david@gov—law.com

Mayor Stan Pulliam
39250 Pioneer Blvd.
Sandy, OR 97055

Re: Kahut Companies Holdings, |nc., purchase of Hoodview Disposal & Recycling, Inc.

Dear Mr. Pulliam:

Kahut Companies Holdings, Inc. (”KCH”),a wholly owned subsidiary of Waste Connections US,

Inc., is purchasing all the stock in Hoodview Disposal & Recycling, Inc. ("HDR”) (such

transaction, the "Transaction"). The target date for closing the Transaction is October 1, 2021.

The purpose ofthis letter is to confirm that, effective as ofthe closing of the Transaction, KCH

agrees to be bound by all the terms in that certain Franchise Agreement, between the City of
Sandy, Oregon and HDR, dated July 1, 2014 (the "Franchise Agreement"), including the annual
curbside Spring C|ean—up program (pursuant to Section 5.1.4 of the Franchise Agreement).

In addition, the Franchise Agreement currently has a ten year term that expires on July 1, 2031,

and contains a provision, in Section 3.1.2, whereby a new renewal ten year term is commenced
on each July 1st, absent notice ofthe City of Sandy of its desire to terminate. In connection
with the City granting its consent to the Transaction, KCHis willing to modify Section 3.1.2 of
the Franchise Agreement such that, commencing on July 1, 2024, the new renewal term on

each July 1st shall be for an additional seven (instead of ten) year term.

Sincerely,

<'Zdu@
Jason Hudson
Division Vice President
Kahut Companies Holdings, Inc.

()3! I9 0‘! 9UJO>4ZS I .
12115 NE 99th étreet- Suite 1830 - Vancouver, WA 98682 - 360.892.9594 - Fax 360.944.2380 - www.wcnorthwest.com
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Staff Report 

 

Meeting Date: September 20, 2021 

From David Snider, Economic Development Manager 

SUBJECT: 
Covered Structures - General Fund Program Authorization and 
Guidelines Approval 

 
BACKGROUND: 
At the September 7th meeting of the Sandy Urban Renewal Board, the Board decided 
to move forward with a second round of the Permanent Outdoor Covered Structures 
Program and expressed its approval of several program administration refinements.  
  
The Board also asked staff to prepare a proposal for a similar City-funded program for 
businesses and/or commercial property owners outside Sandy's urban renewal zone 
that wish to take advantage of the Covered Structures program. 
  
ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES: 
Several administrative refinements were discussed at the 9/7/21 urban renewal 
meeting; the following is a list of the changes included in this new guidelines document 
for the General Fund program: 
  

• Chairs and tables have been eliminated as a reimbursable program expense for 
both programs per the Board's direction on 9/7. 

• For the "Covered Structures -- General Fund" program, the Industrial Park (I-1) 
zoning designation was included as a valid zoning designation under the 
"Eligibility" section.  (All likely applicants outside of the UR zone that staff is 
aware of are zoned I-1.) 

• Clarification that businesses/commercial property owners that have already 
applied for and received a Covered Structures grant are not eligible for a second 
grant. 

• Several minor wording changes for clarity. 
• Note: The requirement for additional Council review for change orders exceeding 

110% of quoted project costs is not listed in the public program guidelines, as 
this is an internal administrative policy.  This requirement will be enforced for all 
projects. 

  
Staff also plans to bring similar edits to the program guidelines document for the SURA 
version of this program during the next urban renewal meeting.   
  
DECISION FOR COUNCIL: 

• Whether to establish a General Fund version of the Covered Structures Program 
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• Whether to formally approve Program Guidelines for the program, incorporating 
changes discussed by the SURA Board on 9/7/21 

 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
Staff will advertise the program widely using the same communication methods 
established through the SURA program.  However, at this time staff estimates receiving 
one project application for $70,000 to $90,000 for this new program. 
  
To fund this program outside of the urban renewal area, staff recommends that the 
Council dedicate $90,000 of the City's allotment of American Rescue Plan Act Funds. 
  
In total for Round 2 of Covered Structures, including both the SURA and City versions 
of the program, staff estimates a cost between $240,000 and $400,000, depending on 
the number of program applicants and the scope of the projects. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends approval of the new General Fund program, and approval of the 
Program Guidelines as written. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
"I move to establish the "Permanent Outdoor Covered Structures Program -- General 
Fund," and to approve the Program Guidelines as recommended by staff." 
 
LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS: 

• Permanent Outdoor Covered Structures Program -- General Fund: Program 
Guidelines 
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February 3September, 2021 

 
 

Permanent Outdoor Covered Structures Grant Program - Page 1 

City of Sandy 
Façade Improvement Grant Permanent Outdoor Covered Structure Program – 

General Fund 
Permanent Outdoor Covered Structures Program Guidelines 

            __________ 
 

I. Background 
 
The Permanent Outdoor Covered Structures grant program is a subsection of the Façade Improvement 
Grant Program, a grant program offered by the City of Sandy Urban Renewal Agency.  Additional 
outdoor seating in Sandy has been a desired amenity for many years – the current COVID-19 crisis adds 
urgency to this concept.  The Permanent Outdoor Covered Structures Program – General Fund This 
program has allocated allocates matching grants with funding from the General Fund for qualified 
projects outside of the Sandy Urban Renewal Zone. 
 
II. Program Objectives 
 
The purposes of the Permanent Outdoor Covered Structures Program are: 

1. To help local business owners stay in operation during the COVID-19 crisis by helping to create 
spaces for outdoor dining.  

2. To help local business owners create new permanent spaces for outdoor seating at restaurants, 
breweries, wineries, bars and coffee shops in Sandy. 

3. To help other businesses, such as fitness facilities provide outdoor fitness options. 
4. To remain consistent with the Façade Grant Program in improving the aesthetic appearance of 

the exterior façades of existing buildings and businesses in throughout the Urban Renewal 
DistrictCity of Sandy. 

 
III. Eligibility 
 
The following persons business entities and/or commercial property owners are eligible to apply for  and 
receive grant funds: 

 Property owners of commercial buildings within the that are zoned Central Business District (C-
1), Industrial Park (I-1) and General Commercial (C-2) in that exist outside of the Urban 
Renewal District. 

 Business owners or tenants of commercial buildings within the that are zoned Central Business 
District (C-1), Industrial Park (I-1) and General Commercial (C-2) in  that exist outside the 
Urban Renewal District, with property owner consent. 
 

IV. Eligible Improvements 
 
Funds may be used for creating new permanent outdoor covered structures in compliance with the 
Sandy Style Design Standards contained in the Sandy Development Code Chapter 17.90.  For the 
purposes of this program, “permanent outdoor covered structure” is defined as a permanent, Sandy Style 
compliant accessory structure designed to provide cover for businesses. The following items are 
considered eligible expenses through this program: 
 

1. Design work from a licensed architect or design professional.  City-generated designs may be 
used at no cost to the applicant.  
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2. Construction of a Sandy Style compliant structure with a minimum of four support posts, a 
permanent roof with a 6:12 pitch and stone wrapped support bases.  Eligible elements include: 
a. Framing and trusses; 
b. Roofing materials; 
c. Gutters and downspouts; 
d. Permanent electrical infrastructure and lighting; 
e. Surface paints or stains [Paints must be in conformance with the approved Sandy Style color 

palette]; 
f. Application of stone wrapped bases; 
g. Concrete work necessary to:  

i. Reinforce support posts;  
ii. Install slab surface; or  

iii. Improve ADA accessibility to the covered area. 
h. Stormwater detention and treatment, if necessary;  
i. Weatherproof seating and tables for the covered area; 
j. Heating devices as approved by the Sandy Fire Marshall and Building Official;  
k. Removable vinyl paneling for additional wind and weather resistance. [Note: Current State 

of Oregon COVID regulations require 75 percent of any outdoor structure to remain open 
for outdoor seating structures – this improvement is included to make these accessory 
structures more usable post-COVID-19 as regulations change.] 

l. Bollards as needed for safety. 
m. Other improvements as approved by the Development Services Director. 

 
V.  Financing 
 
This grant program will pay for all project costs up front. City design work may be used at no cost to the 
applicant if desired. Upon completion of a project, applicant will be responsible for reimbursing the City 
for 20% of project costs – this may be paid in one of two ways: 
 

1. In a lump sum within 30 days following invoice from the City. 
2. An installment plan may be arranged with the City under terms determined by the City 

Finance Director. 
 
Grants will be awarded as identified below. The maximum project cost for a single project is $100,000. 
 

Project Cost Applicant Financial Responsibility  

$0 to $100,000 
Applicant will reimburse City 20% of the 
cost of construction upon project 
completion. 

 
VI. Application Process 
 
The application process includes the following steps: 
 

1. Applicant to review Design Standards in Chapter 17.90 of the Sandy Development Code. 
2. Applicant schedules a Grant Application Meeting with the Economic Development Manager to 

discuss proposed improvements.  

Commented [DS1]: Removed per discussion at 9/7 
meeting 
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3. Applicant submits a Grant Application with supporting documentation as outlined at the Grant 
Application Meeting. 

4. Projects requiring Design Review as specified in Chapter 17.90 of the Sandy Development Code 
are required to complete the design review process prior to submittal of a Grant Application as 
determined necessary by the Development Services Director.   

5. Applicants will be required to sign a contract stipulating that the applicant portion of project 
costs will be repaid in full and agree to a lien on their property to secure payment.  If the 
applicant does not own the property, the property owner may agree to a lien on their property on 
the applicant’s behalf. 

 
VII. General Conditions 
 

1. Approval of grant applications is contingent upon available funds. 
1.2.Business entities and/or commercial property owners that have previously applied for and 

received a Covered Structure grant are not eligible to apply. 
2.3.All projects shall conform to the design standards of Chapter 17.90 of the Development Code, 

other applicable regulations in the Sandy Municipal Code, and the requirements of the Oregon 
State Building Codes. 

3.4.Some projects will require Design Review approval prior to submittal of a grant application.   
4.5.Once an application is approved, the applicant will be required to enter into a Grant Approval 

Agreement with the City.  
5.6.All project contractors shall, where applicable, have a valid CCB license in the State of Oregon 

in good standing.  The cost of any work requiring a CCB license that is not completed by a 
licensed contractor will be required to be paid by the applicant in full. 

6.7.Project contractors not in possession of a current City of Sandy Business License shall obtain 
one prior to beginning project work and pay all applicable transit taxes. 

7.8.Projects costing more than $5,000 require submittal of a minimum of three bids.    
8.9.Projects are required to be completed within one (1) year from the date of the grant approval or 

as otherwise specified in the grant agreement.   
9.10. Contractors shall contact 811 (utility locates) prior to any excavation. 
10.11. Additional conditions may be included with the grant approval. 
 

VIII. Review Process 
 

A. Grant applications are administratively reviewed by the Development Services Director for 
compliance with the guidelines and review criteria set forth for this program. 

B. Grant applications shall be reviewed and approved by the Sandy Urban Renewal BoardCity 
Council. 

 
IX. Review Criteria 
 
All projects will be reviewed based on the following criteria: 
 

A. The structure meets Sandy Style and Building Code requirements. 
B. The proposal has a harmonious aesthetic appearance with the primary building. 
C. The proposal has a positive impact on the overall streetscape (if applicable). 

 
X. Payment Procedure 
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Project payment will occur based on the following procedures: 
 

A. The project will be considered complete only after construction is complete and a city inspection 
has been conducted.   

B. Upon project completion, city staff should be contacted to conduct a site inspection. 
C. Only contractors with an active CCB license in good standing shall perform project work where 

licensure is required.   
D. Applicant portion of project costs (20% of project costs not including City generated design 

work) shall be paid to the City of Sandy within thirty (30) days following invoice from the City, 
unless an installment plan is entered into with the City Finance Director, in which case payment 
shall be made according to that installment plan. 

 
 

 
If you have additional questions, please contact:  
Economic Development Manager 
David Snider 
503-489-2157 
dsnider@ci.sandy.or.us 
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